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2008

October

Sunday, 26th  of October.

05:39:25 Are you interested in AML/CTF compliance for your business in Australia? Join the

CompliSpace AML/CTF LinkedIn Group http://bit.ly/5DZC4
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26-October-2008

2009

March

Monday, 23rd  of March.

12:19:25 Looking at twitter as part of our Sales and Marketing meeting.

12:45:03 Included new website for Veridian Media before it is live. Oops. Should be up soon.

13:21:15 Updating my LinkedIN details http://www.linkedin.com/in/drwarwick

18:29:44 Reading Purple Cow by Seth Godin, good stuff so far. Stop advertising and start innovating. 

http://www.sethgodin.com/purple/

20:53:00 Starting a new blog for Veridian Media. http://veridianmedia.com.au/wordpress/

21:26:01 Thanks Geoff, @geoffmcqueen hope all is going well. Let me know next time you are in

Melbourne! Cheers and regards.

Tuesday, 24th  of March.

17:23:58 Enjoying my new Mac Book Pro - PC laptop users don't know what they are missing (forgot that

set-up from scratch takes ages).

18:11:26 Setting SalesForce http://www.salesforce.com/au/ up for Smart Works. The best web delivered

CRM that I know of (reasonably priced).

20:36:48 Changed my background image. Why? Because it's there. Great place to find images 

http://www.istockphoto.com/ - I spent up on this one.

Wednesday, 25th  of March.

15:30:41 Very funny IT support guy if you have 10mins - http://tinyurl.com/63cveq - be warned contains V

S L (and must be drugs).

15:38:38 MBS Alumni function on tomorrow (26 March), hope to see fellow alumni there - 

http://tinyurl.com/d6ck3w then on to the footy (go Blues)!

Thursday, 26th  of March.

09:07:20 Just added myself to the http://wefollow.com twitter directory under:  #cms #web #afl

12:27:42 Writing a tender - gotta love them. I still think what I wrote a year ago http://tinyurl.com/cdbsac -

but don't tell the client that.
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drwarwick's Tweetbook

27-March-2009

Friday, 27th  of March.

15:17:48 Still on cloud 9 with Carlton winning (tragic I know), now I can enjoy the weekend's other AFL

games without 'own team' stress!

Monday, 30th  of March.

10:11:18 Carlton on top of the AFL Ladder ... lets just stop the season now!

20:51:03 @rabbieburns Here's some single malt for you, having one myself ... http://tinyurl.com/dx7bla

21:49:58 Taking a break and watching Oxfam comedy gala on Ten. Tim Minchin is an Australian legend,

see http://tinyurl.com/5bzcy6

Tuesday, 31st  of March.

15:11:27 In Sydney for 2 days, enjoying the great weather! Seriously, at least the company was first

class.
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31-March-2009

April

Wednesday, 1st  of April.

17:22:06 Red wine, party pies, cheese, soup and cold meats - sounds like dinner at Qantas Club again.

Leaving Sydney's great weather behind.

Friday, 3rd  of April.

15:03:52 The pressure of leading work footy tips (even if only week 1) is too intense. Being a Blues

supporter this all new. I can't take it!

Sunday, 5th  of April.

19:47:03 Tipped 6, Blues won - not a bad weekend of AFL. Wazup with Hawthorn? Never tipping Port

Adelaide again, they suck severely!

Wednesday, 8th  of April.

14:23:02 Been ill for a couple of days. Chance to do some reading. Including "Social Media 2009 =

Search 2002" - http://www.clickz.com/3633220

14:40:36 Article 'Guy Kawasaki Talks Twitter at SES New York', some tips and twitter related site links - 

http://tinyurl.com/cvjokc

16:25:13 Reforming Content Management Professional's Australian Chapter (CMPAC). Please join us on

Facebook ... http://tinyurl.com/cxtblw

16:28:33 @SallyMills look like a very rewarding role. I will let you know if I can think of anyone. Happy to

help PT myself, but now in Melb.

17:07:22 Have set-up a feed burner to subscribe to my blog - 

http://feeds2.feedburner.com/VeridianMedia if you subscribe I will write more blogs!

Thursday, 9th  of April.

12:06:02 @rabbieburns let me guess, running PC games on a PC operating system at the time? No

wonder your poor Mac had to restart ;-)

12:16:30 Look at the physical torture staff want to inflict on each other (read: me), don't they know I

getting old ... http://tinyurl.com/cupedg

17:12:58 Progressively putting photos on Flickr ... Sign up to see stuff (no promise of quality) 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/veridianmedia/

17:38:06 Have a great Easter everybody (or break if you don't go for the spiritual underscore). Go the

Blues at the MCG Saturday night.

Sunday, 12th  of April.
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drwarwick's Tweetbook

12-April-2009

09:01:31 No wonder my kids have nightmares. House security is too easily breached by fat red men,

fairies and feral bunnies.

09:08:04 Carlton (AFL) lost by 4 points last night. Still can't believe it. Was it Fevola not kicking straight or

umpires in the 3rd quarter?

Wednesday, 15th  of April.

18:57:51 Have completed a number of tenders and proposals over the past two days. Hope I can avoid

any more for at least a few days.

19:38:30 Looking fwd to Gruen Transfer at 9PM http://www.abc.net.au/tv/gruentransfer/ - NZ Ads were

killer http://tinyurl.com/dzv8pm

Thursday, 16th  of April.

15:37:09 Nephew born yesterday at 9pm. Congratulations to my brother Gavin and wife Helene - all doing

well. Welcome Michael to a glorious age!

16:28:25 http://twitpic.com/3e3ub - Even 2 months on, the fire devastation of the Yarra Valley is mind

blowing ...

17:28:43 http://twitpic.com/3e5am - Nothing has grown back in 9 weeks on this hill near St Andrews, Vic.

Fire destroyed even the dirt.

18:43:48 http://twitpic.com/3e6rx - Fire warning signs have a real impact when they look like this one near

Healesville in Victoria.

22:09:13 http://twitpic.com/3eb7d - Amy's message to the CFA (my 6 yr old daughter), translates as

'thank you for fighting the fire'.

Friday, 17th  of April.

15:04:06 http://twitpic.com/3fwyz - Content Management (website) life cycle, a chart I created for Open

Publish a few years ago. Time for a blog  ...

16:32:33 Content Management is not a Discipline! I said so ;-) ... Read more if you can bear it: 

http://veridianmedia.com.au/wordpress/

17:38:14 http://twitpic.com/3g1xg - Because the world needs more photos of the Sydney Opera House!

17:48:33 http://twitpic.com/3g27k - Nearly 6pm in Melbourne, Australia and Friday evening. Time for a

beer - take a look if thirsty.

Saturday, 18th  of April.

14:56:00 2nd quarter and Carlton not kicking straight again - hope this doesn't cost the Blues the game?

Sunday, 19th  of April.

18:58:09 http://twitpic.com/3l5jb - From our 15 months in Sydney ... the three sisters at the three sisters!

Monday, 20th  of April.
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drwarwick's Tweetbook

20-April-2009

13:07:10 http://twitpic.com/3n064 - Follow-up to Opera House. The world needs more photos of the

Golden Gate Bridge (no fog).

Tuesday, 21st  of April.

11:53:09 If you're thing is IT and you're around Sydney in May, don't forget to register for CeBIT (see you

there). http://www.cebit.com.au/

12:01:16 @RealHughJackman $100k to http://www.westernchances.org.au/ gives 100 disadvantaged

children in Melbourne's west a chance at their dream.

12:19:17 Companies and Government hire new Sydney company to spy on what you say on twitter and

facebook http://tinyurl.com/dyglcu - clever swines!

12:32:00 http://twitpic.com/3p01h - I'd rather be at the beach! A view of Manly on a day without waves (no

good for surfers).

14:31:25 Hit 100 golf balls at Albert Park driving range. Three lessons, leather shoes (bad), work clothes

(bad), my golf (really bad).

17:33:03 Still learning ... actual Bebo profile is at http://www.bebo.com/DavidW29415 not previous post.

17:37:16 Off to BMW Edge at Fed Square to see Future Leaders seminar put on by Melbourne Business

School (hope it's good) ...?

20:11:18 GFC session at Fed Square was actually very insightful. Have made some seminar notes on my

BLOG, http://veridianmedia.com.au/wordpress/

20:13:57 The No. 1 lesson if you don't get to the BLOG on the GFC is ... 'no one will ever tell you to sell',

that has to be your decision alone!

20:21:13 http://twitpic.com/3ph2q - Beer Deluxe at Fed Square. Great to tweet and post a BLOG.

Hoegaarden was especially fine!

Thursday, 23rd  of April.

10:55:07 Oracle buys Sun and therefore MySQL. What does it all mean for the best Open Source

Database? http://tinyurl.com/c4r7qh

13:16:54 http://twitpic.com/3t80h - The problem with bookcases is search. My twins have worked out a

better model.

13:45:10 Saw Graeme Renfrey (Lend Lease) speak. Said social media challenge for business was

authenticity - how to play without bursting the bubble?

17:11:49 Going to watch Carlton play the Bulldogs on Sunday with all the kids. Lets hope the Blues are

good for a victory!

18:44:17 http://twitpic.com/3tkgb - Follow-up to Opera House and Golden Gate. The world needs more

photos of the Sydney Harbour Bridge.

Friday, 24th  of April.

08:40:45 http://twitpic.com/3uv1k - My three girls start at their new school - closer to home.

12:05:54 Providing SalesForce demo on last day of trial - maybe 30 day trials aren't long enough?

16:44:40 http://twitpic.com/3vpb2 - Going for a snack. Does this picture make you hungry? Works for me.

16:51:19 You have to include some humor in your day #FollowFriday @DHughesy @Rove1974
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drwarwick's Tweetbook

24-April-2009

@arjbarker @Wil_Anderson @rustyrockets

Saturday, 25th  of April.

18:34:48 http://twitpic.com/3yako - Rain falling on Melbourne's catchment areas - hopefully keeps on

going.

18:44:30 http://twitpic.com/3yav7 - Took Girls to Rivers at Yarrambat http://www.riversofyarrambat.com/

for breakfast and duck feeding.

19:46:19 Reading #MeatballSunday by Seth #Godin. Great stuff and brilliant insights on modern

marketing. http://www.sethgodin.com/sg/

Sunday, 26th  of April.

09:16:05 Swine flu deaths mostly in 25 to 45 age range, a worrying hallmark of past pandemics (ie 1m

dead from HK flu 1968) http://tinyurl.com/d3m58w

18:55:31 http://twitpic.com/412f2 - Carlton back on the AFL winners list. My daughter Sarah, complete

with face painting there to see it.

Monday, 27th  of April.

08:23:52 #Oracle are "going to kill off #MySQL" says Harry Debes and Ellison doesn't mention MySQL in

deal statement http://tinyurl.com/cjay8p

11:26:43 Just joined a twibe. Visit http://twibes.com/AFL to join

11:29:21 http://twitpic.com/42u03 - #AFL banner from Carlton versus Bulldogs game - thanking Dick

Pratt.

12:12:55 Just started a Twibe. Visit http://twibes.com/Carlton to join #AFL.

12:33:40 Just joined a twibe. Visit http://twibes.com/Marketing to join.

16:15:41 SMH article "Twitter's growth in Australia phenomenal" discusses celebrity but nothing on what

is driving use - http://tinyurl.com/coakjm

16:23:50 H1N1 Swine Flu Google Map http://tinyurl.com/cdqguz shows how quickly it has spread - in past

few days it has become a true world issue.

17:08:37 Twitter use in Australia grows by 49 percent in March 2009, see Digital Media article - 

http://tinyurl.com/d9s9rl

17:12:57 Just joined a twibe. Visit http://twibes.com/Melbourne to join. All Melbournians should get on

board.

18:44:44 @mikewalsh sticking with apocalyptic rather than decadent, you can add: bush fires,

earthquakes and my favorite a pirate resurgence!

19:33:51 http://twitpic.com/43e5f - Family gets face painted for Carlton AFL game against Bulldogs. Of

course Amy has to be different.

20:28:16 Mimic Octopus http://tinyurl.com/5nesas discovered in 1998 is freaky. The gig is up, time for all

you land mimics to show yourself!

20:59:55 RT @remch Anonymous doctor in Mexico told BBC that accurate statistics about the Swine Flu

outbreak in Mexico are being suppressed?

22:52:31 Family watching two hours of Biggest Loser and Master Chef, plenty of Twitter time and
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drwarwick's Tweetbook

27-April-2009

catching up on work backlog - PS Bob won!

23:27:03 http://twitpic.com/43ksb - Cloud front passing Doreen in Melbourne, rain still a novelty after/in

longstanding drought.

23:34:05 You have to love Twitter: RT @urbansmiler Just in case you're wondering why your left testicle

hangs ... lower http://tinyurl.com/cj3qfx

Tuesday, 28th  of April.

09:02:22 Article on Internet growth, includes "we did not imagine a web of people, but a web of

documents" at http://tinyurl.com/d9o57p

09:11:12 Mexico can't take a trick at the moment, swine flu, falling currency and now a 6.0 earthquake - 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/a/5231774

16:55:52 Thinking about how Maslow's hierarchy can help explain social media's impact on marketing.

My blog at http://veridianmedia.com.au/wordpress/

17:49:26 @SilkCharm I knew someone else would have applied Maslow to social media, thanks for the

lead. My focus was also on corporate authenticity.

17:59:12 @ZebraBites as you point out Maslow has been hammered over the past 66 years. Just

borrowing his division to explore social marketing.

18:59:02 http://twitpic.com/45dn8 - Komodo CMS stand from CeBIT 2004 (big budget launch). Looking

forward to seeing tweeps at CeBIT Sydney 2009.

19:02:15 @rabbieburns looking forward to your rating of Wolverine - hope it is a worthy sequel (or should

that be prequel)

Wednesday, 29th  of April.

07:58:27 Going to Western Chances http://www.westernchances.org.au/ 6th Birthday function tonight.

Great initiative has helped over 600 children.

12:06:21 Komosion (Komodo CMS) wins AIIA iAward 2009 for Communication in Victoria, presenting

tomorrow for National gong - http://tinyurl.com/d2c8bd

13:59:36 Carlton AFL Club Patron - Richard Pratt died yesterday from prostate cancer aged 74. Official

Carlton press release at http://bit.ly/mEDcc

14:41:43 Airport heat scan image to identify Swine Flu and other fever is amazing. Beats physical

inspection http://bit.ly/6QoYl

16:28:19 Trends in web publishing design presentation that I gave at Open Publish last year. Left out

Twitter, oops. http://bit.ly/doH21

17:13:36 Just joined a twibe. Visit http://twibes.com/socialmedia to join. Of course such a twibe could end

up too generic - let's see.

17:17:41 http://twitpic.com/47bbl - Little personal party for my 100th update. Something personally

inspiring to me (even if out of date) you'll see!

17:47:32 Gov Schwarzenegger issues proclamation to confront Swine Flu outbreak. Includes Twitter link

RHS of page - http://bit.ly/A8dvO

21:45:45 http://twitpic.com/47i0f - Western Chances 5th Birthday Party, Terry Bracks cutting the cake. 

http://www.westernchances.org.au/

22:19:23 http://www.abc.net.au/atthemovies/ Disappointing! RT @firstdogonmoon: Wolverine gets three

from Margaret and two and a half from David.
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drwarwick's Tweetbook

29-April-2009

22:22:22 ABC Movie Show gives Sampson and Delilah 10 stars, five each. Can't help myself, will still go

and see Wolverine with half the score.

Thursday, 30th  of April.

07:51:40 Melbourne's coldest April in 60 years. Follows February bush fires and hottest day on record

(46.7 C). All makes complete sense?

12:13:18 @damongarrett thanks for the RT. Hope Carlton can do Dick Pratt proud by playing their best

against Hawthorn on Saturday.

12:18:37 http://twitpic.com/49189 - Car as it greeted me this morning. Took 5 minutes to get the ice off.

Nice cold Melbourne morning.

12:19:56 http://twitpic.com/491b9 - Smart Works brains trust developing internal marketing strategy 

http://www.smartworks.com.au/

16:33:59 http://twitpic.com/49dk1 - The incredible hermit cat. Has to find new toys that fit as it grows

bigger.

16:47:36 What to call a new social app when stuck for an idea? I know #socialthing RT @lijaJ: AOL

launches socialthings http://tinyurl.com/clv76q

17:44:28 What is Australian Gov doing? RT @lorddrayson: UK Gov funds Digital Research Hubs $53m to

study tech impact incl Twitter http://bit.ly/y0eG1

18:13:54 http://twitpic.com/49gfr - I used to be cute once (and exercise). No, I'm on the right not the left!

The other is Mum 30 years ago.

18:22:23 Hope to see you there. RT @nomisruption: Social Media B'fast Melb. this Friday 8am @ Mr

Tulk. Facebook group http://is.gd/uQLx. #socialmelb

18:34:04 @rebeccamezzino no, thank you!  I have never won anything before, even just being an X'000th

follower. Hope to hand out one of those myself.

19:52:35 Vic Gov $2m feasibility study to see if a new 40k seat AFL stadium next to 50k seat Docklands

is a goer. Here are 4 x $500k letters: DUMB

19:54:21 Other reason for feasibility study is to get better AFL club deals on stadium rights. Also DUMB,

why not spend $2m on getting better deals.

19:56:33 Final dump on Vic Gov for now. Say goodbye to docklands giant wheel. Apparently we have to

pull it down and rebuild.  Only a beta test!

20:04:56 Mild 'behind the scenes' Jeff Kennett accused AFL umpires of being bigger than the game.

Apparently no issue for AFL club presidents though.
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30-April-2009

May

Friday, 1st  of May.

08:30:59 Australia ranks 4 out of 75 in Redhat Open Source activity map (France is No 1) 

http://bit.ly/bz2ha

11:59:35 Just added myself to the http://wefollow.com twitter directory under: #afl, #web, #cms

13:34:22 Some of these speakers too ignorant to advise clients RT @lijaJ @mumbrella PRTV advice

don't engage social media http://tinyurl.com/da9pwe

14:36:00 Sounds like pseudoscience to me: RT @darren_sutton Future of social web in 5 eras - Forrester

http://tinyurl.com/d3wv7l

15:21:08 Bad int'l AFL publicity, over 200 diggs already: RT @MattMichuda Aussie football team uses

KKK in all-white promo http://bit.ly/CUJDg

16:37:05 Some tweets I have enjoyed came from #FollowFriday @kirsty_wilson @rebeccamezzino

@bennglazier @KateEdwards @iggypintado

16:58:08 Weekend AFL football starts in 3 hrs. Tipped Collingwood (which always makes me feel ill). I'll

wash it away with a few glasses of red.

17:03:54 http://twitpic.com/4bm8e - Feel like a lobster dinner. Might take a while to eat ...

17:06:49 New Nando's chicken opened today at Westfield Plenty Valley, Melbourne. Going to test it out,

wonder if I can take a bottle of wine BYO.

20:48:36 http://twitpic.com/4bsj2 - Nando's at Plenty Valley Westfield on opening evening - May 1. Food

was great!

21:42:12 Looks like Collingwood will win, almost 50 points up at three-quarter time. If you don't know what

AFL is, see http://www.afl.com.au/

21:50:45 http://twitpic.com/4buqy - About to sit down and have my last bottle of Coonawarra Shiraz. Will

have to go back to the vineyard and get  ...

Saturday, 2nd  of May.

09:14:59 http://twitpic.com/4d7qo - My daughters want me to rebuild the Lego Dinosaur. Probably wait for

a wet day.

12:06:07 @drwarwick got a grade of 93/100 on @grader.  Check it out:  

http://twitter.grader.com/drwarwick

12:54:39 @johnlacey  Choose Brisbane for weather and travel, Sydney for business and vibrancy and

Melbourne for dining and sport. Love them all.

13:44:57 @Lawrence_Leung  Gotta stay true to the brand (your brand). Wear the Adidas and make the

camera crew pan downwards!

14:30:16 Carlton with early lead over Hawthorn in AFL game. 19 to 12 deep in the first quarter. 

http://www.afl.com.au/ Here's hoping!

16:50:36 Dirty rotten 4 point loss. Great game by Fevola, 8 goals but an inch on the last kick would have

won it for the Blues. I need a drink!

16:52:55 69,000 people at AFL game between Carlton and Hawthorn. Record crowd for a season game
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2-May-2009

between these teams.

16:55:10 Going for dinner at Growling Frog Golf Course north of Melbourne http://bit.ly/10rFEO hope the

food is good.

18:28:11 Still tweeting AFL sport for the weekend. If Fremantle beat Westcoast my tips are going to be

shot. Go the Eagles!

21:31:00 http://twitpic.com/4ebh5 - Growling Frog restaurant was great! Eye Fillet and Sticky Date - yum.

Try it out if in Melbourne.

22:50:13 http://twitpic.com/4eehw - Our cat Dutchess as a kitten. Check out the 'David Bowie' eyes. Has

grown a bit since and sleeping next to me ...

23:06:31 http://twitpic.com/4ef7q - Face of a Komodo Dragon, mascot of Komodo CMS 

http://www.komodocms.com from Taronga Zoo, Sydney.

Sunday, 3rd  of May.

13:57:59 http://twitpic.com/4gkrl - 1965 Convertible Mustang in Melbourne - My dream car and in perfect

condition. One day perhaps!

14:02:07 http://twitpic.com/4gl1d - My eldest daughter Madison gets a pony ride at Laurimar today. Great

weather in Melbourne.

17:38:19 Good luck Rove, hope you win Gold tonight: RT @Rove1974 Vote for Gold Logie is 1902 552

106 or SMS 'rove' to 199 52 100.

19:35:33 @simontsmall my roles: strategy for digital agency http://bit.ly/JeKUs also design studio 

http://bit.ly/oANiS and private consulting company

19:45:18 Shame #logies doesn't work like reality TV and let us vote Gold noms OFF the island! Won't say

who, don't want hate mail.

20:01:12 Withholding judgment. Will probably end up feeling same: RT @SandiMon: @drwarwick

personally I'd like to vote the whole thing off the island

20:13:51 Once the logies was boring but authentic and Australian. Not any more, it is now plastic,

contrived and badly done.

20:29:10 http://twitpic.com/4h12k - My daughter Amy, going through the 'I want to be a dog' phase. Was

cute for the first hour.

21:04:17 @Wil_Anderson Sure you'll be a hit. If not, go for controversy or being under the influence

works well for some.

21:09:32 Looks like #logies is the number 1 trending topic on twitter. Sad or saying something about

mixed media?

21:10:59 Follow-up on twitter trends, #Gretel is coming in as 4th, right next to Swine Flu. Another

message here?

21:37:51 Look at the creative divergence of Australian male celebrities - almost to a person dressed in

white shirts and loose, thin black ties.

22:26:21 Ours isn't deaf but strange - eg loves water. RT @MissPressa http://twitpic.com/4eehw My cat

had same eyes. Often a sign of deafness.

23:17:08 Love the 'night of nights' quote for the #logies. For most of us it is 4 hours we'll never get back.

Maybe tomorrow night will be better.
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Monday, 4th  of May.

18:00:41 Why can't cafes get orders right anymore. Is an OJ or Short Black so hard to remember. Didn't

know listening and jotting down was so hard.

18:05:54 Got a bunch of SEO, Analytics, Adwords and web admin stuff to do. Looks like a long night.

Better get the wine and chocolate ready!

18:35:53 Twitter gets big run on NineMSN logies story http://bit.ly/wjk4u including 'drunken tweets' by

@Wil_Anderson personally I though were great.

18:42:56 http://twitpic.com/4jahv - Ready to rumble! RT @tommydavid_CHG @drwarwick Google-work

goes better with wine and chocolate.

18:59:03 http://twitpic.com/4jatn - Daughter Amy is hard at work on Mathletics. Little devil is stealing all

my bandwidth!

19:00:17 Happy Star Wars day trending at No 2, apparently May 4 - who knew? Can combine with No 1

trend #musicmonday Star Wars Imperial March!

19:52:41 @DHughesy Oh yeah! Cute now, wait till he's carting you off to the aged home. Hope you like

coits. In the meantime enjoy the nappies.

20:05:15 http://bit.ly/StuAc Didn't know either, checked http://www.imdb.com/ RT @c_coffey Just realized

Elliot from Scrubs was Becky on Roseanne.

Wednesday, 6th  of May.

14:28:18 http://twitpic.com/4n86k - In Sydney for a pitch now in Qantas lounge. Great weather, would

rather be outside.

14:29:46 http://twitpic.com/4n89h - Great photo of Sydney as seen from Taronga Zoo. Back next week for

CeBIT, keep the sun shining.

14:42:43 @MonikaJansch mustn't want to go online. Doesn't matter what argument if they can't give up

some control on both distribution and appearance

14:47:18 If you need evidence of recession, my anecdote is much more peaceful airports and lounges in

Sydney and Melbourne. Qantas must be a SELL.

16:09:10 BRAND TWINS – Oprah, Jobs, Gates, Branson. Who else do you think IS the brand of their

business? I need examples for a print article.

16:24:03 Rove so obvious, thanks! RT @JustinPinner @Rove1974 @drwarwick: BRAND TWINS –

Oprah, Jobs, Branson. Who else IS the brand of their business?

16:42:41 I'm now listed on the Local Twitter Directory for Melbourne, Victoria:

www.loadedweb.com/twitter/

16:55:47 http://twitpic.com/4ne5g - Need an angry Meercat! Don't know why? Just makes me feel less

angry.

16:59:46 Just about to board flight, no tweets at 30k feet. Only person sneezing is me - hay fever not

swine flu, guess others don't know that.

17:04:49 Poor Microsoft, late to the party again. RT @renailemay: Microsoft confirms it will cut Aussie

jobs:  http://bit.ly/itEpH <<<

19:27:10 Landed in Melbourne. Qantas safety record still intact (sort of). Pilot took the 'if in doubt hit the

ground hard' tip a bit too literally.

19:29:55 Writing a tender tonight - gotta love them. See http://tinyurl.com/cdbsac to know what I really

think. So going to be tweetless for a while.
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19:38:01 @AKAVirtualPA Nothing! When unknown person next to you puts their hand on your knee for

support, you know it was a heavy landing.

19:42:13 If I get #swine flu, i'll watch #startrek and #Arsenal V #Manchester on my #Apple eating #KFC.

Count them 6 out of 10 trending topics!

Thursday, 7th  of May.

11:06:38 Great meeting like minded people where there is also business opportunity. Thanks Simon for

the introduction.

11:45:31 Alright, back into heavy proposal writing. First a double-shot espresso. Tweet you on the others

side!

18:20:29 Tender away, back to multi-tasking and letting the caffeine level subside a tad.

18:45:51 AFL - Carlton’s first selection in the 2008 draft, Chris Yarran, will make debut this weekend. The

1122nd player to represent the Blues.

Friday, 8th  of May.

08:48:06 http://twitpic.com/4quua - Daughter Amy drove us crazy this morning. Here in better mood,

dressed as a waif "may I have some more".

10:32:40 @SandiMon she is one of a pair. Together as twins they add up to 13 :) With their older sister

11, they work as a team - for good or ill.

10:37:20 RT @neridagill @drwarwick are you going to iAward gala dinner? Yes, some Komodo CMS 

http://www.komodocms.com staff will be attending. You?

10:40:45 Agree with your questions, great project too high a cost. RT @cameronreilly it's official - I'm a

'Digital media expert' http://bit.ly/ikcun

10:45:54 Thanks to those who tweet back. #FollowFriday @SandiMon @neridagill @JustinPinner

@seancallanan @MissPressa - will get to more later.

12:02:58 Do ads like Cadbury 'eyebrows' http://bit.ly/M81zZ and drumming Gorilla work to create

awareness through social discussion?

12:13:38 My colleagues are a bit quiet. Follow them and they might wake up #FollowFriday

@MattyHallsworth @MelsinBoots @dominicmiller68 @nathe

18:17:38 Happy to tweet all winners on the night. RT @neridagill am seeking tweet on night of iAward

winner for e-community and e-inclusions.

Saturday, 9th  of May.

21:46:10 Carton loose again by a few points to Fremantle. Last week was a great game, this was

disgraceful. Blazing away and no strategy!

22:06:40 http://twitpic.com/4u91d - Smart Works Management team enjoying a few Friday drinks - Igor,

Mel and Dominic. http://www.smartworks.com.au

Sunday, 10th  of May.

20:48:57 http://twitpic.com/4wugm - Daughter's Madison, Amy and Sarah walk the dog - poor dog. On

Mother's Day weekend.
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20:57:56 http://twitpic.com/4wup6 - Smart Works http://www.smartworks.com.au senior creatives Damien

and Jonathan. Some say crazy, I say genius!

21:11:08 http://twitpic.com/4wv31 - Smart Works http://www.smartworks.com.au Friday drinks. Jonathan,

Damien, Catherine and your's truly.

21:13:40 Is Ryan Shelton the least talented (funny) person on Australian TV? Even punching out Rove

(skit) was lame.

21:21:40 http://twitpic.com/4wved - Happy Mother's Day! Family proves hats are coming back in.

21:31:14 http://twitpic.com/4wvp8 - Daughter Sarah proves that if you move arms fast enough, you can

actually fly!

Monday, 11th  of May.

09:14:20 NIce simple tool - RT @HelenCrozier @jeanlucr Generate a PDF tweetbook for your twitter

account http://tweetbook.in

09:46:35 http://twitpic.com/4y9t6 - Who knew you could make a spacecraft from pegs. Daughter Amy's

weekend masterpiece.

09:50:12 Nice piece, great insights: RT @s2d_jamesr @Dakshinamurti 19 reasons you should Blog and

not just tweet http://tinyurl.com/r4dvps

12:50:35 http://twitpic.com/4ymn8 - Final photo from Friday SW http://www.smartworks.com.au drinks -

Jonathan, Damien, Carmen and Catherine.

16:09:04 It amazes me the gulf between common search terms and what web authors believe they

should write. Guess that's why SEO can be so effective.

16:12:55 Why last tweet? Have spent whole day doing analysis of client web stats, site content and

developing new site strategy. Now need a drink.

16:22:19 Online classified expenditure down 3 percent for March Quarter - first year on year decline

according to IAB http://www.bandt.com.au/

18:24:04 Tonight is the AFL's Monday night football experiment. Will it work? Is it pandering to TV

networks ahead of next rights deal?

18:25:36 On the topic of AFL, I need St Kilda to win tonight or my week's tipping will be worse than

random picks! Go Saints!

18:28:26 McDonald's free WiFi is a great idea, but my 3G card is still much faster. How about some true

broadband MickyD .

18:31:10 Why is Twitter so slow. I know it's having growing pains but surely #startrek, #HDTV and

#musicmonday can't be that much of a load?

18:35:30 Now your just making dimensions up! RT @sciencebase: Dark energy bubble clue to making

Star Trek warp speed a reality - http://bit.ly/SywXo

18:53:11 The answer will be in ratings, attendance and divorce figures: RT @brigandtom: not sure about

this Monday night football, chat tomorrow.

19:00:19 Such commentators ignore typical adoption dynamics. RT @SilkCharm: Guy thinks Blogs,

Facebook, Twitter are failures http://twurl.nl/6dvbmh

19:02:13 Love it! Magpies are out in force and so are the supporters: RT @seancallanan: Is this a lucky

omen for the Pies? http://twitpic.com/4z04d

19:06:26 @sciencebase I like the piece. Just enjoying the lighter side and how many unproven

dimensions are needed to get a theory to work.
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19:21:45 @SilkCharm I guess every topic needs extreme views. A bit like J Nielsen on web. You think

he'd get that he's only partly right by now.

19:25:23 @rebeccamezzino you may struggle to upload. Twitter rejected mine because it was 'under

stress at the time' - for about 5 days in a row.

19:33:45 Thanks, very kind! Design staff would stir me if it wasn't at least OK: RT @ihospitality:

@drwarwick Love your background!

19:38:01 RT @KirstyWrites @BrisbaneGirl: Facebook is about people you used to know, Twitter is about

meeting people you'd like to get to know better.

19:40:43 Braving the 'almost' post peak hour traffic. Offline for a while listening to the Monday AFL game

on http://www.sen.com.au/ Go Saints!

21:40:23 St Kilda almost 100 points ahead of Collingwood in Monday AFL game with 15 minutes to go.

Think its all over.

Tuesday, 12th  of May.

11:03:53 In car with Andrew Wong and Stephen Brewer, on phone for one job, computer for another and

reading meeting notes. Guys can multitask!

11:06:06 Did I mention I'm in Sydney for 4 days. Visiting CeBIT, doing meetings and currently eating

Krispy Kreme donuts for breakfast. Yum.

14:42:10 If the #logies was a top 10 trending topic, surely #cebit can be too. As Australia's major IT expo,

someone needs to be tweeting!

Wednesday, 13th  of May.

09:56:41 At #CeBIT Innovation Nation function last night, photo with Chris Prince and others: with 

http://bit.ly/vqkrZ

13:48:17 @Mafesto I met Chris on an AIIA course for CEO's of small IT firms run by Macquarie Grad.

School M'mnt. He is exhibiting at CeBIT currently.

13:53:14 http://twitpic.com/52sps - Tweeting from CeBIT. Not much related to social media but worth a

look around: http://www.cebit.com.au/

13:55:48 http://twitpic.com/52sut - CeBIT flags down George Street. Both the trade show and Sydney in

general seem quieter than last year.

13:57:43 http://twitpic.com/52sy0 - CeBIT flags flying in front of Sydney Apple Store - George St. 

http://www.apple.com/au/retail/sydney/

14:02:09 Hey! If you are also at #CeBIT Sydney, send out a tweet or two. May even bump into you in the

real world!

14:03:54 Trialling #Gizapage http://www.gizapage.com/ seems like a great way to aggregate all your

social media. Twitter, FB, LinkedIN, etc.

14:09:07 @iggypintado Great to meet you at CeBIT today. Social media aggregation site I mentioned is 

http://www.gizapage.com/ - quick setup.

14:13:57 http://twitpic.com/52tst - Chris Prince from Wave emphasizes a point at #CeBIT Innovation

Nation function - Tue 12 May.

14:17:39 Should have brought power adapter, laptop ... running ... out ... of ... juice. No more tweeting (or

working) till I get plugged in!

17:35:55 I'm attending MUEC 2009 AWARDS Dinner -- http://bit.ly/Odc28
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Thursday, 14th  of May.

07:27:29 Chris runs Wave, data warehousing and business intelligence: RT @Mafesto @drwarwick oh

interesting, what business is he in these days?

10:39:28 Running a roundtable discussion on web strategy, then going into heavy proposal writing mode.

Tweet you on the other side. First cafeine!

12:56:45 Apparently Australian and New Zealand gamblers are the worst in the world,  http://bit.ly/jZgwZ

Demo of link to article for meeting.

15:12:19 http://twitpic.com/54zwd - Monorail approaching station in Sydney. Great novelty but would be

better if it covered more CBD.

15:13:58 http://twitpic.com/54zy7 - My daughter Madison beats Lance Armstrong in cycle race. One of

these is made of wax.

15:28:23 Twitter out to lunch, hopefully not gone fishing! ZERO Twitter feeds since 2.42pm on any

device. 30 minutes and counting - bad outage.

15:46:31 We seem to have lost 46 min of tweets from the feed (2.42 to 3.28pm). Does anyone have

reliability metrics or know where tweets go to die?

15:56:18 Thanks, have now setup FriendFeed as another option: RT @katetribe @drwarwick They are

coming in on FriendFeed.

16:05:30 Well that's the question isn't it. We know when its not but how can we know when its 50

percent? RT @a_web_designer: Is Twitter now working?

16:07:12 http://twitpic.com/551v5 - Either a well timed photo. Or gravity failed and Sarah is floating away

from the Earth ...

16:36:14 #Gruen Transfer: I agree with Todd, you don't need to offend other groups to make the point.

Pulled video: http://www.antiprejudicead.net/

17:49:32 @SandiMon I genuflect to the twitter gods. Please give me back my icon and I will recant all!

17:50:26 @SandiMon Seriously though, I think if you change your icon (which I did a week or so ago), it

takes some time to wash through the system.

17:53:50 See, if you confess your twitter sins (maybe 'twevils') the gods act fast! RT @SandiMon:

@drwarwick oooo....it came back!

18:14:02 Still in Sydney after CeBIT, would have registered for #ignitesydney but found out too late. Next

time.

18:17:11 RT @DavidTrewern: From AANA Social Media Forum: If you are not managing your social

media, you aren't in control of your brand.

Friday, 15th  of May.

09:19:54 Back into proposal writing - the pure joy! At least I am going to do the next couple of hours in the

sun with coffee and fried eggs.

09:38:29 Can't get everything into bag. Sorry #CeBIT vendors, have to leave some of your marketing

collateral. Hope hotel staff are interested in IT.

09:43:52 Looks like its turn of your mobiles and tweet devices, see article: 'Twitter is Ruining Public

Speaking' http://bit.ly/ZxJI8

09:49:15 Getting asked #whyitweet a lot lately. Still don't have stock answer. Know I'm getting value but

haven't put my finger on core reasons yet.
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09:51:20 Further to #whyitweet :Certainly not for celebrity watching. Unless they are very funny or

informative, I ditched the early follow mistakes.

10:00:13 Now that's an outage! RT @awrdRT @chr1sa Amazing graph of impact of this morning's

#googlefail. Google equals Internet: http://bit.ly/nICxj

10:05:16 Going to have to carry MacTweet Pro laptop. Can't squash the little birdy in my bag. Back to

Melbourne - thanks Sydney for a great week!

10:09:17 Very sad news: RT @nsmale Australian actor Charles 'Bud' Tingwell has passed away. His

work on the Late Show and the Castle was legendary.

11:31:24 http://twitpic.com/56uxk - Tender writing not so bad when you set yourself up properly ...

11:35:50 Highly recommend #followfriday @SandiMon @Mafesto @geoffmcqueen @SilkCharm

@rabbieburns - can't go wrong with any of them!

11:38:41 If in Sydney #followfriday @ignitesydney didn't get to go last night but sounds like a great

event/idea so get on board Sydneysiders!

11:50:00 Twitter's fallen off the perch again, poor little tyke #twitterfail - been more than 10 minutes

already. Becoming a pain!

17:57:10 Back in Melbourne. Weather much worse than in Sydney. Still more proposal work to do, guess

food and wine should be first priority.

18:04:40 Some brain food: #followfriday @iggypintado @KateKendall @EmVicW @Lurquer lots I should

also include, always next week.

20:08:19 What can I say, enjoyed a number of tweets RT @EmVicW Wow, brain food. I am flattered :)

20:31:47 Now I have a hard viewing choice, AFL or Eurovision? RT @kirsty_wilson: Watching the

cheesiness of #eurovision what was Bulgaria about!?

20:45:42 @kirsty_wilson can you tweet if good #eurovision song is on, then I can flick channels. Maybe in

future a tweet could change channel for us.

20:52:07 @kirsty_wilson yeah I guess good is expecting a bit from #eurovision but then again good

television in general is the exception.

20:53:01 Me too, at least its with a drink: RT @nathe: The eurovision stage for Portugal is fantastic. Ok

yes I am watching eurovision.

20:56:04 Didn't pulled #Gruen ad show us we can't make fun of Malta #eurovision RT @limburger2001

@NickHodge singer may have eaten previous maltese

21:00:27 #eurovision is trending strongly, likely to be number 1 - shows that bad is actually good.

21:06:06 Iceland or Turkey for me - vote at http://www.sbs.com.au/eurovision RT @kirsty_wilson

@Page2Page_VA We think Turkey best so far #eurovision

21:08:17 And the #eurovision academy award for costume has to go to the marching Bosnia Herzegovina

marionettes.

21:12:51 Anyone else having trouble getting to http://www.sbs.com.au/eurovision/ maybe underestimated

traffic?

21:16:39 #eurovision "we are meeting the excitening moments of this evening" - yes, that is what the host

actually said. Guess my Russian is worse.

21:22:43 I'm guessing the singing soldiers are not the front line troops: RT @mpesce: And now we sing. 

Afterward, we INVADE.  #eurovision

21:26:10 If Australian viewers have it right http://bit.ly/tchtY it will be Turkey in a landslide (15k votes)

#eurovision

21:31:10 Here's a new world web lesson: Bad (read good) TV and twitter equals website meltdown for
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SBS http://bit.ly/tchtY #eurovison

21:45:02 Change of pace from #eurovision to #AFL - can I say commentating isn't any better. Why did I

change my footy tip to Fremantle?

Saturday, 16th  of May.

09:44:45 The old saying: Employ for attitude, train for skills RT @hayleytheworld: I rate enthusiasm even

above professional skill. http://tr.im/itLs

10:34:21 Very kind, will try to do FF justice. RT @iggypintado: #Followfriday musts @sammutimer

@maxymedia @BusinessDIY @dannybrown@markkofahl ...

14:58:43 Three day tender writing effort out the door - birth weight 56 pages! Now for coffee and

something more enjoyable.

15:23:49 Melbourne lead Bulldogs by 3 points at half-time in #AFL. Who would have thought they could

play like that? Let's see if they can keep it up

15:24:45 In the other #AFL game, not surprisingly Geelong is killing North Melbourne. Poor shinboners.

16:55:07 Geelong and Bulldogs both win. 2 from 3 in #AFL footy tips for this weekend, better check my

tips for tonights games http://www.afl.com.au

17:12:27 http://twitpic.com/59upv - My friend John Stewart's 50th B'day the way one should be - Sydney

Harbour last year. Happier times?

17:20:32 Great space photos on the Hubble site: http://bit.ly/30bKN sort of a shame fiction #startrek has

better special effects - are we fickle?

Monday, 18th  of May.

08:38:54 http://twitpic.com/5e4m6 - Buddha Day organizers pick Amy and Sarah from crowd for publicity

photos - Bohdi Tree message field.

08:46:42 Finally a morning off from writing proposals. Going to see #startrek hopefully lives up to

expectations.

19:41:47 http://twitpic.com/5f3oh - Daughter Madison wishes for world happiness in Bodhi Field at

Buddha Day in Melbourne - Sunday 17 May 2009

19:56:22 Did get to see #startrek today - a good start to a new franchise and a very clever way of

remaking the story with a difference. 4 stars!

20:03:14 If you have followed me recently I will refollow soon (bit behind). Only exceptions are people

wanting to sell me something or save my soul.

20:10:39 Scrubs still makes me laugh - Channel 7 at the moment. Can't get used to an outside set

though. Janitor rocks.

20:24:18 Thanks, I think. Shorter, older and not as funny. RT @ingvoldSTAR: @drwarwick You look like

janitor! (Judging from ur profile pic)

20:39:04 Good News Week #3hotwords - just playing with the trending topics.

20:42:35 Thank you, I think so too. I'm going to post another with all 3. RT @mzjaygee: @drwarwick

beautiful pic of ur daughter in Bodhi Field. :)

20:45:20 Gretel is funnier on GNW than the #logies (low hurdle) - same hair style. Take a peak on

Channel 10.

20:51:58 http://twitpic.com/5f5bi - Daughters Madison, Amy and Sarah in Melbourne. Lovely Autumn
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Sunday and view of city.

Tuesday, 19th  of May.

15:15:14 In Melbourne and interested in web publishing. Come to Komosion (Komodo CMS) insight

evening free at 4.30pm, 28 May -  http://bit.ly/12JhSO

15:16:09 In Sydney and interested in web publishing. Come to Komosion (Komodo CMS) insight evening

free at 4.30pm, 4 June -  http://bit.ly/12JhSO

16:36:03 Are you in Melbourne and interested in web CMS? Free Komosion digital insight evening with

speaker 4.30pm, 28 May - http://bit.ly/12JhSO

16:37:41 Are you in Sydney and interested in web CMS? Free Komosion digital insight evening with

speaker 4.30pm, 4 June - http://bit.ly/12JhSO

16:40:30 http://twitpic.com/5h6br - Chocolate Cherub lights at Koko Black http://www.kokoblack.com/

make me hungry. Great decor guys!

16:44:31 @jaydee0298 Hey John, glad you're onboard but the idea is to say something. Cheers, David.

18:11:27 Back in Sydney tomorrow for a whirlwind visit. 6am flight how civilized. Anything like this

morning fog will be interesting.

18:13:38 http://twitpic.com/5h8zu - Not exactly what you expect in the rear vision mirror when caught in

football traffic.

18:53:50 http://twitpic.com/5ha0s - Classic! Use your wish for the world to get more Darth Vader Star

Wars Lego - love your style kid.

18:57:51 It's the rotten 5% that nails you: RT @vipvirtualsols @CrozFromOz: 95% of what you worry

about never occurs. SOLUTION Quit worrying

19:02:08 http://twitpic.com/5ha86 - Tweeting on the 6.43pm Hurstbridge train, trying out photo booth. The

tunnels kill reception.

19:05:02 Not to mention a lousy photographer and in need of spray tan! RT @MJPhotographer

@drwarwick  You're just sick you know that don't you ;) LOL

19:07:20 Thanks for the warning, will come waterproofed ;-) RT @vipvirtualsols @drwarwick Bring your

brolly. Rain started in Sydney today! :(

19:23:49 http://twitpic.com/5hasw - Madison and Amy just like the horse. Outside Australian Racing

Museum Federation Square - Sunday.

19:33:38 @CrozFromOz I didn't worry any of the time, that's why the 5 percent really threw me for a loop

(metaphorically) ;-)

19:35:07 Jumping off the train now, gotta drive for a bit. Tweeting while driving not healthy (make for

squashed tweep). See you in a bit.

19:37:19 Only 190 odd followers short of my first 1,000. Get on the wagon while I'm offline and surprise

me (I'll try to do good tweet).

19:46:02 Home for a movie and chocolate night. Not much on the TV and gotta get up at 4am to get flight

to Sydney.

Wednesday, 20th  of May.

05:35:30 Boarding shortly, good old QF400 to Sydney, first flight out of Melbourne of a morning. Ben and

I are loading with toast and coffee.
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14:08:47 http://twitpic.com/5jcva - Please send email to ben.loke@komosion.com (in image) requesting

his presence on Twitter. Show him the power!

14:20:03 http://twitpic.com/5jdhv - Here is a toast to your success, any excuse: RT @OneBetterDay

@drwarwick thanks for being my 1000th follower.

14:45:32 7.6 magnitude earthquake has just hit Japan. News just arriving on Australian media.

14:52:36 Japan Earthquake may have been a drill picked up by media see: @BreakingNews ignore: RT

@drwarwick 7.6 magnitude earthquake has hit Japan.

14:53:34 RT @BreakingNews The information was sent in error to thousands of news outlets around the

world. Japan govt agency JMA says it was a drill.

15:00:10 RT @BreakingNews Reuters: The Japan's Meteorological Agency apologized for issuing an

erroneous alert for a magnitude 7.6 earthquake.

17:38:58 http://twitpic.com/5jlhw - Back in Melbourne and weather is surprisingly nice. Little picture

homage to Melbourne town ...

17:48:34 http://twitpic.com/5jlsc - Mythical creatures Gog and Magog - a Melbourne institution in Royal

Arcade, still draws a crowd.

17:51:07 Gruen Transfer on ABC tonight at 9pm (Australia) http://bit.ly/YPmpR - looking forward to it.

Might catch Ponderland on 7 after that.

18:02:13 Thanks, she will love the tweet, esp. from a designer: RT @joolzgirl http://twitpic.com/5f3oh -

What a little sweetheart! Great wish Madison

18:03:45 Likewise, incl. chocolates at Koko Black: RT @girlwonders quiet guardians of a quotidian

landmark - i love to visit that arcade when in melb

18:06:18 Off to school open night, still doing OK since I got up at 4am to spend the day in Sydney - no

doubt will crash later.

22:03:57 http://twitpic.com/5jt2b - Flying into lovely Sydney this morning - no postcard. Heavy showers

meant 20 minutes of circle work.

22:07:23 State of play gets 4 and 4.5 stars on The Movie Show on ABC. Ratings already published on 

http://www.abc.net.au/atthemovies/ ahead of TV.

22:11:52 ABC Movie Show gives 'What Just Happened' 3 and  2.5 stars, but you knew that from early

web leek: http://www.abc.net.au/atthemovies/

22:17:03 http://twitpic.com/5jtjs - Sarah - Age 6 illustration (or drawing we might call it at that age) of her

'cityscape' posted by proud dad.

22:28:36 Thanks Sandi, I think so but I am biased. One from Amy posted also: RT @SandiMon

@drwarwick Sarah is a natural.

22:33:29 http://twitpic.com/5ju86 - My other twin daughter Amy and her cityscape drawing. Equally proud

dad.

22:41:53 Apple opens at Doncaster on Saturday: RT @bellabacchante: won't be going to the Apple store

in Doncaster in the morning for a t-shirt

23:00:28 http://twitpic.com/5jvgo - Return from Sydney to Melbourne this afternoon - cloud breaking and

sun setting after day of heavy rain.

Thursday, 21st  of May.

20:30:59 iTWire article on Twitter paid services coming later in 2009: http://bit.ly/ylLEW

21:35:28 http://twitpic.com/5m6ij - Almost 32 months since Steve Irwin passed away. Photo from Australia
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Zoo Sept 2006 with hundreds of signed sh ...

Friday, 22nd  of May.

08:59:01 Beautiful painting. Congratulations! RT @ aaa66 http://twitpic.com/5nkf8 - Where are you Alice?

09:44:10 Not sure promoting followers on social nw is spam? RT @db Didn't realize it was FF, barely

anyone in my stream is spamming like that anymore

10:17:54 Nice tweep to have: #followfriday @SandiMon @joolzgirl @mzjaygee @MJPhotographer

@girlwonders @kirsty_wilson @vipvirtualsols and @EmVicW

11:36:23 As article says, we don't need another Twitter article, but worth the read: RT @sharonhayes:

Top 10 Worst Twitter Tips http://bit.ly/Vtys4

11:38:52 Pleasure! Finally I have a w'end clear of work. RT @kirsty_wilson @drwarwick Thanks so much

for #followfriday Yippee, nearly the weekend!

12:00:40 Spending in Victoria's bush fire affected regions is a great idea, have fun. RT @kirsty_wilson

Hoping to head to Buxton Trout farm tomorrow.

14:31:34 Thanks Nerida, ditto: RT @neridagill #followfriday @HelenCrozier @nfpwebtips @MissieK

@vipvirtualsols

14:40:32 http://twitpic.com/5oam5 - Daughter Sarah Age 6 wearing Grandma's hat. Yeah, see thinks

she's cute too!

14:54:54 Off to do some old fashioned reading (books) and writing (with pen) for a bit - will make for a

novel afternoon (pardon the pun)!

14:58:18 Wish I could tweet the real answer - some things too sensitive for Twitter. RT

@hayleytheworldHey What is killing your Business?

15:57:42 http://twitpic.com/5oe8o - Sneak peak of Apple Store Doncaster (Melbourne) with crew in

celebration. Opening for business 9am tomorrow.

16:14:38 Taking the children to see Night at the Museum 2 tonight - reviews seem mixed but if it is half as

good as the first they will love it.

17:17:49 RT @sarallenconsult Looking for great speaker ideas for first Aussie Twitter / Microblogging

conference - @ or DM me, thanks! Pretty pls RT

17:21:43 Dogs V Cats tonight - Australian #AFL - normally you'd back a dog, but I think the big cats will

be out to play. Gary Ablett back in side.

17:29:26 I hope so, Ablett is Captain of my dream team! RT @Mafesto @drwarwick Watch Ablett Jr rack

up a quiet 40 possessions again.

17:32:13 I'm a Blues member but can't see anyone beating Geelong: RT @redshoeartist I'm going

against law of averages predicting Cats go undefeated.

17:36:20 Trying out Kam Fook (not swearing) at Doncaster for dinner, went to same operation in Sydney

at Bondi Junction and Chatswood - hope its good

17:43:05 I think Apple stores look basically the same, brand consistency? RT @MattyHallsworth 

http://twitpic.com/5oe8o Apple Doncaster same as Chaddy

17:45:33 Just get baby timing right for Blues on TV tomorrow RT DHughesy Gave away tix to Aker's

300th game cos of grizzly baby & sleep deprived wife

17:47:37 See start talking about #Blues and #AFL and loose followers. Oh well, guess it would be worse

if I followed Collingwood. Other topics soon.
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Saturday, 23rd  of May.

12:25:05 Really enjoyed it, but a whisker behind the first. Children were happy too :) RT @mzjaygee what

did u think of night at the museum 2?

12:37:35 Thanks for the #followfriday helped me pass 1,000 followers. Cheers! RT @OneBetterDay #FF

@BrokePimpStyles @jahbini @Dyarris @Twisuz etc.

12:37:58 http://twitpic.com/5qovs - Had a great dinner at Kam Fook Chinese Restaurant Doncaster before

movie. Try it if you are in Melbourne!

12:47:04 http://twitpic.com/5qpng - Kam Fook Restaurant. Had a great conversation about their

experience setting up in Melbourne v Sydney.

16:32:29 What on earth are Carlton doing. Not a single goal by half-time in #AFL game against Adelaide.

Unbelievably bad play.

17:01:37 Wishing Brendan Fevola No 25 for Carlton some return to form - currently 3 points and out on

the full. Go Blues in the last quarter!

17:04:09 Would love to, but part of the first 3,000. Cheers! RT @iggypintado: I'm on 2,999 followers - who

will be my 3,000th?

17:23:24 Team need to spend some time re-thinking strategy. Poor effort! RT @Carlton_FC 8 mins into

the last quarter, blues 6.8.44 to crows 11.12.78

17:31:09 I think our tips are both shot for today (as well as Carlton being in the 8) RT @Day2DayPA

C'mon Blues! (not tipping too well today)

17:44:50 Nick Stevens and half-a-dozen others hold your heads up. Other Carlton #AFL players should

hand back match payments. Worst game for year!

17:53:09 Agree with Ox on SEN http://www.sen.com.au/ - Ratten's coaching of Carlton #AFL was

predictable and didn't show any counter when in trouble.

17:55:30 Enough #AFL football talk - on to other topics. By the way, nice pleasant weather in Melbourne

today. Good evening for a BBQ before Winter.

17:59:25 Hi Will, take a look at http://bit.ly/9bpPF happy to provide more specifics if needed: RT

@willdonovan need advice on landscape of CMS's

20:21:42 Richmond playing like a football team, lead Essendon by 16 at quarter time in #AFL dreamtime

match. Let's see if they can keep it up.

20:49:39 http://twitpic.com/5rc33 - Sarah watching #AFL football scores on http://www.afl.com.au site.

Kids only know a world with the Internet.

21:00:35 http://twitpic.com/5rcfr - Uncle Dennis 60th Birthday Party today. Over from Tasmania for a few

days catching up with family.

21:07:50 http://twitpic.com/5rcng - Meow! Not sure if it is a look of contempt or contentment?

21:19:02 Streaker on the MCG for Richmond and Essendon #AFL game. Good to know old traditions still

get a run (pardon pun) despite fines.

21:59:50 Richmond really are no good. Don't know why I tipped them as an outside chance - never again.

Bye Bye Terry Wallace sorry to see you go.

23:33:00 http://twitpic.com/5rikw - What is it about pegs? Sarah, age 6, chooses them over other play

options during party today.

Sunday, 24th  of May.

19:42:39 Thank you very kindly, glad the material was of use. RT @willdonovan Gotta do a delayed
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#followfriday for a very good sport: @drwarwick

20:13:21 Still unpacking boxes after moving from Sydney to Melbourne in February. At least we are down

to the last dozen or so.

20:17:25 Only tipped 5 for #AFL games this weekend. Shouldn't have tried outsiders Richmond and

Westcoast. My own team Carlton let me down as well.

20:27:38 Love how Twitter highlights time difference. Sunday night wine time here in Australia! RT

@barbaraling: morning all, coffee calls!

20:28:38 http://twitpic.com/5u6rz - One of my favorite images from year in Sydney. Zig Zag railway at

Lithgow, like going back in time.

20:34:53 14 hours later in Melbourne (8.31pm) just got kids away for the night - relaxing! RT

@barbaraling @drwarwick It's 6:31am Sunday morning here

20:38:00 @redshoeartist Do you mean Melissa's in Bulleen/Templestowe. I remember old BB and their

terrible song. Melissa's is actually very good!

20:43:49 @redshoeartist Pleasure. They make a damn fine coffee, enjoy. Careful not to eat too many

continental cakes.

21:03:03 Went to cinema for first time in ages (twice). Verdict is #Startrek 4 stars, enjoyed greatly. Night

at Museum 2, 3 stars, kids loved it.

21:09:22 http://twitpic.com/5u82s - Made Lego spaceship for kids (yes me too). Now they want it rebuilt,

can't remember how I did it.

21:13:03 Homer Simpson? RT @obnoxiousacorns @livethenetlife If at first you don't succeed, try again.

Then quit. No point being a damn fool about it.

21:14:11 Here, here! Guess thats why we're all tweeting: RT @rebeccamezzino: I'm sick of Sunday night

TV. Bring back the old Sunday night movies!

21:25:12 @bellabacchante Olympic Boulevard at the MCG was formerly Swan Street (southern side).

Why change, who knows? http://bit.ly/18btXZ

21:34:45 Great, move some of the stars into firsts: RT @Carlton_FC: Northern Bullants comfortable

winners over Werribee in the VFL today.

21:37:14 Now stupid clothes make it for TV humor on Rove. Peter Helliar is too lazy to shave or do his

hair, are we keeping him up?

21:46:32 Are we sure their live, looks like mime to me: RT @heidiheartshugs does it surprise you that the

pussy cat dolls aren't that good live #rove

Monday, 25th  of May.

00:19:10 You're doing well, much cheaper way to go: RT @Javamomma Thanks for movie reviews.

Wanted to take kids and they said "let's wait for video"

00:21:32 Thanks, was just stirring out of TV boredom: RT @jessicax0 Pete has a beard for his movie.. im

extra-ing for it in a few days.. just FYI :)

12:31:26 Lots happening at the moment, seems people are waking from GFC malaise. Lets hope some

(most) of it is productive / profitable!

16:16:24 Hear about online trends and see our web CMS in action. Melbourne this Thursday and Sydney

next week, see: http://bit.ly/RFiTW All welcome.

16:51:09 Trying to increase percentage of connections to other people in Melbourne and Sydney. Follow

me and I'll follow you as long as your serious.
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17:41:14 LOL - Now I have people not following because of my poor grammar. WTF, 140ch encourages

bad expression. Sorry in both advance and arrears.

18:06:30 Fair dinkum you cobbers must think I'm a right Galah (trans: http://bit.ly/6j4PL ) RT

@SiobhanBulfin you're Ostralian, we'll cut you slack.

18:26:39 Very wet in Melbourne, looking for a gap in the rain but may have to keep working / tweeting for

a while yet.

18:31:34 Media Agency 'Mentally Friendly' admits to being fake NSW Police on Twitter ... 

http://bit.ly/S3ovw

18:39:18 http://twitpic.com/5wvbw - I can take a decent photo every now and again. Enjoying the water

before the rain hit, guess they don't mind.

18:45:06 It hasn't rained much for 9 years, guess we all forgot: RT @damjanov How can a convenience

store in Melbourne NOT sell umbrellas?

18:57:54 http://twitpic.com/5wvuk - Rubix Cube with colleagues faces instead of colors. Very difficult (not

that normal is easy) and makes weird  ...

19:05:31 Who cares about better? "You're father's bigger" would be worse! (liked it though) RT

@AZBlueEyes #3wordsaftersex Your brother's better!

19:11:38 @DHughesy What did she expect him to do, not many choices at that age? Agree with RT

@stevieenglish @DHughesy sack her (for being an idiot)

19:13:25 Had help, staff standing around laughing and waiting for rain to stop. Dominic's idea: RT

@AZBlueEyes @drwarwick  Ha ha...that is funny!!!!

19:46:06 Thanks, do my best. Plenty of fun in twitterville: RT @AZBlueEyes You must be a fun boss!!!! 

At least you have a sense of humor :)

23:34:45 http://twitpic.com/5x4xz - Melbourne, we love our colored strange shaped geometric poles

around highways. Fog makes them weirder.

23:52:37 Wow, a whole room of sticks - now that's art ;-) RT @girlwonders @drwarwick I like gateway.

Writing review of building: http://xrl.in/2bv3.

Tuesday, 26th  of May.

00:00:33 Question to any teachers who converted from secondary to primary teaching. How did you go

about it? How did you find the transition?

00:04:00 Keep it short and often (tip to myself as well) RT @MichelleHalsey: Creating my new blog with

Wordpress!  Bring on the tips and advice :)

10:13:31 Day full of meetings. Problem is finding the time to get the work done that comes from them.

Maybe need a meeting to work it out ;-)

Wednesday, 27th  of May.

07:55:48 http://twitpic.com/60kbv - My twin daughters Amy and Sarah turn 7 today. Happy Birthday! Can't

believe how fast they grow up.

11:29:53 Thanks @kirsty_wilson and @Javamomma  for the Birthday wishes for Amy and Sarah. I will let

them know.

11:38:32 Sort of like other networks/life? RT @alicam Upsets me that the most followed ppl on Twitter are

the least "social" and least deserving.

15:14:01 Thanks, too real at times. Probably over 25% but I'm an optimist. RT @awmitchell Out of 8 new
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followers, 25% real people. What's your ratio?

15:14:44 Thank you very kindly, they don't get it from me: RT @neridagill @drwarwick  cute girls

15:22:07 Time to celebrate twin's 7th birthday. Few hours with no twitter to show the're not tworphans.

Wine with my name on it.

21:16:24 Governor General gets into the Melbourne Club, sort of! The #chaser is so wrong its almost full

circle. One day it is going to go very bad!

21:18:48 KKK, masturbation, pedophilia, sexism, racism, attack Kyle, McDonalds, NRL and the Vatican.

Takes a lot to make a #chaser episode.

21:40:50 http://twitpic.com/61q1w - Twin daughters equals two cakes, ice cream and chocolate mud.

Knew twins was a good idea! Happy 7th Birthday.

21:44:43 http://twitpic.com/61q68 - Seven year old with a knife. Looks a bit too comfortable. Let them eat

cake!

21:51:00 @neridagill Congratulations, your Admin Bandit http://www.adminbandit.com.au/ won the

national iAward at the AIIA function tonight.

21:53:15 Our Komodo CMS http://www.komodocms.com/ didn't get the national iAward 

http://www.iawards2009.com/ tonight. Anyway, still Victorian winner.

Thursday, 28th  of May.

13:08:08 Komodo CMS V6 launch 4.30pm this evening with guest speaker from Deloitte. Still time to

register if in Melbourne: http://bit.ly/RFiTW

13:10:52 Finishing presentation for tonight's event, going offline for a while. Will post some photos this

evening. Cheers!

15:59:17 http://twitpic.com/63nur - Lovely weather we are having in Melbourne. I guess our dams and

farms need the rain.

19:25:27 http://twitpic.com/63ual - Attendees at our Melbourne Digital Insights tonight, still time to register

for Sydney next week http://bit.l ...

19:27:18 Bad URL with twitpic before, should be http://bit.ly/RFiTW come and see us in Sydney next

Thursday at 4.30pm

19:32:39 Guest speaker in Sydney next Thursday at 4.30pm is @iggypintado on the Connection

Generation, still time to register at http://bit.ly/RFiTW

19:35:36 http://twitpic.com/63ukx - Another photo from our Digital Insights seminar tonight. Register for

Sydney http://bit.ly/RFiTW

19:48:11 Terrible 7.1 earthquake has hit Honduras (real this time, not like Japan the other week) See

SMH: http://bit.ly/XpjX0

Friday, 29th  of May.

15:05:55 http://twitpic.com/660an - Ben on the Albert Park Golf Driving Range. Great to go and hit some

balls at lunch - cathartic!

15:08:13 http://twitpic.com/660er - John on the driving range as well, can really give those balls a belting

(even after a big night).

15:12:03 Carlton #AFL http://bit.ly/8UEqI have 4 in (Fisher, Garlett, Houlihan, O’hAilpin) to fill Waite's big

shoes. Blues really need a win!
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15:14:10 @iggypintado really looking forward to your presentation: Thurs at 4.30pm on #connectgen, still

time to register at http://bit.ly/RFiTW

15:26:19 You need a feed from #followfriday @iggypintado @neridagill @mzjaygee @kirsty_wilson

@Javamomma @girlwonders @rebeccamezzino @redshoeartist

15:58:39 @loadx welcome to Twitter, looking forward to your tech observations. But come on, you can

put up a more welcoming portrait Matty!

16:37:48 Great to hear from #followfriday @SandiMon @EmVicW @joolzgirl @MJPhotographer

@vipvirtualsols @HyperBrendan @SilkCharm @nathe @geoffmcqueen

16:39:06 @DHughesy Love it if still available. Bleed Blue blood ...

18:41:17 Careful what you wish for: RT @loadx Maybe I'm flying incognito, you wouldn't want your wife

leaving for a young virile stud would you? ;)

Saturday, 30th  of May.

09:12:55 Great to see Carlton back on the winners list. Third on the #AFL ladder for a few hours. Go Blue

boys!

21:13:47 Still smiling 24hrs later: RT @docbaty Carlton played well last night, even if their kicking wasn't

100%. Good pressure on the ball. #AFL

21:41:07 http://twitpic.com/6913j - Madison boarding Emmyloy Paddle Steamer at Echuca. Great family

day trip from Melbourne.

21:48:41 http://twitpic.com/691cz - Sarah on Emmylou Paddle Steamer - Murray River Echuca. Great end

of Autumn weather and relaxing day.

Sunday, 31st  of May.

22:31:23 http://twitpic.com/6bux6 - Hero paddle steamer passing Emmylou on the Murray River, Echuca.

Relaxing weekend, back to work tomorrow.

22:38:48 http://twitpic.com/6bv8k - Amy cruising the Murray River at Echuca. Wanted to get off to buy

iPod Shuffle with Birthday money.

23:10:46 http://twitpic.com/6bwpn - Amy and Sarah on swing at Moama park on Murray River, NSW.

Great spot for kids of all ages.

23:16:47 http://twitpic.com/6bwzm - Thomas the tank engine (actually 'Stormin Norman') from trip to Zig

Zag Railway at Lithgow NSW.

23:24:00 http://twitpic.com/6bxb5 - Kiama blow hole on NSW south coast letting loose with a good blast.

Still amazes me!

23:31:39 http://twitpic.com/6bxom - Amy and Sarah finish Kindergarten at Willoughby last year. Turned 7

this week, growing up fast.

23:40:47 http://twitpic.com/6by4i - Bottom points station on zig zag railway line. Don't know why, still

makes me laugh!

23:50:18 Calling it quits for tonight, going to listen to new iPod tracks. When I wake up it will be Winter in

Melbourne - hibernation would be good.

23:57:58 This is from TweetDeck, but currently Twitter says everything is from the web. Maybe the poor

little pigeon is as tired as I am? Weird!
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June

Monday, 1st  of June.

09:15:57 Looks like http://www.twitpic.com/ is having 502 bad gateway errors. Could of course be me,

although other sites seem fine.

09:29:43 Guess there isn't enough interesting #AFL news: RT @abcnews Cousins says finger was just a

bit of fun http://bit.ly/1aTc9d

09:34:01 Will evolve (as did web) to include business utility RT @jamestuckerman @anthillmagazine

What do you think about twitter as a business tool?

09:38:07 @twtrcon #twtrcon From Australia: RT @jamestuckerman Editor of @anthillmagazine. What do

you think about twitter as a business tool?

09:46:47 @jamestuckerman #twtrcon answer to question: RT @TWTRCON Audience ideas for Twitter:

aggregation tools,  filtering, reputation algorithms.

09:50:41 RT @steverubel Millvina Dean the last survivor of the Titanic, died on Sunday age 97 

http://ff.im/-3rkdW

09:54:12 From #twtrcon @steverubel discussing how Google Wave may have a legitimizing effect on

Twitter style applications in the enterprise.

09:57:35 See 2 page download: RT @eunmac: Top 50 "Social Brands"  http://is.gd/KXZg

10:00:53 Question is, who can monetize it? RT @harrymccracken @steverubel discussing who might buy

Twitter. Microsoft? Oracle? Google? #twtrcon

10:08:55 Some celestial visitors: RT @Astronautics Two asteroids approach Earth on June 1, 2009 

http://www.space.gs/news/?p=1831

10:11:24 Despite the surname, don't live in Castle 21, damn! RT @Jason_Pollock 25 #Awesome Pics of

Castles Around the World - http://cli.gs/Ga7RWh

12:26:26 http://twitpic.com/6dp1d - Sarah gets pink iPod Shuffle with birthday money. Proud as anything,

now a new ABBA revival.

12:31:28 http://twitpic.com/6dpe4 - Also Amy with her ProductRED iPod Shuffle, happy that some part is

going to charity. Wants the full Enya back ...

12:42:34 Launch of Australian news site (News Corp): RT @MattyHallsworth take a look at 

http://www.thepunch.com.au

17:37:07 Terry Wallace to finish at Richmond #AFL in shock news, who knew? Richmond fooled the

media by waiting an extra week http://www.afl.com.au/

Tuesday, 2nd  of June.

12:03:30 Adjusting SEO and Google Analytics goals for client web sites. Process always highlights how

much more work needs to be done.

15:15:24 Very sorry about 228 people lost in Air France plane crash. An international tragedy, SMH

article: http://bit.ly/PRhCd

18:33:31 Tired, lots of long days recently. Going to cook a big steak and have a couple of glasses of

Shiraz. No technology tonight! Tweet you later.
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Wednesday, 3rd  of June.

08:13:56 Great to see free speech is alive and well! China blocks Twitter and other online social media:  

http://bit.ly/104H2L

14:20:09 Heading to Sydney tomorrow for two days of meetings, including the Komodo CMS V6 launch: 

http://bit.ly/RFiTW

14:29:31 Has made journalists lazy. Simple to base all stories around #GFC: RT @leadmachine Has

anyone been affected adversely by the economy? How?

14:35:14 Having a Nando's Extra-Hot Burger with more hot sauce for good measure. No Swine Flu virus

will live through that. I might not either!

14:39:39 Not a recession, so sayest the numbers: RT @sarallenconsult What recession? Pity we went

and sacked everyone: http://www.thepunch.com.au/

15:08:00 Gotta get some reports done. Next time: RT @MattyHallsworth Just hit 50 balls at the driving

range, missed you there @drwarwick

15:15:48 Profile updating a known Twitter issue, see: http://bit.ly/wb0gw RT @WiltingSoul Trying to

update picture with one I took today. Slow going.

15:23:23 Haven't seen official news, but seems: RT @kathryncass Fantasy author David Eddings has

died (RT @VesnaC @abcarticulate @sfwa)

15:48:54 Snap! Seems to be the way lately (for good and ill) RT @s2d_jamesr: Spending the day writing

proposals, what fun!

15:52:58 Bit of fun: @drwarwick got a grade of 97.7/100 on @grader.  Check it out:  

http://twitter.grader.com/drwarwick

15:53:57 Need to find a power point! All this technology needs feeding. Laptop about to run out and

phone already has.

16:06:15 http://twitpic.com/6inip - Found power in food court, laptop coming back to life. Bit noisier but

back to report writing.

16:07:13 http://twitpic.com/6injx - My extra hot burger from earlier, now in process of digestion. Don't

normally have Coke - honest!

16:50:00 The #Chaser managed to cause a hullabaloo in parliament, and for once they didn't have to

show up: http://bit.ly/pQSHX

17:01:32 Sol Trujillo's parting shot: Accusing Australia of being 'backward', I guess 4 years running

Telstra was enough for him to make sure of it?

17:16:14 @juliancarter Sol said coming to Australia was like "going back in time". I am saying he sent

Telstra back in time, see http://bit.ly/VQ8NU

17:32:51 @juliancarter I am not talking about racism or popularity, simply performance. On any

reasonable measure Sol and his team underperformed.

17:34:26 @juliancarter You can't use Australia being backward in global telecoms to explain Telstra going

in reverse in the last 4 years.

17:35:30 @juliancarter I can understand the shock of unions, government, employees and customers.

Why choose to continue bad strategy?

17:40:33 @juliancarter look at Telstra shares V market, market share, innovation, customer sentiment or

any measure you like. Telstra doing well?

17:43:55 @juliancarter Telstra margin is in trouble, many revenue streams will suffer from disruptive

technology and better emergent business models.
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17:46:51 Wish that was the only issue: RT @juliancarter Telstra like other AU companies needs to get rid

of unionized mentality for change to happen

17:49:38 @juliancarter Competitors are much broader than traditional telco. Whole industries are at threat

as a little one called GM just found out.

18:31:09 Time to avoid State of Origin traffic at Etihad. Not sure who to support, guess Blues since I'll be

in Sydney tomorrow. Sorry Qld tweeps.

18:40:53 @iggypintado looking forward to your talk about #connectgen tomorrow. Still time for Sydney

tweeps to register at http://bit.ly/RFiTW

18:43:26 Going offline. Have to get up at 4am for early flight to Sydney. So at the risk of moving it up the

trending topics #Goodnight

19:43:59 Victoria moves to 'sustain phase' with over 300 of Australia's 500 cases of swine flu #H1N1 see:

http://bit.ly/bXrrV

Thursday, 4th  of June.

06:01:53 Sydney Airport closed due to fog, no landing at present. Melbourne crystal clear. What is

happening to the World?

06:15:00 Can't leave Melbourne for two hours due to fog in Sydney. No water at Qantas Club equals no

coffee. This is not good when up at 4am!

06:57:01 I think this impenetrable fog in Sydney is a ruse to keep swine flu carrying planes grounded in

Melbourne (joking of course)

07:12:11 http://twitpic.com/6k0pc - Melbourne Airport full of people waiting for morning flights to Sydney,

some 6 flights still grounded.

07:15:23 Water (or should I say Coffee) back on at Melbourne Qantas lounge. Thanks for small mercies,

now I can really wake up.

07:26:43 @Epigrammist 300 cases is around 1 in 10,000 pop. 6 flights is around 1,000 people. So I

guess the odds are 10% that 1 is carrying #H1N1

07:39:02 Boarding, only an hour late. Lets hope no fog and no flu. Tweet you in Sydney ...

10:46:02 http://twitpic.com/6ki8o - Look, no planes in Sydney - all left after fog. Others like mine just

landing, only 3 hours late.

11:21:52 @schneiderk It was, by pretty much 3 hours exactly, but I'm in Sydney now. Lucky the important

meetings were this afternoon.

11:23:21 Not a single cough to be heard. No #H1N1 on than flight at least: RT @JustinPinner: Welcome

to Fogney @drwarwick Lets hope no fog or flu.

11:24:55 I didn't see her unfortunately, bit cold for the outfit: RT @Bloss90 @drwarwick 

http://twitpic.com/6ki8o - Wonder Woman's invisible plane?

11:33:56 http://twitpic.com/6klwf - Coast south of Sydney looked fantastic after morning fog burn't off.

Shame no time for a visit.

11:35:33 http://twitpic.com/6klwf - Oops wrong photo. Re-posting now, problem with getting up at 4am

and no coffee in Melbourne.

11:36:47 http://twitpic.com/6km50 - Sydney coast line photo this time. Sorry for posting wrong image

before.

11:57:11 Admit to being a David Eddings fan and my daughter has been reading The Magician series

recently. A great legacy, RIP.
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12:15:02 Anyone going to Clubs NSW Awards for Excellence function tomorrow night that I can look out

for? Finalists: http://bit.ly/k7GSX

12:17:50 "You tried your best and failed miserably. The lesson is: never try” H Simpson: RT

@allen_daniels "Do, or do not. There is no try" Yoda

12:23:26 @schneiderk The delay let me do some Twitter 'housekeeping', oh yeah, and some work as well

- more SEO reports.

12:25:55 I found her @vipvirtualsols (Qantas needed assistance this morning) RT @Bloss90 @drwarwick

she must have been in her invisible plane then ;)

12:29:01 I know your pain, my 7yr twins want theirs as well: RT @joeslaughter 6yo upset that his pic is on

my Facebook pg. He wants a pg. of his own.

12:44:53 Sarcasm also works well online (love = hate?) RT @unmarketing I love when ppl tweet "Why is

(term) a trending topic?" instead of clicking

12:53:05 Strategy like driving, 95% of us think we're great at it RT @s2d_jamesr @halvorson People

blow budgets, then look for strategy with change.

13:01:02 Any visitor & 7yr twins make a character on Wii RT @joeslaughter Kids start early. I set Iphone

down and he wants 2 download lightsabre app.

13:04:49 @mzjaygee I think you are right, my oldest goes to high school next year, but still too early for

social sites in my opinion.

13:06:01 RT @TVdotcomAU ABC apologises for Chaser 'dying kids' sketch http://bit.ly/4SR2c

13:24:10 Taking same approach with computer in shared space: RT @mzjaygee @drwarwick mine get

one hour a day online and computer is in family room.

13:25:54 I think you are spot on, great comment: RT @graemebowman ABC apologises for Chaser

'dying kids' sketch - opinion: http://tinyurl.com/obqkxr

13:32:36 @Smoph Yes, piece was a very poor choice by Chaser. We do work for Very Special Kids 

http://www.vsk.org.au/ bet they didn't find any humor!

13:34:40 I'm not just uncool at parenting, I can apply it to much more :) RT @mzjaygee @drwarwick good

to hear I'm not the only "uncool" parent :)

13:45:35 @girlwonders Interesting that ABC Chaser still think sketch fits in their own stated program

scope of satire, debate and social commentary.

13:47:10 RT @mfarnsworth: The Defence Minister, Joel Fitzgibbon has RESIGNED....

13:52:38 Australia without Defence Minister. Quick before someone attacks :) RT @mfarnsworth

Ministerial Reshuffle: Greg Combet for Defence Minister?

13:57:58 Sorry! Chaser should send more apologies themselves: RT @girlwonders it was completely

heartless and reply by @graemebowman made me cry :-(

14:18:11 Song says 'there'll be no safety in numbers when the right one walks out of the door' RT

@smileysejalee mocked at bbq for being only tweep

14:24:42 @shanegold Paid or unpaid support? :) RT @TerriCook Dshanegold I have been very patient

over the last couple of weeks now Im kinda peeved!

14:43:05 Very measured response by Make-a-Wish, great work: RT @graemebowman: Make-a-Wish

Foundation's response to Chaser skit: http://bit.ly/iWdst

14:49:34 Is Twitter a social network? Then one-sided drives like RT Follow @souljaboytellem completely

miss the point. Will he hear from his fans?

15:03:34 @MattyHallsworth Mate, you need to follow more ppl. 28 can't keep you sustained :) RT

@drwarwick You are dominating my follow space today.
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15:07:31 Going off line to set-up for tonight's demo http://www.komodocms.com/ post some pics and

notes later. Play nice.

16:35:46 Too funny: RT @nicejobman "Year 3000 YouTube, Twitter & Facebook merge into one super

time wasting site called YouTwitFace." Conan O'Brien

16:59:45 http://twitpic.com/6l4mh - Attendees turning up to hear @iggypintado speak in Sydney. Starting

in 15 mins if you are coming.

Friday, 5th  of June.

17:43:37 http://twitpic.com/6nq2n - CEO friend in Sydney, recently separated looking to meet professional

woman. Send DM for contact details.

17:52:31 Just helping a friend and trying to get him on Twitter. Has great knowledge to offer: RT

@rbuerckner @drwarwick You've turned into a pimp?

18:05:27 He is very happy with the ego boost, thanks: RT @rbuerckner Lol...looks cute I'd be interested if

I weren't in Canberra and already taken ;)

22:26:18 Heading back from Sydney to Melbourne - last flight from Sydney, wont be home until after

midnight. Catching a few winks. Tweet you later.

22:28:37 Some Twitter champs to #FollowFriday @iggypintado @rbuerckner @girlwonders @nathe

@joeslaughter @Epigrammist @shanegold @Smoph @girlwonders

Saturday, 6th  of June.

00:24:46 Back in Melbourne after long couple of days traveling to Sydney. A bit colder but happy to be

home. Go Blues tomorrow!

15:19:28 Tweet from old school mobile. About to indulge in some Koko Black chocolates.

19:07:22 Go Blues #AFL against Brisbane. A win moves Carlton to 3rd on the ladder. A loss? Well lets

not talk about loosing.

Sunday, 7th  of June.

12:51:05 Walking along the Yarra river at Warrandyte. Cold but invigoratiog.

16:15:19 http://twitpic.com/6tbki - Rainbow over northern Melbourne suburbs. Weather can't make up its

mind.

16:22:05 http://twitpic.com/6tbw7 - Woolworths and Laurimar shops to open in 16 days time. Lot of work

left to do  http://bit.ly/faFSa

16:31:55 Looks like the Blues beat them to the punch and had the Lions for Dinner, yum! RT @Smoph

No no. The Lions will eat Carlton for breakfast!

17:19:12 Family of David Carradine (Kung Fu and Kill Bill actor) is asking FBI to investigate his death 

http://bit.ly/13XdJK

17:32:56 Going hunting for some old first edition books and for a bite of pasta with a hearty Shiraz. Back

to new media tomorrow.

22:52:43 http://twitpic.com/6tqad - Yarra River Melbourne at Warrandyte - took a long relaxing walk today

(despite the cold).

22:54:31 @Smoph Qld were great in the State of Origin. Also doing well in #AFL but it was about time

Carlton won a hard one interstate.
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22:58:44 I've noticed twitpic sometimes takes a moment to catch up: RT @AKAVirtualPA No pic

appearing. Used to live kinda down that way...

23:43:49 http://twitpic.com/6tsrz - Was great! Photo near back of bakery, kids love playground. RT

@AKAVirtualPA Did you go to the Bakery? Best p ...

Monday, 8th  of June.

00:01:45 Federer off to a great start http://bit.ly/F8MnF  could win a French Open. No doubt will fight all

the way.

10:10:50 Congratulations Roger Federer! Equals Sampras slam record, sixth person to win a 4 slams.

More to do?  http://bit.ly/Zo1Lf

10:13:16 Fevola from Carlton leads Coleman medal race #AFL on 39. 21 goals from 3 games - imagine if

he good add consistency to flair!

10:17:34 Very interesting to see what comes from Apple's WWDC in 24 hours time. Will we see Steve on

stage or a new iPhone?  http://bit.ly/p9Xr0

10:41:58 Wouldn't it. As would another option up forward, maybe Waite on return. RT @lmchugh

Seriously, a consistent Fev would be beyond fantastic.

11:05:46 Great to see Mark Webber get another second place finish, starting to string some results

together - Formula One Turkish GP.

11:41:28 Determined to unpack last dozen or so boxes from Sydney to Melbourne relocation. That was

only in Feb - time passes too fast.

Tuesday, 9th  of June.

08:46:39 New Apple iPhone sounds great. Model called 'S' for speed? Guess when superseded new

model can be 'EF' even faster! http://bit.ly/1ioK8k

09:10:22 http://twitpic.com/6xqms - Cloud front in Melbourne just before it dumped hail on northern

suburbs yesterday afternoon.

09:13:22 http://twitpic.com/6xqvy - Younglings caught in close quarters Star Wars lightsaber duel. Cat

confused!

09:27:23 If the early US news is a guide, it will be expensive #iPhone: RT @loadx Now we wait to find out

what the carriers charge 2 upgrade.

09:29:53 Thanks, the twins think so. Now they want to make their own girls Star Wars film (plot is a bit

thin): RT @MelFresh27 @drwarwick cool pic!

11:49:25 Embarking on backlog of writing. Article, SEO reports and proposals. No interruptions for a long

while, tweet you on the other side.

16:56:53 Taking a food break from writing. Really lousy weather in Melbourne, although from tweets

seems even worse in New York.

17:10:26 I feel like that sometimes, although it wouldn't feed the rest of us for long :) RT @PetaEdwards

Back soon must cook starving children ...

17:14:46 Maybe time to move, again :) @AngelSmit told me Melbourne tomorrow - max 11 degrees: RT

@PetaEdwards It was a nice day in Brisbane.

17:56:40 Looking forward to meeting you all in person: RT @mr_billiam @endlessblush up to 37 now -

welcome to the list (/tweetup/party) @drwarwick

18:00:11 CEO friend (no name) had Dell laptop run over by Hyundai on Friday, screen broken but works.
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Not sure what this says about Dell or Hyundai?

18:09:10 http://twitpic.com/6ynwo - More of my Jedi Young-lings going at their lightsaber duel. Even have

force repulsion going on!

18:14:05 http://twitpic.com/6yo17 - Last of the Jedi younglings images. Amy always wants to be Count

Dooku - I don't get it!

18:28:45 @Alegrya Not having a go at Dell or Hyundai - in fact impressed laptop is still working. @nathe

lets see if our friend wants to add detail.

18:31:08 @suewaters I don't think it is still under warranty. If it was, do you think Dell would cover a

laptop that has being driven over?

18:38:08 @suewaters I will let him know, certainly worth asking. I think he may be reluctant to recount the

details of how it came to be under a car!

18:43:34 After surviving cold, will Sydney let you back without quarantine http://bit.ly/OKKVh RT

@kirsty_wilson @jenbishopsydney Dress for snow ;-)

19:02:49 Should have taken photo of impact :) RT @nathe @drwarwick I think he will be fine. Lets see if

he can send a photo of the extra flat Dell.

19:20:38 http://twitpic.com/6yps6 - Look carefully at the cat. Not sure if she is good or evil, could go either

way.

19:29:46 Sound-byte will be great overseas, fits right into Sol's 'backward' tag: RT @downesy

@KevinRuddPM "fair suck of the sauce bottle, mate".

19:37:08 Very true. One daughter has ABBA/shower issue as well: RT @girlwonders @drwarwick cat not

playing favourites, has eye to match each daughter

19:47:41 My 11 year-old Madison is kicking all 6 contestants collective asses on

Talkinboutyourgeneration Channel 10. Says they need to go younger!

20:17:25 Today must be Apple Day. Seven of Ten trending topics relate in one way or another to the

Apple #WWDC

Wednesday, 10th  of June.

16:59:39 Press article completed and delivered, will tweet the details once in print and wraps are off.

Back to bother the tweeple :)

17:03:37 The wild west of domain names, get your guns ready: "200m members ready for Facebook

name grab" see ... http://bit.ly/ZPx9Z

17:04:49 Me too! Unless I do this :(   ... RT @williger: I tend to end a lot of my tweets with :) and in reality,

I actually am smiling.

17:09:28 I think I deserve a glass of red. Let me know if you think I deserve a second. After all I am a

follower :)

17:11:17 @williger I believe you, you look very happy. If you don't mind me saying, you have carefully

constructed your head for smile emphasis :)

17:23:03 That makes 5 glasses (750ml) - bottle in the old measure. That will do! Thanks for vote

@endlessblush @rbuerckner @Intel_Eric @AKAVirtualPA

17:26:39 Most of the time people are mirrors: RT @WhinePressed: What happens if you're nice to

people? Does anyone know?

17:28:47 Didn't feel it myself, did anyone else? RT @themediapod did the ground just move? small

earthquake in Melbourne?
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17:52:16 @DHughesy As long as you doesn't start secreting or give baby a hairball :) Just watch out it he

prefers you, mum won't be happy!

17:56:05 I've been knocked over by one of those personal earthquakes :) RT @themediapod all quiet on

earthquake front. Must have been *very* isolated

18:02:01 My little protest. I'm going to keep tweeting until the rain stops (and I can get to car), or at least

moves over catchment areas :)

18:02:35 Take the silver spoon out :) RT @redshoeartist I have a funny metallic taste in my mouth - is

that one of the signs of having a stroke?

18:03:48 Heavy consequences: RT @bellabacchante: ABC sacks Head of Comedy over Chaser skit 

http://bit.ly/R4nrz

18:07:17 Sure we can concoct a conspiracy theory: RT @themediapod I swear, my office shook, my drink

almost spilt. How do i dig myself out of this?

18:13:07 Assuages my guilt at wanting it to stop: RT @Puggles99 on Ch 7 news they've just said

catchments have had 35mm if that will save you.

18:27:24 @neridagill Thanks for the card, glad I could help in a small way. Congrats on the iAwards win.

18:50:25 Sounds like a break in the rain, going to make a run for it and dodge the puddles! Tweet you

later.

20:52:38 I agree, can anyone spell #chaser scapegoat. Same as coach getting chop for player failure: RT

@Epigrammist @drwarwick That's a bit unfair.

21:48:26 Very funny, careful Mr Awesome: RT @ tonyisimportant Guys, H1N1 is all hype. There's a

higher likelihood I'll die from being awesome.

21:52:11 I think your right, about time for a tag line change :) RT @glipschitz And soon on number plates

'Victoria - The H1N1 State'

21:53:06 RT @Qantas_Socceroo: David Carney finishes off a superb team effort to score 2nd goal at 88

min. Can't see Bahrain getting in now #Socceroos

22:02:28 Congratulations, well done! RT @Qantas_Socceroo Full Time! Australia wins 2:0 against

Bahrain and remain undefeated in 2010 WCQs #socceroos

Thursday, 11th  of June.

08:23:06 Disgraceful, and so are people who legitimize such cowardice: "Neo-Nazi, 88, opens fire in DC

Holocaust Museum"  http://bit.ly/HstR6

10:27:44 Meeting finished, good result. Heading back to office and most important - coffee machine. Can

actually see blue sky!

10:37:10 Old Hilton not one of their best. Westin or Park Hyatt know how to hotel: RT @jenbishopsydney

Not impressed with Adelphi. Hilton tonight.

15:38:19 @nathe has a lunch retention rate of D- :) RT @nathe has earned a #TweetGrade of A+. 

http://tweetgrade.com/nathe

15:41:58 Sorry, couldn't help myself. Cheers! RT @nathe: @drwarwick very very funny ha ha

16:11:06 http://twitpic.com/73oou - Melbourne outer suburb after heavy rain last night. Colder and windier

than it looks.

16:42:01 The right choice. Sparkle of a sunny day in the eyes :) RT @rebeccamezzino

@a_web_designer @BillHarper Motion carried. Avatar changed.

16:44:47 He's a gutsy one: RT @DHughesy Overweight 14 year old boy just told me Im not funny. Want
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to punch but afraid he has muscle under that flab.

16:54:19 @rebeccamezzino Pleasure. All avatars should be shot in sunlight (esp. uplifting in this

weather). Unfortunately mine was hungover in Bondi.

17:06:41 @rebeccamezzino Rabbie Burns night was fun (I think), the next morning, not as good.

Reminder makes me think its time for an Avatar change.

17:47:28 @rebeccamezzino Changed my avatar from post hangover to pre. When summer comes

around will try for sparkle :)

17:51:31 @mzjaygee Better today. Currently Syd 13, Mel 12, Bris 10 http://www.bom.gov.au RT

@SusanLambe Colder in Brisbane than Melbourne right now.

18:01:01 @PeterDaicos well setup by @seancallanan - page looks great. #AFL and #Collingwood

supporters should follow in droves. Cheers!

18:35:29 http://twitpic.com/73tjy - Found Amy with face paint while looking for another photo. Would make

a great avatar!

18:41:52 @miss_melbourne http://twitpic.com/73tkb - Very nice! Time for me to go and find some food.

You have awoken my stomach.

19:12:06 http://twitpic.com/73umn - AFL Blues supporter all ready for tomorrow night. Come on Carlton,

make it worth braving the cold and H1N1!

Friday, 12th  of June.

10:45:29 Ended up with home made omelette. Not worthy of photo, your option much better: RT

@Miss_Melbourne @drwarwick hope you found something good

10:47:06 I'm not confident but optimistic, go Blues! RT @Puggles99 my Blues supporting son is also

going, he is not very confident.

10:47:58 Thanks, now I can say 'Cheers' after a tweet and mean it! Cheers! RT @mzjaygee @drwarwick

cheers! nice new avatar.

10:49:34 Thanks Iggy, agree SEO review (and strategy) are first step: RT @iggypintado

@SmartCompany: What CMS should I get? http://tinyurl.com/mnp8jy

10:54:53 Some great guys: #FollowFriday @juliancarter @mediahunter @iggypintado @Epigrammist

@graemebowman @shanegold @nathe @joeslaughter @williger

10:58:52 Great women: #FollowFriday @mzjaygee @girlwonders @rebeccamezzino @lyndakelly61

@rbuerckner @AKAVirtualPA @lmchugh @redshoeartist @Alegrya

11:00:14 Sure I have missed other wonderful people to have in your twitter stream. Will add some more

later in the day! Have an SEO report to do!

11:06:38 You also need to #FollowFriday @Miss_Melbourne @SandiMon @joolzgirl @HyperBrendan

@kirsty_wilson @vipvirtualsols @Smoph @JustinPinner

11:20:35 http://twitpic.com/75um4 - Sun from office window, Melbourne in shock! Yes, that is a nerf bullet.

Stop shooting I'm tweeting!

11:31:26 RT @iggypintado leave final message on Chris O'Brien's Tribute Facebook page. 10K peeps by

end of day. http://bit.ly/2vqeM PLS RT

15:02:58 'Velocity - A forgotten force' - blog on how GFC slows velocity and drives innovation. Please

comment and RT: http://bit.ly/18Agcy

16:53:23 Komosion launches corporate twitter account. Only good stuff (you have my word)

#FollowFriday and please RT @Komosion
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16:54:35 Thanks mate, will be one for the ages if we manage a win: RT @JustinPinner Finding a Sydney

pub to support @Carlton_FC tonight. Go Blues!

18:43:12 Have a great weekend all. Hope your team wins (unless its St Kilda) and you get rested,

recovered, recharged and reinvigorated. Cheers!

Saturday, 13th  of June.

10:11:43 Coffee at Degani. Still coming to terms with Blues loss last night. At least it was a good game.

11:36:34 Taking Sarah to Doctor for sore ear. If I hear a cough or oink we're out of here :)

14:13:04 @Epigrammist Was a great game. Judd was inspirational, breathing blood. If only they didn't let

St. Kilda get the 30pt jump.

23:08:48 Knew I should have tipped Richmond #AFL. Well done by Rawlings and the young new players!

St Kilda in 2 weeks will be hard.

23:16:38 Using new iPhone. Can anyone point me toward good Twitter iPhone client and/or applications?

Sunday, 14th  of June.

00:24:38 Thanks for all the input will try a couple, however strongest support was for Tweetie, shock was

also used as the send so. Thanks.

12:00:19 http://twitpic.com/7cdud - Watched Matrix last night. Got green theme going thanks to glasses

from show. Forgot how good a movie it is.

12:56:38 If you use Facebook, don't forget to register your newly available direct URL (Username). Mine

is http://www.facebook.com/drwarwick

13:10:42 Lots did, I'm sure only some are dorks :) RT @angeltcgirl I think I am a dork - I stayed up last

night and logged on the second it went live

16:24:33 Time article: RT @davewiner After disputed election, Tehran's streets become a battleground ...

http://tr.im/oq6O

16:28:37 After constant Tweets about #iranelection @mousavi1388 has been silent for some 7 hours.

Also see: www.flickr.com/mousavi1388

16:34:38 Tip: With volume of #iranelection tweets at present, it is good to use http://www.twitterfall.com/

and filter by trend.

19:28:56 Dinner at Papa Gino's in Carlton. Pizza,  wine and coffee. Perfect Sunday night feed.

20:47:26 Hi Brent, using Tweetie following same question yesterday. Best of 3 I have tried so far: RT

@brentdayman looking for iPhone aps.

21:54:13 Tweetie is great when mobile, but still like getting back to TweetDeck: RT @brentdayman

Thanks. Just need to deal with spam now :)

21:55:17 Was a great dinner, you should give it another visit: RT @AngelSmit mmm Papa Gino's now

there's somewhere I haven't been in a long time.

22:12:52 @DHughesy on Rove @Rove1974 demonstrated the iPhone envy many tweeps may

experience when the new iPhone 3G (S) hits - me included.

22:18:42 Flawed logic: RT @larathom Iran's President says continuing street protests over his reelection

show Iran is a free country. YES, SURE...

22:40:43 Just checked my #AFL footy tips and realized I tipped Richmond. Could have sworn I had

locked in West Coast. Nice little bonus to end day!
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22:49:07 I can remember when email and the web were also fads: "The backlash begins: studies expose

Twitter hype" Age article: http://bit.ly/qVmNs

23:22:25 RT @Scobleizer This photo should win a Pulitzer. I never expected to see photos like this one

come out of Iran. Amazing: http://ff.im/3XNSW

23:27:31 Tell clients to get their names now: RT @FacebookSocial For Sale: Facebook Vanity Names -

Welcome To 'Socialsquatting' http://bit.ly/Rj07Y

23:29:19 RT @vlvl @slbbw http://twitpic.com/7c85l - The Revolution will not be televised. It will be

twittered. #IranElection

23:31:12 @andrewlitvak I heard a tweep say 'going to bed, hope its sorted by the time I wake up', and I

thought - it won't be for those in its midst.

Monday, 15th  of June.

09:57:55 http://twitpic.com/7fakt - Breakfast in front of open fire in Yarra Valley.

Tuesday, 16th  of June.

11:32:18 One thinks Twitter is a broadcast medium, the other listens: Article 'Spot the difference: the

tweets of Bruno and Karl' http://bit.ly/jmMjZ

12:18:54 Stop and take a moment to view these: RT @mungurk Absolutely breathtaking and disturbing

#IranElection photos http://bit.ly/xwcZY

12:24:25 Twitter reschedules maintenance to allow Iranian protests to continue http://bit.ly/YDY53

12:48:19 RT @justin_hart Video that shows the breadth of the crowd in Tehran. http://ow.ly/ejhg

#iranelection #iran9

13:12:31 RT @mousavi1388 Twitter is currently our ONLY way to communicate overnight news in Iran,

PLEASE do not take it down. #IranElection

13:59:32 Twitter streams break Iran news dam: http://bit.ly/qXcAC Also Ahmadinejad now in Russia: 

http://bit.ly/r0sPW #IranElection

15:02:15 Ridiculous, just do a Twitter search on name to see how visible: RT @pastachick Don't use his

name or he may be in danger or get shut down.

15:27:05 RT @firelass Fox News Report: 7 Killed in Tehran Clashes After Rally http://bit.ly/9GK5n

#IranElections

16:28:14 All I can say is I hope its not true: RT @cjs_3 Iranian students thrown from university building by

police http://bit.ly/9sm9w #IranElection

16:47:30 CJ, I'm not suggesting the article is incorrect, I just can't understand anyone doing that: RT

@cjs_3 Hard to know one way or the other.

16:58:59 NY Times: Social Networks Spread Iranian Defiance Online ... http://bit.ly/KIOra (includes direct

link to @mousavi1388 twitter a/c)

17:04:58 Hi Rebecca, good catchup article ttp://bit.ly/KIOra RT @rebeccamezzino Am I the only one who

has no idea what's going on with #IranElection

17:10:19 @stephenfry would be worth checking accuracy and RT, you have 1m ears: RT @stephenfry

#iranelection has been blocked ... switch to ...

17:23:44 Australian politicians play Twitter but silent on #IranElections @KevinRuddPM

@TurnbullMalcolm @premierofnsw @ vicpremier @TheQldPremier
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17:51:12 Great piece on Twitter / Iran censorship: RT @guardiantech Twitter steps up as Iranian internet

clampdown boils over http://bit.ly/14ycuj

17:57:57 Obama urges investigation of Iran election http://bit.ly/13I7E3 Just wondering what Australia

thinks? Not a hard question (reply @mollyfud )

18:08:50 Images of #IranElection are hard to ignore, these are direct post to TwitPic 

http://twitpic.com/photos/madyar

18:18:45 We elect our fed politicians to represent us and speak up. Silence/following is not OK: RT

@mollyfud Why do they need to say anything?

18:20:21 Well the US has spoken on #IranElections, so I guess we can say something now? RT

@ozgooner Probably waiting to follow US lead as usual.

18:25:20 @KevinRuddPM @TurnbullMalcolm have collectively 66k followers. #IranElections was a

chance to really lead - missed. That's all I'm saying.

18:41:33 Careful if sensitive to such images: RT @richie666 http://bit.ly/x6iYR the pictures get to me the

most. #IranElection

19:01:27 Why can't @jack @ev or @biz or someone in the know, let @stephenfry and others know

whether trends can be blocked or not? #IranElections

19:06:18 No tweet from Iranian Student for 24hrs - hope they are OK! RT @Change_for_Iran It's worth

taking the risk, we're going. #IranElections

19:11:33 Even if computerized that sounds false! RT @aplusk They counted 40 million ballots by hand in

less than two hours? http://bit.ly/16qjq3

19:13:31 Thanks Roger, will tune in: RT @Puggles99 You may be interested in interview with Obama

coming up overnight (I think) on CNBC in USA.

19:49:23 Now that really IS a crowd of protesters: RT @Sety123 http://twitpic.com/7j7lq - Crowd of

protesters...

19:52:05 Great side story on maintaining the social channel 'Down Time Rescheduled': RT

@anthonylesueur wow: http://bit.ly/gfF6K #IranElection

19:57:39 I try not to be a cynic but I am almost always a skeptic :) RT @Epigrammist Some ppl don't

understand difference between skeptism & cynicism

20:01:56 Thanks for setting the record straight: RT @stephenfry Well #iranelection not blocked. Iranian

govt should at know we're watching & we care.

20:11:07 I'll remember that for when I need one :) Now just need to find a friendly Machiavellian: RT

@helen_lo Oh dammit!  I'm just a cynic ;()

20:26:58 Mr "pointed saying tersely expressed", you are have the correct moniker :) RT @Epigrammist

Excellent! Tho' I'm skeptical of your claim :^?

20:47:15 Going off line for a while. Very concerned about rallies in Tehran turning into further disaster.

Stay safe! #IranElection

21:51:21 http://twitpic.com/7jbzj - With my beautiful daughters. Sarah (centre) currently has an nasty ear

infection - could be a long night.

Wednesday, 17th  of June.

09:08:02 Count me in! RT @SmartCompany Apple sees high demand for new iPhone 3G S 

http://tinyurl.com/nnuojj

09:12:40 US Government asks Twitter to maintain service after Iran vote - Age article: http://bit.ly/19desx
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09:15:12 Iranian Twitterers sidestep news blackout - Article from SMH and Age: http://bit.ly/KYFlR

10:54:54 In Australia yet? RT @mashable BREAKING: Tweetdeck for iPhone is LIVE in iPhone App

Store. Download link & review here: http://bit.ly/6jm6i

10:58:03 RT @aschek You will NOT find Tweetdeck by searching the App Store. It is not indexed yet.

Here is the direct link http://tinyurl.com/nzf5jq

13:23:01 Hi folks! Mind dropping me a recommendation at http://mrtweet.com/drwarwick?rec ? Much

appreciated! #MrTweet

13:24:32 Recommended @iggypintado to @MrTweet 'of his deep knowledge on social networking. Great

book #ConnectGen and speake...' http://cli.gs/erd1MZ

15:19:34 One more report out the door - hooray! (I know, childlike response :) Another one to go plus a

proposal, then real celebration ensues.

16:20:55 RT @timbray Beautiful eyewitness account from Tehran: http://bit.ly/10i7j9 #IranElection

18:44:04 "All press cards ... cancelled; journalists banned from covering any gatherings" Ben Knight, ABC

http://bit.ly/A8j8i #IranElections

Thursday, 18th  of June.

08:51:36 Well done Australian Socceroos winning 2-1 against Japan last night and coming from behind at

half-time. Cahill is brilliant. #worldcup

11:11:24 Nice weather in Melbourne today. Can enjoy the view but will be on the computer writing

proposals all day. Time for a coffee at least!

17:30:44 RT @lovepeaceunity "To be successful, the first thing to do is fall in love with your work." Sister

Mary Lauretta

17:49:12 Looking forward to it! RT @ninaspringle Off to get ready 4 @tweetupmellers C y'all Melburnians

there!

18:15:57 Used to having cyberspace protect me, not sure I'm still real :) Pinochio deja vu. RT

@ninaspringle @Sophie_Gill Looking forward to meeting!

18:21:23 @nataliaphy Follow @tweetupmellers and click attendance at http://tweetupmellers.info/ Cheers

:) How do I get on list for tweetupmellers?

19:33:38 Should have come to #tweetupmellers portable, laptop out of place. Anyway time for another

scotch and coke! Posting live till battery dies.

20:12:47 http://twitpic.com/7p7fi - Melbourne Twitter community at #tweetupmellers event in Windsor.

See http://tweetupmellers.info/

20:18:30 @SandiMon Sorry the video is so bad from #tweetupmellers - will post a few more photos ...

20:20:17 http://twitpic.com/7p7pf - Another photo from Tweep gathering #tweetupmellers - leaving

computer for the bar. Cheers!

20:48:04 Shutting down the technology in favour of face to face at #tweetupmellers - send some more

photos later. Going looking for some tweeps!

22:42:53 Great to meet @rebeccamezzino @captainfromCDU @kirsty_wilson @infoholic @sarahprout

and many more in person at #tweetupmellers Cheers!

22:49:15 Some photos from the #tweetupmeller event at The Social in Windsor -  http://bit.ly/csnra

Friday, 19th  of June.
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10:05:52 Melbourne / Australians should #FollowFriday the #tweetupmellers crew - Twitter links at  

http://bit.ly/ZC8AO Why not all go all 117?

10:18:36 Support Melbourne: #FollowFriday @AKAVirtualPA @kirsty_wilson @infoholic @mr_billiam

@neilcreek @sarahprout @tezzitoo @maddisondesigns

10:23:37 Also from Melbourne #FollowFriday @a_web_designer @captainfromCDU @Chris_pinkapple

@creatingorder @ninaspringle and @sammutimer

10:30:23 From Adelaide but mobile #FollowFriday @rebeccamezzino also get behind @SandiMon

@Puggles99 @mzjaygee @Alegrya @iggypintado @Epigrammist

10:47:21 #tweetupmellers was great, probably over 60 people. Perhaps next time. RT @SandiMon Looks

like i missed a good time last night.

10:49:38 Great to meet you and thanks for the early introductions: RT @AKAVirtualPA Lovely to meet

you. #FollowFriday #tweetupmellers

10:52:03 Great night and a good venue. RT @ninaspringle Did you have a good time? #tweetupmellers

11:17:06 Great shot, I count 48 - no Wally :) RT @neilcreek #tweetupmellers group photo! 

http://bit.ly/k8OU8 Individual photos tomorrow.

11:26:31 Sometimes good to be in the minority: RT @DavidTrewern @cjovanov 81% of Twitter users are

UNDER 30 - http://bit.ly/RE68O (other great stats)

14:45:07 "Iran's rulers on offensive, arresting protesters and tightening grip on the media" - Age Article 

http://bit.ly/12ZHz #IranElections

14:47:40 Australian countdown to June 26 launch of new Apple iPhone 3G S - http://bit.ly/t8zdi - Got my

iPhone Tweetdeck ready to go!

14:50:55 Thanks @tezzitoo @creatingorder @mzjaygee @SandiMon @kirsty_wilson @ninaspringle for

your thanks. This is getting circular :) #FollowFriday

17:42:44 Thanks Matty, ditto: RT @MattyHallsworth #followfriday Interesting people @brentdayman

@loadx @drwarwick @littlemisslotus @martinedge

17:58:10 Only 3 #AFL games this weekend. Serious Collingwood supporters heading to Sydney for

tomorrows game. Good for Melbourne (joke) :)

18:01:03 Taking a break from proposal writing and going for dinner at Nova Vista. Thanks to all the

#tweetupmellers and #followfriday posts.

18:49:20 Nova  Vista changed menu, dropped kids menu and raised prices. Guess what? No va

customer. Went to Shuga instead.

19:41:16 Seven year old daughter has been lifting smaller children. Trying to explain its not OK even if

the're cute with straight face.

Saturday, 20th  of June.

13:55:29 iPhone died after one week. Carrier (unnamed) didn't want to know. Apple Doncaster organized

replacement (many thanks). Hope this one lasts!

15:37:38 Bought Monopoly World edition. Going to play an old fashioned board game with the kids.

18:31:47 Thanks David, good to know the second one may have a long life: RT @davidcheah Mine died

after 3 months, no problem with replacement #iPhone

18:36:13 That explains a lot - wishes for a full recovery: RT @guardiantech Apple boss Steve Jobs had

liver transplant: report http://bit.ly/10QkJ5
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Sunday, 21st  of June.

11:38:46 Walking from Richmond to Melbourne, sort of a coffee crawl. Nice breakfast at Kojo Brown on

Bridge Road.

21:12:40 Working but still caught that one :) RT @AKAVirtualPA 'When I want stars on my face, I go to a

Logies after party' Carrie Bickmore #rove LOL

21:17:57 http://twitpic.com/7zxen - Photo of Treasury Place Melbourne during long walk today. Rain

makes it more dramatic.

21:22:56 http://twitpic.com/7zxn8 - Girls: Amy, Sarah and Madison in front of Department of Education

building, Melbourne.

21:24:27 Dave Hughes @DHughesy great on #rove - there are going to be years worth of material from

his new child. For me it's deja vu :)

21:28:42 http://twitpic.com/7zxvv - The Block Arcade Melbourne. Best shop in Melbourne - Haigh's

Chocolate - no visit complete without some.

21:31:54 Thanks, very kind. They certainly love getting the attention: RT @AKAVirtualPA @drwarwick

Lovely pic of your girls...

21:33:22 Having their Lemon Truffle (Cheesecake flavour) right now :) RT @SandiMon @drwarwick I'd

like some white choc with strawberries please :)

21:38:24 http://twitpic.com/7zybr - Fairy Tree in Fitzroy Gardens. Carved by Ola Cohn in the 1930s and

creating wonder for kids ever since.

21:38:47 Sounds like more than a rumor :) RT @cupcakeoverdose lol let's start spreading the rumor that

rove is having a baby even more #rove

21:41:51 http://twitpic.com/7zyhh - Amy, Sarah and Madison in Fitzroy Gardens, Melbourne this afternoon

- during break in the rain.

21:45:07 http://twitpic.com/7zylq - Another photo from Treasury Place Melbourne this afternoon. Couple

of old pollies standing around :)

21:45:43 Just posted a couple more 'bozo' statues :) RT @Epigrammist @drwarwick Some bozo "human

statue" is looking at it… :^]

21:47:22 Have to say I disagree on that, actually find him funny. Others on show? RT @Epigrammist

Dave Hughes ISN'T funny.

21:51:21 http://twitpic.com/7zyvm - Captain Cook's Cottage - Treasury Gardens Melbourne this afternoon

with a rare bit of blue sky.

21:51:41 Thanks. Madison is 11. Amy and Sarah are 7. RT @SandiMon @drwarwick how gorgeous your

girls are! (my youngest is 11, older daughter 13)

21:58:01 http://twitpic.com/7zz79 - Ca De Vin restaurant next to GPO, Bourke Street Melbourne. Can't tell

you how good the food was - brilliant!

22:01:12 http://twitpic.com/7zzem - Royal Arcade Melbourne. Also has great chocolate shop - Koko

Black. I guess there's a theme here :)

22:05:59 http://twitpic.com/7zzmv - Miniature European village in Fitzroy Gardens Melbourne, another

little surprise hidden in this great park.

22:07:37 Yes, Mrs Cook's fountain and plenty of other items in Sydney. Melbourne got the house :) RT

@Epigrammist Cook's Cottage - Syd/Meb rivalry.

22:11:36 My photos from #tweetupmeller event at http://bit.ly/csnra - cheers! RT @captainfromCDU

When I saw post, I was worried about Thurs photos!
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22:15:52 No more photos for today, unless you count http://bit.ly/JEuiE :) RT @AKAVirtualPA

@drwarwick Great photos Doc. Been very busy today ...

22:23:35 @MelFresh27 Hope everything works out. Thoughts are with you.

22:52:23 I'm with you, although they need more than 2: RT @Puggles99 @drwarwick I thought Hughsie

and Shaun were both very funny on Rove tonight.

22:54:15 Twisters and #haiku - 'Telling a story in 140 characters or less' - SMH article http://bit.ly/70X0t

also see @arjunbasu

22:57:40 We did, managed to get timing right between rain: RT @Puggles99 from photos it looks like you

had a lovely day despite indifferent weather.

23:04:51 Thanks! Most using Canon EOS 400D - wish I knew more but just an amateur: RT @mzjaygee

no way pics from mobile cam. Lovely pics as always.

23:06:17 Personally I am an advocate for value rather than time: RT @legaltwitt Reading: Absurdities of

the Billable Hour http://is.gd/kr2p

Monday, 22nd  of June.

18:12:07 Lots of old fashioned proposal writing and related Microsoft Word work today. Always nice to get

in 140 character mode :)

18:14:02 Have time to myself tonight, so I am going to experiment: Will get rid of 'grumpy face' image and

change my 160 character bio. Any ideas?

18:17:16 Australians to miss out on hefty price cuts to the existing iPhone despite impending release of

new model - SMH  http://bit.ly/lNOrt

18:22:42 Almost angry enough to go back to writing a blog (rant) on bad customers (yes, some are) and

another on authenticity! Any pre-readers?

18:24:43 Thought it wasn't out in Australia for another 4 days: RT @Mark_Chenery Vodafone is giving

me the new iPhone because they'd run out of stock

19:28:40 OK, now I'm committed to doing it tonight. Please send any thoughts on BAD CLIENT

experiences? RT @efan78 @I_enigma @markkofahl @ozdj

20:49:54 #badclient "The customer is NOT always right" an argument 

http://veridianmedia.com.au/wordpress/ (comments please!)

20:52:55 #badclient - Thank you to @ozdj @markkofahl @I_enigma @efan78 @DigiGifts for your

support http://bit.ly/18Agcy - now you need to read it :)

20:54:47 See http://bit.ly/18Agcy for launch of #badclient hashtag. Of course you may prefer #badsupplier

because "sometimes the're naughty" :)

20:55:53 Finished blog entry - http://veridianmedia.com.au/wordpress/ that means self-reward of a glass

of Shiraz, some chocolate and GNW on Ten.

21:03:47 Oh, thank you! Unless of course you mean I deserve a #badclient :) RT @CherylFehlberg

@drwarwick good for you!! great stuff, you deserve it!

21:05:19 Sorry to hear it. Hope you mend quickly: RT @mr_billiam Ok, I'm going to take my leave ...

trying to sleep off this flu. 'night everyone!

21:07:47 I know you're not all sports fans, but how good is the selection: Wimbledon, Tour de France and

this weekend Carlton V Essendon :) Go Blues!

21:14:09 Well look at all you Carlton #Blues supporters out there - brilliant. How about adding yourself to 

http://twibes.com/group/Carlton
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21:21:12 NO! As an Aussie you need to back #AFL. I follow @PeterDaicos for goodness sake :) RT

@captainfromCDU Collingwood supporter, can I unfollow?

21:23:14 Yes, mostly great clients and that's where I want to focus :) RT @karenmorris @drwarwick

Lucky we have #goodclients to balance it hey?! LOL

21:25:48 Claire Hooper on GNW - How to stop Swine Flu? "Give the little piggies jumpers" made me

laugh a little :)

21:26:46 Claire Hooper GNW then said "thou shall not Twitter unless you have something to say" - sorry,

can't agree on that one :)

21:27:30 SNAP! : RT @MelFresh27: though shalt not twitter unless they has something to say!! LOL

#GNW

21:30:43 Much more concise and polished expression than me: RT @CherylFehlberg @drwarwick I did

one (blog) today too http://tinyurl.com/c95khq

21:34:05 Going to give it a try now (soon): RT @KathleenMoree @drwarwick I am trying to change my

Bio. Did you manage to change yours?

21:46:36 Excellent, great to know someone in consumer affairs. Cheers RT @ozdj Read 

http://bit.ly/18Agcy Cons affairs my thing BTW http://is.gd/198KU

22:30:50 Changed bio trying keyword approach. Still need to find avatar with smile :) RT

@KathleenMoree Trying to change Bio. Manage to change yours?

22:33:33 Thanks @mzjaygee @I_enigma and @ozdj for comments and RT of #badclient piece: 

http://veridianmedia.com.au/wordpress/

Tuesday, 23rd  of June.

11:16:57 A day of meetings. Let's hope for real outcomes not plans for more meetings.

11:46:37 Woolworths supermarket has opened at Laurimar today on schedule. Amazing given photo only

16 days ago - http://twitpic.com/6tbw7

11:50:37 Finding issue as well. RT @hjmart I am following people and twitter does not keep my

selections? Does anyone has the same problem?

11:52:54 I'll take one in the next 24 hours and again when rest of shops open: RT @mr_billiam

@drwarwick wow! Do you have a photo of it now?

11:54:13 Likewise, might see you there, need more than a horse shot for ID :) RT @I_enigma

@drwarwick it's closer to my place than other supermarkets

11:55:58 Hey, if you don't rock up for work, you either have #H1N1 or $50m :) RT @MattyHallsworth

Must remember OzLotto - 50m buys lot of Ice Breaks

17:42:36 Twitter, please fix the follow / unfollow issues. It's driving me crazy! Thanks. RT @hjmart

@julesandnatedoes twitter admins know about it?

18:30:01 Raining again in Melbourne. Time for the evening dash to the car - because obviously that is

where the umbrella is :)

Wednesday, 24th  of June.

08:58:54 Congratulations to Australians Lleyton Hewitt and Samantha Stosur on advancing to the second

round of #Wimbledon - well played!

09:09:34 Following still seems unreliable in realtime. Must be a challenging fix for Twitter. RT @hjmart

@HoldemTalkRadio Still have follow problem?
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09:37:34 Sorry @MattyHallsworth no $50m this week :) RT @iggypintado @HeraldSunonlin No Lotto

winner after Aussies spend $87m http://bit.ly/2jRvlz

10:18:41 http://twitpic.com/88kj2 - Woolworths Laurimar open 23 June. Amazing change since last photo

16 days ago. Sad to be excited I know :)

10:21:32 http://twitpic.com/88kut - Amy 'read all about it' - was just as excited about opening as I was. But

then she's only 7!

10:29:43 Was Safeway in Melb until recent Australia wide brand change. We quickly forget Tks! RT

@LunaJune Haven't had one in Canada in bazillion yrs

10:31:08 Guess they think we'll all pay any price :) RT @maddisondesigns New iPhone out this Fri in

Aus. Can't believe still no Aus prices on site.

10:35:12 Back on the tube tonight: RT @mzjaygee Chaser target Moran family and sign broadcast deal

with BBC http://bit.ly/19uILt

10:41:42 Very sad news, best wishes. Two of my friends are well years later. RT @endlessblush Walked

in this morning and told boss has breast cancer.

10:44:11 You are wise beyond your years :) Exactly! RT @Puggles99 Is it closer? If so I understand

excitement at convenience.

10:46:25 Yeah, but I only look good in 140 characters :) Perhaps the twins! RT @Puggles99 I see they

are videoing customer experience. Perhaps a gig?

10:50:46 Based on @maddisondesigns "Apple email to book personal appointment", I guess Apple! RT

@Dramagirl Can you buy iPhone 3GS standalone in Aus?

10:53:22 http://twitpic.com/88o94 - Artwork from Laurimar Primary School for Woolworths opening. Some

healthy feet at that school :)

10:53:46 RT @iggypintado @SmartCompany How do I manage marketing staff when I don’t fully

understand what they are doing? http://tinyurl.com/n5m9qh

11:01:44 Smart Company pumping out quality pieces today: RT @SmartCompany: The danger of pay

freezes: Gottliebsen http://tinyurl.com/n6yla9

11:09:05 Good, now let's focus on beating Essendon on Friday: RT @puffaddering AFL says no evidence

Carlton paid hush money http://tinyurl.com/ktusm5

11:37:41 Great to get the Twitter update on follower/ing inconsistencies. Till tomorrow then :) 

http://bit.ly/11vZUL

11:39:39 Why is the NAB internet banking so slow? Great, now I have to queue with banks when I'm

online as well :)

12:10:03 http://twitpic.com/88wb8 - Madison's drawing, part of school poster for the Laurimar Woolworth's

opening. My first gig as an art dealer :)

15:30:56 http://fixoutlook.org great utilization of Twitter. As for me, even if Microsoft fixes this issue, I

won't be using Outlook 2010.

15:42:18 It was hypnotic until my own face broke my trance :) RT @haswell00 I can't stop staring at 

http://fixoutlook.org/. It's totally hypnotic.

Thursday, 25th  of June.

10:17:57 Great run through on features and specs of new iPhone 3GS, including photo of internal

components: SMH  http://bit.ly/fSQjv

11:44:42 http://twitpic.com/8c39n - Daughter's future high school has a floor :) Concrete pour begins on

Acacia College - 24 June 09.
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14:35:23 Lloyd Williams exclusively selling 20 racehorses on friends website Gavelhouse 

http://www.gavelhouse.com/ - Would appreciate RT

15:43:39 'Conceiving an Online Publishing Strategy' blog post on importance of strategy - see 

http://veridianmedia.com.au/wordpress/ (comments?)

15:45:02 Congratulations! RT @MelFresh27 Three Cheeers for MEL!!!! I got the job!!!!!!!!!!! :)

15:45:44 “A goal without a plan is just a wish.” Antoine de Saint-Exupery (1900-1944) - 

http://veridianmedia.com.au/wordpress/

15:47:16 My view also, thanks to all followers: RT @rebeccamezzino Extremely proud that follower list is

organically grown. Using some bot? NO THANKS

17:17:09 Come on, talking chocolate unfair - stomach groans: RT @SandiMon @mr_billiam

@rebeccamezzino Oh...man, don't even say Lindt balls right now.

17:25:18 @SandiMon too far from Haighs at present, but any convenience store on the way home is

getting a sale :) Quality chocs next time!

17:27:04 Go Blues, going to be a big crowd tomorrow night: RT @Carlton_FC Team changes for Round

13 - In: Bret Thornton - Out: Jeff Garlett

Friday, 26th  of June.

08:00:53 Congratulations Lleyton Hewitt on great Wimbledon 2nd round win. Best tennis for Lleyton in

years.

08:11:10 Michael Jackson rushed to hospital. Reports on mainstream media that he may have died from

heart attack (unconfirmed)

08:19:33 Radio broadcaster FOX FM confirms Michael Jackson has died age 50.

09:58:31 The radio played Michael Jackson singing Ben - some lyrics are a haunting autobiography of

MJ's life. Tortured genius, RIP!

10:16:43 Ed McMahon (86), Farrah Fawcett (62), Michael Jackson (50) all passed away today, very sad

news! Other rumors appear false!

10:17:43 RT @KevinSpacey Jeff Goldblum is alive and well. I just spoke to his manager. Stop these

stupid rumors.

10:25:39 Richard Wilkins and @thetodayshow learn important lesson about confirming sources: RT

@crikey_news We think Dickie got Goldblum off Twitter.

10:27:29 Live stream of press conference about to be held outside UCLA hospital to address the death of

Michael Jackson - http://bit.ly/2gBDS

10:32:19 RT @mzjaygee Web (Twitter) collapses under the weight of Michael Jackson's death 

http://ow.ly/fSl3 (via @whodeani)

10:34:30 Experience Twitter load - go to http://www.twitterfall.com/ and set for 10 per second. Still can't

keep up. Heaviest load I've seen!

10:37:41 Hoaxes: RT @theDISHmagazine Harrison Ford and Jeff Goldblum are ALIVE (so is Chesney

Hawkes and George Clooney) - Also see @KevinSpacey

10:41:45 @miketooheyOOOO Please retract Goldblum comment - see @KevinSpacey (Verified Account)

Jeff Goldblum is alive and well. Stop rumors.

10:42:45 @Meggles05 see @KevinSpacey (Verified Account) Jeff Goldblum is alive and well. Stop

rumors.

10:44:07 @1CleverGonzo @Jmusec @TheGazzMan - see @KevinSpacey (Verified Account) Jeff
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Goldblum is alive and well. Stop rumors. Please RT.

10:46:08 @natashasaurus @tedroddy @lbwvu - see @KevinSpacey (Verified Account) Jeff Goldblum is

alive and well. Stop rumors. Please RT.

10:57:08 I think the fake celebrity apocalypse tweets are now turning, hopefully the twitter world (and

media) are learning something. MJ RIP!

11:05:30 From 5 to 50, Michael Jackson was a strange but amazing beacon. Unique! RT

@cameronstewart MJ still rocking things ;)

11:08:20 RT @Sadiee "If you want to make the world a better place take a look at yourself and make a

change" - Michael Jackson

11:23:58 RT @rebeccamezzino No Michael Jackson jokes today please. Just restrain yourself for as long

as you can. It's bad taste.

11:28:58 From @TechCrunch The Twitter Cycle: Curiosity, Abandonment, Addiction. Global Visitors Hit

37 Million. - http://bit.ly/qUtow

11:35:13 RT @KateKendall: 'Michael Jackson montage' – what the online publications had to say: 

http://is.gd/1dFpM

11:37:23 Michael Jackson, disturbing last photo and recent related headlines: http://bit.ly/bz3n5

12:44:05 Twitter search and trending topics offline at present? RT @kirsty_wilson @Mafesto I noticed

that too. No wonder with todays activity!

14:09:42 #FollowFriday @smart_works - Smart Works Design has just got on Twitter. Worth following, be

nice to Dominic he's got L plates on!

14:24:04 #FollowFriday Melbourne get behind @tweetupmellers and register to attend on 23rd of July,

see http://bit.ly/ZC8AO #tweetupmellers

15:57:28 Guaranteed to make you feel good #FollowFriday @kirsty_wilson @Smoph @redshoeartist

@SandiMon @iggypintado @MelFresh27 @Puggles99

16:41:17 Great heavy hitters for #FollowFriday @vipvirtualsols @ninaspringle @sammutimer

@KateKendall @rebeccamezzino @seancallanan @wonderwebby

16:46:40 More great musts for #FollowFriday @joolzgirl @Alegrya @HyperBrendan @mzjaygee

@EmVicW @AKAVirtualPA @girlwonders @tezzitoo

17:07:38 Certainly tonight: RT @SaintFrankly #AFL As a neutral, it seems Essendon V Carlton out ranks

Carlton V Collingwood as biggest footy rivalry.

17:11:08 Wish I was well enough to watch Carlton Blues at MCG tonight. Will have to settle for rugged up

on couch with medicinal Shiraz instead :(

17:13:01 It is! @MelissaDark just said "chardy time", but I'm going for a full bodied Coonawarra Shiraz:

RT @kirsty_wilson: Is it wine time...yet?

17:19:40 Thanks kindly for tweets from @psyshrink @mzjaygee @AKAVirtualPA @joolzgirl

@kirsty_wilson @Smoph @robertbland have a great weekend!

17:22:45 Who's a silly boy? RT @downesy Footage of the death of Richard Wilkins' career (Ch9

Goldblum report via @eunmac ) http://bit.ly/2lDYRx

17:36:25 Hi Steve, about 90min drive from Melbourne. Cheers! RT @Steve_Andrews @drwarwick Hi. My

bro lives in Bendigo. Is that near you?

17:38:21 @AngelSmit Thanks. Will feel better if Carlton wins, I'm sure of it :)

Saturday, 27th  of June.
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00:03:16 Now I have the blues! Very weak second half, well played Essendon. Switching to Tennis. RT

@Smoph Commiserations for your blues

00:26:21 Hey, if you don't want news, turn of the twitted feed :) Ruined my night too! RT @Epigrammist

Dammit! You ruined it! I didn't know who won.

00:37:41 @Epigrammist Not an MJ fan but feel sorry for his fans and appreciate his musical legacy.

Never happy hearing anyone die, especially young.

00:43:33 @Epigrammist Forgot you were in WA. Now I know why you hadn't heard the result. A lot

happens between 1960 and now (sorry, couldn't resist)

00:48:06 @Epigrammist I'm not paying attention to the media hyperbole. More interesting to see

individual comments on MJ via Twitter.

00:55:36 @Epigrammist As soon as the AFL broadcast is not live it can be stretched. With rights costs

they could go 5 hours (3 of ads) in future.

10:26:38 @Puggles99 With friends like John Elliott who needs enemies? However the Carlton AFL

players can't really use him as a 10 goal excuse.

13:47:58 Still feeling sick, going to push on regardless. Maybe some Nandos extra hot sauce will kill the

little microbes. Worth a try :)

Sunday, 28th  of June.

09:54:03 Lleyton Hewitt through to 4th round of Wimbledon. Lleyton was in control and won in 3 sets.

Entertaining and hard fought game.

09:56:46 http://twitpic.com/8mhvr - Amy with the victor and the vanquished. Fighting off the flu like much

of Melbourne.

10:02:31 Now that the kids are flu free - thinking of checking out the Pompeii exhibition at the Melbourne

Museum today. Anyone seen it?

10:04:39 Thanks, very kind. On the mend now. You? RT @ramonamadison I have been feeling bad

today too. I hope we both get to feeling better.

10:20:56 Thanks Steve, will pick a quieter day: RT @infoholic The Pompeii exhibit is expected to be very

busy. I would book here http://is.gd/1go2H

10:21:41 Good luck Matt, hope you get it at the right price: RT @MattyHallsworth Off to buy a place in nth

caufield today (hopefully) - wish me luck!

15:11:22 @calrion Amy was diagnosed with flu and given Tamiflu as part of the Government initiative.

Not testing most people for H1N1 any longer.

16:31:59 http://twitpic.com/8novi - Admin building of new Acacia College - well slab at least. Bumped into

Principle, keen to get on site.

16:44:28 Assuming St Kilda wins tonight, I tipped 6 #AFL winners. Carlton and Hawthorn let me down.

Hawthorn may not make the finals on this form.

16:54:13 http://twitpic.com/8nq89 - Madison wins World Monopoly challenge. Has more than 35 million in

cash. Have to love inflation!

17:06:57 http://twitpic.com/8nqte - Wedgetail Eagle and keeper at Healesville Sanctuary, Melbourne in

Birds of Prey show.

17:10:27 Hey, that's a great start. Will watch with interest: RT @Mafesto @drwarwick Richmond Tigers

up by a few goals but have no faith in them #AFL

17:15:39 Took children to Healesville Sanctuary, great place to see Australian fauna. With Bistro out of

action however, the food offering was woeful
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17:21:56 Great post by @australiandaisy on "What it’s like to have Swine Flu?" http://tinyurl.com/m6htyb -

I know the feeling, but thankfully milder.

17:29:20 10 minutes into 2nd quarter, St; Kilda takes the front against Richmond #AFL. Come on Tigers,

keep the game interesting!

17:36:30 http://twitpic.com/8ns5w - Six foot wingspan Wedgetail Eagle in flight at Healesville Sanctuary.

Sorry about focus but a bit fast for me!

17:39:16 http://twitpic.com/8ns8z - Another Bird of Prey from show at Melbourne's Healesville Sanctuary.

Well worth the visit!

17:55:03 Jade, hope to see you then. RT @jadecraven @drwarwick Darn - guess i have to visit now. May

see you at the next tweetupmellers :-)

17:56:05 Took the Healesville Sanctuary shots at about 12.30pm Melbourne time today: RT

@charlie_brook: @drwarwick are you taking this right now?

17:57:27 Richmond didn't score a single point in the whole second quarter. St. Kilda now lead by 20 at

half-time #AFL. Flood gates opening?

17:59:52 Sorry to hear. Better luck (and value) with the next one. RT @MattyHallsworth No luck today

with house - 50k over our budget!

18:02:05 Going off line to watch Adam Sandler's Bedtime Stories with the children. Hope it has some

adult subtext. Anyway I'll have glass of red or 2

18:04:35 Australia as a trending topic. "Where the bloody hell are you?" Obviously we're all on Twitter

(and the rest of the World is sleeping).

20:14:19 Back after Bedtime Stories, did enjoy. Russell Brand and his costume changes, brilliant! RT

@I_enigma You'll enjoy it, pity Sandler's in it.

20:18:50 Congrats, will watch on Wed. RT @rebeccamezzino Just saw myself on TV ad for my Today

Tonight segment. Gave me a little nervous thrill!

20:28:49 Damn! Let us know the link when you can. Thanks: RT @rebeccamezzino It will only show in

Adelaide. I have approval to show on my website.

20:39:45 @KevinRuddPM @brunomovie and @DHughesy all on Rove (@Rove1974 ) tonight. Guess

which ones do their Twitter posts and which are ghosted?

20:45:49 The twitterati are asleep or watching Rove. Trending Topics: Bruno, Rove and Australia - "How

hairy is your sack" Bruno (=brilliant)

Monday, 29th  of June.

13:52:02 Knocked down with flu. Lasagne is probably excellent, but not enjoyable when you're forcing

yourself to eat :(

16:40:34 Thanks @mzjaygee @australiandaisy @SandiMon @cyncris1 for well wishes. Have to sneak

on when the Twuggles aren't looking. Making me sleep :(

16:42:43 Not testing for H1N1 anymore unless you're at risk, so not sure. Still have to stay isolated for a

few days: RT @SandiMon Is it *the* flu?

Tuesday, 30th  of June.

10:42:25 Great 5 set win by Lleyton Hewitt to get into QF of Wimbledon. I fell asleep during the second

set, so didn't get to see the come back.

10:43:48 Keep trying to do things, but headache keeps winning: RT @Puggles99 I guess quarantine is
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pretty boring. Hope you are feeling better soon.

10:54:32 Yes, two sets down and then 4-0 up in the third when there was a 20min rain interruption: RT

@charlie_brook was he losing 2-0?
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July

Wednesday, 1st  of July.

13:12:29 Strange how flu not only makes you not want to talk but also not want to type. Weird that

tweeting makes my throat hurt. Psychosomatic?

13:15:47 Catching up on emails. It's depressing to see over 500 unread emails. I'm going to reward

myself after each 100.

13:19:22 Yes :) One of the symptoms is a lack of twenergy. Seriously, it is hard to focus on the screen.

RT @DAK04 Twitter version of swine flu?? LOL

13:20:40 Some chocolate after each 100, coffee at the half-way mark and then fall asleep in front of a

movie once done. RT @helen_lo Oooh, how?

13:33:02 I've just got back to coffee today, will be a while for alcohol RT @helen_lo You must be feeling

well. I still can't stand coffee or alcohol

13:35:08 RT @iggypintado @HughBriss The new Twitter follower/following mods aren't perfect but they

should make the vetting process a bit quicker.

Thursday, 2nd  of July.

08:23:56 I am just starting to improve after 6 days of full-on flu: RT @helen_lo I had a glass of wine

Saturday night. A complete waste :(

08:25:51 Lleyton Hewitt out of Wimbledon in 5 set Quarter Final loss to Andy Roddick. Impressive return

to form, sorry to see him bow out.

10:02:31 Piece with a different message to the headline "Any twit can tweet on Twitter" Nick Abrahams

SMH article: http://bit.ly/PxLuJ

10:21:45 And as R Wilkins showed, TV content :) RT @darkdirk Subeditors join journalists in downward

spiral, any twit can produce newspaper content

10:23:33 Guess they want to cover all keywords for SEO :) RT @Dramagirl Wonder how long it took

writer to come up with: Any twit can tweet on Twitter

10:27:22 @Puggles99 Thanks Roger, I am improving but make a terrible patient, very self indulgent.

Surprisingly no one wants to come near me :)

10:30:58 Carlton keep making these games 'must win', will be very upset if we loose: RT @Puggles99

Hope Blues do right thing against Freo on Sunday

11:35:10 "What does the success of my organization look like?" Second blog refresh from Black Art or

Web Publishing Site http://bit.ly/18Agcy

11:42:09 Without headache for first time in 6 days, assumed I was better. Body now teaching me about

overconfidence RT @helen_lo increment day by day

12:07:00 Interesting that 'shock humor' practitioners don't want to be the victim of their own methods

"Bruno stops Chaser" SMH http://bit.ly/12qe5u

12:12:21 "Do or do not! There is no try." Yoda (I know - geek :) RT @personified There are a thousand

reasons for failure, but no excuses.

12:19:38 Another example of a Twitter wall in use (for BET Awards ) - http://bit.ly/q5uqu not as clean as 

http://fixoutlook.org
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Friday, 3rd  of July.

09:41:13 Flu is fading, mind is back, time for a big push to get a long awaited report over the line. See

you in the intermissions :)

09:55:57 Uplifting at my flu ridden low #FollowFriday @helen_lo @Puggles99 @SandiMon @mzjaygee

@australiandaisy @cyncris1 @ramonamadison et alia

10:52:22 Not yet, but by next week for sure: RT @Puggles99 Glad you are feeling better, big test is can

you yet enjoy a glass of wine with dinner?

12:24:52 Great to #FollowFriday @Epigrammist @geoffmcqueen @karenmorris @KateEdwards

@maddisondesigns @lmchugh @mr_billiam and all my previous #ff

12:35:53 Going for Essendon to beat Collingwood in #AFL tonight at MCG. Have to believe Essendon

were great last week, not Carlton were bad :(

12:38:06 Also backing Melbourne for the first time this #AFL season. Best wishes to the great Jim Stynes

for a rapid and full recovery from cancer :(

12:42:21 Time to get on the Tour De France Tweet stream: "Armstrong shows all that twitters is not told"

SMH Article:  http://bit.ly/14qCWe

13:00:06 Tour De France Twitterati: @CadelOfficial @lancearmstrong @ghincapie @PhilLiggett

@mcewenrobbie - looking forward to late night TV

13:51:15 Very sad to hear! Are you taking TamiFlu? RT @helen_lo Hey, and always happy to help. My flu

low, unfortunately getting lower :(

14:06:03 TamiFlu provided free in Australia as part of DHS H1N1 initiative after you've seen the Doctor:

RT @helen_lo Maybe I should get some.

14:07:21 Go #tdf ... RT @gigamike Let's make #tdf the official hash tag for the Tour De France. Too

many already and #tdf is shortest!

15:02:48 More chance of winning the lottery, but hey! I'll pony up with some #moonfruit for a MacBook

Pro: http://bit.ly/GlEnO

15:25:32 #FollowFriday my corporate friends, Melbourne design agency @smart_works and Melbourne

and Sydney digital agency @Komosion

15:30:54 @cadelofficial http://twitpic.com/6nw6z - They obviously don't care about your head or arms

much! Try and keep your helmet in one piece  ...

16:23:30 Thanks kindly RT @nazrimmer #followfriday Aussies @miketoloo @Puggles99 @ritasoutback

@sixde6rees @puffaddering @magopago @peterdrew

16:36:15 Yeah, afraid so. You may never hear this from me again, but go Dees! RT @Smoph

@drwarwick No.. tell me it isn't so.. Melbourne?

16:41:50 Astounding. A Twitter search on Telstra is a scary thing: RT @maddisondesigns Just received a

Telstra Customer Satisfaction survey

16:43:10 Last post made me think: Who has the worst brand conversation on Twitter? Who has the best?

What should they do?

16:50:31 Now that is very clever #tdf http://bit.ly/27fSDA RT @mzjaygee @scottwakeling Checking out

@chalkbot great idea!

17:10:48 http://twitpic.com/94n3k - perfect timing, my first following the flu: RT @VenessaHunt first point

of call Blue Tongue Brewery!

17:23:28 Friday 5pm EST Australia it's actually drink time: RT @heidiheartshugs @KevinRuddPM OK

@Rove1974. As requested (on show). Its twitter time!
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17:57:00 Thanks for RT and #FollowFriday @AKAVirtualPA @luclodder @puffaddering @AngelSmit

@nazrimmer @jonsavage and add to #ff @iggypintado @nathe

18:37:41 Want to experience the distinctly Australian AFL game on Internet radio. In next hour go to 

http://www.afl.com.au/ and follow live links :)

18:39:39 Good weekend to you too Roger, Angel, Naz and Janina: RT @Puggles99 Have a great

weekend @AngelSmit @drwarwick @nazrimmer @mzjaygee

18:42:32 How many days can I go without sleep? Wimbledon finals, Tour de France, Cricket Ashes and

enjoying being almost flu free :) Hooray!

18:51:26 We have to take it while we can get it. Love your "Armchair sports expert" bio: RT @robfindlay

@drwarwick I'm with you mate. Massive month.

18:55:12 @puggles99 http://twitpic.com/94s48 - Nice, hold breath in for Chair 6 :) Need a wall painting,

here's: http://twitpic.com/5jtjs :)

19:01:25 http://twitpic.com/94snb - Great MCG, daughter at C'wealth Games. RT @robfindlay 

http://twitpic.com/94rfd Best facility on planet

19:04:01 Enjoy, congrats on TV segment - brilliant and well deserved! RT @rebeccamezzino Going out

for Japanese with my girlfriends shortly.

19:06:44 Perfect, just playing around. Looks like a great place. Cheers! RT @Puggles99 Two pictures for

wall are on table but yet to be hung.

19:13:24 http://twitpic.com/94t7l - Sure was, night Motram ran 5,000m: RT @robfindlay G looked great.

Atmosphere was electric.

19:20:27 That was it! Don't forget the NAB shotput guy! RT @robfindlay @drwarwick yep same night.

4x100, 4x400(?). Good quality.

19:23:01 Great fun tonight but have to go off line for a while. Draw the multitasking line at driving, radio

and texting (joke). Catch up soon!

Saturday, 4th  of July.

09:37:13 Roddick takes UK hope Andy Murray out of Wimbledon in 4 sets. Sets up Roddick V Federer

final. Shows how close Hewitt came to making final.

09:41:20 Kind #FollowFriday endorsements by @cyncris1 @AmericanWomannn @ramonamadison

@jonsavage @iggypintado @majeedb Sat morning here but #ff

12:24:32 Great for Melbourne to be getting rain and ski fields snow, although a few mild blue sky days

would be nice. None likely anytime soon.

14:56:58 Ikea must have hired Beaker from the Muppets to come up with their product names! These

can't be real words in any language?

15:35:47 If I get trapped in here any longer, I'll be able to speak Ikea!

16:56:43 Right about Melbourne rallying for Jim Stynes in 20 point win over West Coast #AFL. Well done!

However, was wrong about Essendon last night.

21:52:10 Beaten by almost 100 points. Where are the Hawks of 08! RT @shanegold WTF has happened

to the Hawks. This is just ridiculous.

21:53:09 Yeah, in the Ikea canteen as well :) RT @davidharryure @drwarwick at least there are plenty of

meatballs

21:55:13 Most items make house smell of petrochemicals, lucky we got scented candles as well :( RT

@WarwickMerry Just Run! Ikea steals your soul ...
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22:05:11 Forgot about Swedish Chef, brilliant. Muppets lead Bruno in warping cultural stereotypes! RT

@calrion Either beaker, or... The Swedish Chef.

22:06:39 For Hawthorn it's a long hangover. Is something wrong with team drive or unity! RT @MrTHill

@drwarwick um can you say #CHOKERS or #HANGOVER?

22:16:16 Hey sitting at TweetDeck ain't all bad, beats watching a 'chick flick' :) RT @heidiheartshugs so

who else has no life on a saturday night?

22:24:01 Drink, send less and less sensible tweets, hope to delete when sober :) RT @heidiheartshugs

@MelFresh27 What from here? #twitterparty

22:30:01 @MelFresh27 They are sensible, and you and @heidiheartshugs have a lot of them to prove it.

Maybe just a July 4 #twitterparty - howdy USA!

22:39:04 RT @heidiheartshugs @MelFresh27 So who's joining the #twitterparty with us @drwarwick

@tim_butcher Come on PARTY!

22:42:04 @MelFresh27 @heidiheartshugs @tim_butcher #twitterparty Also grabbing a beer. My turn for a

quick ski and run (Wii Fit), daughter insists :)

22:45:47 Of course, computer games in the geek corner - de rigueur for a #twitterparty RT

@heidiheartshugs bring the wii with you #twitterparty

22:49:06 When do the cool people show up? Maybe once @aplusk rocks (or cops :) RT

@heidiheartshugs D our whole party is a geek corner #twitterparty

22:51:40 Tell them "we already got one" (in Monty Python French accent) RT @MelFresh27 Ha Ha, just

got someone following trying to sell Wii consoles!

22:53:15 Seriously #twitterparty @MelFresh27 @heidiheartshugs @tim_butcher @Bejaydesigns - taking

short break. Check back in soon. Doing a pub run :)

Sunday, 5th  of July.

01:33:32 Still holding up. Congratulations! RT @LeviLeipheimer I finished a few min ago, got best time

right now:) ... I doubt it will hold up #tdf

01:35:50 Serena Williams claims Wimbledon Singles Crown over sister Venus: http://bit.ly/vpsSp Now

have to get on court together for doubles!

01:41:47 Always great watching a European Summer from Melbourne in Winter. SBS do a great job

broadcasting the Tour de France #tdf - settling in!

10:52:52 Cadel Evans @CadelOfficial in 5th after Stage 1 Tour De France, only 23 seconds behind

leader Cancellara. Great time trial and start to #tdf

10:57:12 Tonight (Australian time) is the 187km Monaco to Brignoles Stage 2 of Tour De France #tdf - will

enjoy scenery and mix of terrain. Go Cadel!

11:03:58 Interesting day for #AFL with both undefeated teams St Kilda and Geelong facing battle. I'm

going against my head and tipping St Kilda.

11:07:54 Federer aiming to collect his 15th Grand Slam championship, breaking tie with Pete Sampras

for most in history  http://bit.ly/Nyz64

11:10:11 Lost to Port Adelaide by 48 points, cost me a tip as I thought Lions would win: RT

@PetaEdwards Did the Lions wiin or loose?

11:29:32 Carlton play Fremantle today in WA. Yet again another crucial match to keep the Blues in #AFL

finals contention. Don't let me down!

11:48:03 @SandiMon I am much better, just some residual cold like symptoms. Flu took 7 days. Thanks

for asking. You well?
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15:15:52 @Epigrammist Away from #AFL Fev can do what he likes! On field I am happy with him, what I

don't like is any single forward game strategy.

16:42:05 Kickoff in Carlton V Fremantle game. Go Blues! St Kilda lead Geelong at half time in other #AFL

game.

18:41:31 St Kilda defeated Geelong in #AFL clash of the titans by 6 points - 91 to 85. For a few minutes

looked like it was going to be a draw!

18:44:19 Was a great game of well matched teams: RT @jadecraven @drwarwick Or that we might

actually win :( Good game though

19:17:46 1,000th Tweet and I can use it to celebrate a Carlton #AFL victory over Fremantle in WA.

Carlton only led in final quarter but a wins a win.

19:21:06 Judd 35 possessions, Setanta 4 goals! RT @Carlton_FC CARLTON 16.19(115). Freo

15.10(100). Good win, Go Blues!

19:25:04 They are well. Amy had flu but recovered quickly. I'm the slow healer :) RT @SandiMon Mine

took 1wk as well. Are your gorgeous girls ok?

19:28:28 Aug 7 at MCG (5 weeks), not looking forward to that one :) RT @jadecraven @drwarwick I think

we verse you guys in a few weeks #AFL

19:31:40 Wow, great effort, I only managed 6: RT @Chris_pinkapple Thanks for news of game. That

makes 8 right this week in the tipping  YAAAYYYYY

19:35:07 Wish it was a thrashing, but again Carlton let the opposition get away to a flier RT

@AussieShareman Dockers always need a thrashing #AFL

23:53:38 Andy Roddick wins first set of Wimbledon Final capitalizing on his only break point. Wow, this

looks like being a classic!

Monday, 6th  of July.

17:56:10 Some major reports and document writing out the door. Back to some 140 character wordage

instead :)

18:01:19 Cadel Evans remains in 5th in Tour De France. Something relaxing about watching others work

hard on the other side of the world :) #tdf

20:40:30 Paul McDermott on #gnw gets me to smile but can't quiet make a full laugh! OK, toilet lollies just

got a full laugh - go toilet humor!

20:43:50 Yeah! Enough of the reality TV :) RT @AKAVirtualPA @drwarwick Thanks for the reminder. I'm

a bit over the desperate housewives... #gnw

20:45:57 Claire Hooper @hoopthereitis is now on Twitter despite throwing it in the metaphorical bin on

#gnw some weeks back. Welcome out of bin :)

20:56:26 That's the problem, you forget who said what. Sorry to @hoopthereitis RT @heidiheartshugs

@drwarwick no I am sure she stood up for it.. #gnw

21:00:49 Mikey Robins always gets the best headgear #gnw and who knew Jimeoin can almost sing? Or

am I tone deaf after the flu?

21:12:00 Sorry about that. Not that anyone minds pro or con! Love your work: RT @hoopthereitis Yes!

@drwarwick I got it OUT of the bin! #gnw

21:17:34 Paul McDermott almost took it as a compliment (usually called worse :) RT @heidiheartshugs

That's not a person you stinking ape #gnw

21:21:56 Ha, cracked me up, you are the punster: RT @AKAVirtualPA #gnw What's it called when your

bum is on fire? .. Arson ..  That one cracked me up
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21:24:44 So do I - in a blokey non-gay respect for his work kind of way :) RT @heidiheartshugs I heart

Paul so much #gnw

21:30:24 I gathered! There is the 8th dwarf cuteness and he can serenade :) RT @heidiheartshugs

@drwarwick ohh mine is in the wholy gay way #gnw

21:54:03 Intrigued? RT @OzAtheist @heidiheartshugs no freakin idea. PS I think @drwarwick is gunning

for a spot in that spa party

22:11:09 Pleasure! Remember when my daughters were the size of the baby in your arms :) RT

@LeifAlbor @drwarwick Thanks for the follow!

22:20:03 The graphic representation of the Tour De France live is very cool - click on 'Follow Live' 

http://www.letour.fr/indexus.html #tdf

Tuesday, 7th  of July.

12:47:27 'Barry Hall to quit Sydney Swans' SMH Article: http://bit.ly/16uZpG Suggests it will be effective

immediately.

13:16:55 Going to get me some caffeine :) RT @carmR @merlocoffee Interesting article "Coffee could

reverse Alzheimer's effects" http://bit.ly/xMjig

13:48:56 Not sure who would take Barry Hall, too volatile for most teams. #AFL RT @Alex_Manchester

Now he'll just show up at another club.

14:12:48 AFL Site confirms "Hall calls end to career at Swans" http://bit.ly/SVrjq

19:19:52 Seem to be making some progress on some long-term work items. Looked up from desk and

everyone is gone. Come back :)

19:22:15 Facing the cold trip home, then some last bits of work and settling in for the Tour de France #tdf

- Go Cadel, time to get back into it!

19:28:04 Yeah! My body's on European Sport Time after Wimbledon and now #tdf :) RT @katelizhall

@drwarwick working late?

23:10:09 Will be interesting to see how Silence Lotto goes in the team time trial? RT @nathe @drwarwick

Cadel is pacing himself. Early days yet! #tdf

Wednesday, 8th  of July.

08:51:11 3 minutes behind is a big gap to recover: "Evans plummets as Armstrong just misses yellow"

SMH Article http://bit.ly/17oWku #tdf

09:03:01 I think it's pretty clear the Astana team - Lance Armstrong - is VERY strong! RT @helen_lo I

heard he had a chance with a great team. WRONG!

09:59:28 Very sad for his children: RT @PetaEdwards How can you not get teary when you hear MJ'S

Daughter talk about her Daddy & cry.

10:08:31 Hope you have a great trip and good weather. RT @Puggles99 Heading off to Lakes Entrance

for a few days. Hope sunny weather holds up!

10:56:53 @richardgiles http://twitpic.com/9n63k - Great phrase, made me take a coffee break. Can see

your iPhone Cyborg left eye in reflection :)

11:02:06 @KateKendall Feelings of 'fear' and 'loss' are normal. The answer to both is understanding. We

should be stewarding people to 'dive in' :)

12:55:54 Go ahead, make robot followers. When real ones leave they'll be talking to themselves: RT

@Epigrammist Underwhelmed http://bit.ly/uFQen
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13:06:49 Simple question: Why do so many @kyleandjackieo followers have no avatar, posts or

followers? RT @Kylie_Utz  http://bit.ly/XCUPv

13:16:45 Thanks! The SMH article http://bit.ly/XCUPv contains accusation, not me. But very odd! RT

@Kylie_Utz Have not checked avatars but good point

14:22:08 RT @FiBendall "Twitter considered for the Nobel Peace Prize" http://bit.ly/40gwx (Brand

Republic Article)

14:34:08 @CheyanneBrae http://twitpic.com/9nnby - Wow, what is the mood like? No doubt it will be a

memorable experience.

14:49:45 Hard to understand the scale from back in Melb. Thanks! RT @CheyanneBrae @drwarwick hey

david, for happy sunny LA, the mood is very somber.

16:11:51 http://twitpic.com/9nyx0 - Daughters at Miss Marples in Melbourne's Dandenong Ranges about

to partake in Christmas in July. Yum!

17:02:47 Good luck, I'm sure they'll love it. AIM is one of my member associations: RT @iggypintado on

my way 2 present at AIM Prof Networking Forum

17:06:19 Celebs are expected to broadcast on Twitter - that's what they do. The rest of us socialize: RT

@Epigrammist They talk to themselves anyway?

19:10:52 Ashes (go Aussies), Tour De France and Thank God You're Here - what to do? Guess I'll watch

my friend Griffo's mate @AngusSampson on TGYH!

19:14:42 Take a look at @AngusSampson in http://www.thelastsupper.com.au/ - would love to see it.

Anyone catch it at Sydney Film Festival?

19:17:48 RT @SilkCharm haha Twitter is playing with us? Mention "Windows" or "Chrome" and it trends

as "Will It Kill Windows"? That's cool and funny.

19:23:49 I have 7yr old twins, all you'll get is Hanna Montana, Darth Vader and Wii (OK not bad after all :)

RT @SilkCharm 7 yr old niece on Facebook

19:26:38 Love or hate! Even us that love it get over the hyperbole :) RT @downesy No amount of talking

it up ... can get me interested in The Ashes.

19:29:53 Perhaps, but don't want them thinking in 140 char. just yet :) RT @SilkCharm @drwarwick more

intelligent status updates from 7 yr olds ;P

19:38:23 We may still have skills, but as for Cricket strategy, I think Australia's lost the plot! RT

@HyperBrendan We left out Clark?!! WTF? #ashes

Thursday, 9th  of July.

12:04:10 I just got the v0.26.4 update. Seems to work, but slow: RT @rebeccamezzino New TweetDeck

won't shorten URLs, anyone else have that problem?

12:05:26 Doing some serious marketing and online strategy work today. Refreshing to be doing

something that can make a real difference!

13:40:08 Thanks @franmolloy @david_heath @rebeccamezzino collectively I think we are now across

link shortening in the new TweetDeck version. Cheers!

17:45:32 Not a bad first day for Australia in the Ashes yesterday, time to drive it home today and bat well.

Go Australia!

21:36:16 @AndrewBloch http://twitpic.com/9o0ql - Very clever! Australia just gone into bat with England

scoring 435. Let's see how 'lucky' Ricky is?
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Friday, 10th  of July.

09:03:36 Ponting and Katich both score centuries. Looks like Ricky is 'lucky' so far @richardbranson

@AndrewBloch http://twitpic.com/9o0ql Go Aussies

09:07:25 Pointing's 38th Test Century, 4 behind Tendulkar on the all time record of 42. Keep them

coming Ricky. #ashes #cricket

09:10:51 Still on Pointing stats. Now on 11,060 test runs. Will pass Alan Border with 115 more and move

to Number 3 all-time. Tendulkar on 12,773.

09:18:22 Cadel still 2m59s behind leader in Tour De France but moved up to 26th. Lets see what the

mountains bring. Go Cadel! #tdf Armstrong amazing.

09:41:13 Great Australians #FollowFriday @MattyHallsworth @rebeccamezzino @iggypintado

@SilkCharm @australiandaisy @CheyanneBrae plus more to come.

09:46:42 More Australians to #FollowFriday @Puggles99 @nathe @katelizhall @Alex_Manchester

@LeifAlbor @Dramagirl @Chris_pinkapple @AussieShareman

09:52:49 Big personalities to #FollowFriday @heidiheartshugs @AKAVirtualPA @MelFresh27

@tim_butcher @mr_billiam @PetaEdwards @Epigrammist @Smoph

09:56:27 More champions to #FollowFriday @SandiMon @marketingisus @jadecraven @traceygr

@AngelSmit @puffaddering @helen_lo @mzjaygee @karenmorris

09:59:52 Sorry to everyone I missed this #FollowFriday find more at 

http://tweetupmellers.info/attendance/ and if in Melbourne get on @tweetupmellers

10:19:41 RT @iggypintado @lizrose91 Interesting Read: 10 Stunning (And Useful) Stats About Twitter 

http://tr.im/rEEm

10:41:26 To match the red wine? Love a good bottle of Shiraz. RT @PetaEdward: Im going to wear red

lippy with a red shirt to make myself feel better

11:06:57 Yes! Go Carlton, need to consolidate place in the Top 8. RT @marketingisus Tks so much for

the RT David! Go Blues for the wkend! :)

11:09:43 No, I think red works to take attention away from bloodshot eyes? :) RT @PetaEdwards haha

perhaps another colour to forget the red wine?

11:11:54 Too kind! RT @Smoph Chatty and quite awesome #FollowFriday @drwarwick @Hoops_angel

@ScottRhodie @hyperBrendan @VenessaHunt

12:00:11 Reminded me to put #AFL tips in. Picked Hawks but not confident: RT @katelizhall In regards to

the football go hawks! (yes i know)

16:17:39 Ponting, make this innings a big one! Ricky's best of 257 doesn't make Top 50 and yet on most

measures he is in top few batsmen ever. #Ashes

16:20:04 Thought it was #FollowFriday but this sounds like more fun :) RT @rebeccamezzino

@lilandtedsmum Don't forget that today is #flirtyfriday :0)

19:56:05 Thanks for RT #ff and comments to @Sugarnspicepix @MelFresh27 @helen_lo

@heidiheartshugs @RuPowell @psyshrink @rebeccamezzino and others.

19:57:28 Collingwood off to a flying start, leading Bulldogs by 22 points after first 15 minutes in Friday

night #AFL game. Not what I expected.

Saturday, 11th  of July.

17:08:56 Well done Blues. Fevola kicks 9 goals in 20 point win over Richmond at MCG. Remain in #AFL

finals contention. Happy days!
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17:12:11 Australia in good position for 4th day of first #Ashes test. See if they can get a few more runs

and get a few early English wickets.

20:55:41 Lowest #AFL score ever was 1 point by St Kilda in 1899. If Fremantle keep going the way they

are, they are about to equal it 110yrs later.

20:59:44 Very sad: "Toxicology on Michael Jackson show a cocktail of drugs strong enough to kill a

person instantly" NineMSN http://bit.ly/QiaTI

21:14:26 Dammit! Fremantle just scored another point and now have 2, no record equaling worst #AFL

score. See http://bit.ly/5qOS3 for cool score worm

21:17:09 Site http://tweetbook.in makes PDF of all your tweets, should go back to start RT

@vipvirtualsols Wondering how long tweets stay in archive?

21:21:13 Fremantle scored a goal - threatening double figures. Only loosing to Adelaide by 75 pts half

way through third-quarter. Close one :) #AFL

21:35:19 That must be one big book. How many pages does 25k posts make? RT @vipvirtualsols My first

Tweetbook! Wow....I'm finally published!! lol

21:46:27 They say the web is 5,000 days old http://bit.ly/7X4v0 - that's one for each day :) RT @downesy

About to hit 5000 tweets. Any suggestions?

21:53:43 Brisbane def Geelong 108 to 65. Good result, I should have known better than to tip Geelong

with 18 injured players http://bit.ly/KTCUL

21:56:47 Marcus North scores first test century. Australia move to 5-575 and 140 ahead of England. Just

need to get them in (and out) #Ashes

22:08:21 Is Fremantle the worst #AFL team? Just lost to Adelaide by 117 points, scoring only 1 goal for

the whole game. Relegation? :)

22:23:18 Nice of @richardbranson to give us some luck http://twitpic.com/9o0ql :) RT @littlemisslotus The

English thought they did so well :) #Ashes

22:46:17 Love the little live Tour De France animation http://gaps.letour.fr/us.html - all those hypnotic

legs. Doing a big climb at the moment. #tdf

22:48:54 AFL relegation would certainly be interesting. End 'tanking' RT @robfindlay @drwarwick Strong

clubs ... wouldn't mind Freo being relegated.

Sunday, 12th  of July.

16:53:51 Melbourne win again in #AFL and Hawthorn also keep finals hopes alive. St. Kilda leading in

their game.

19:37:51 Back on winners list thanks to Buddy, but not convincing yet. RT @JaimeLM Did Hawks win?

finally? yay!

19:45:01 Big night of Australian sport. Last day of first #Ashes test. Webber first GP pole position. Cadel

in the mountains #tdf

23:54:56 http://twitpic.com/a4af5 - Rated CF: Chick Flick. Viewers must be accompanied by other

girlfriends. Contains high heels. :)

23:58:44 http://twitpic.com/a4anl - My daughters wanted Captain Kirk from new Barbie Collection. I

preferred the Uhura one :)

Monday, 13th  of July.

00:01:51 http://twitpic.com/a4av8 - Madison and Sarah walking near St Kilda today. Better weather early
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but still colder than it looks.

00:06:35 I did. Even though Geelong were undermanned, Lions played very well! RT @PetaEdwards

Watched Lions kick ass last night did u see the game?

00:08:49 Congratulations Mark Webber on first Grand Prix win. 130 attempts makes perfect :) Hope for

many more: http://bit.ly/efgzq

00:10:29 Ricky Ponting takes 150th test catch in first #Ashes test - also scored 150 runs. Damn good

catch! Australia could win, need 4 more wickets.

00:14:14 http://twitpic.com/a4bsj - Not to leave Amy out of today's shots. Eating chocolate at Cacao in St

Kilda - Melbourne. Yum!

00:17:49 Odd for me to stick up for Geelong but they do have 18 injured players and no G Ablett: RT

@PetaEdwards I was at gameGeelong were sad.

00:20:00 First pole, first win - great result: RT @MattyHallsworth Go Mark Webber you bloody good thing

:) #f1 So rapt for him, 8 yrs of frustration.

00:27:58 http://twitpic.com/a4csf - Pastries at Cacao in St Kilda, Melbourne. The chocolate croissant is

brilliant. Anyone for breakfast? :)

07:57:24 Ashes first test ends in a draw. Five days play and all Australia needed was one more wicket. At

least bodes well for series.

15:37:16 http://twitpic.com/a7cw9 - Daughter Amy (age 7) says this is her 'Leprechaun' hat - don't get it

myself. St. Kilda beach, Melbourne

16:07:17 Thanks @calrion @I_enigma @macmuso you will all make Amy very happy that her

Leprechaun reference is understood :)

16:12:16 http://twitpic.com/a7f18 - Now another daughter Sarah has either got a Bollywood thing

happening or she's disguised an 'up yours' dad!

16:16:59 Writing a brief. Any ideas on website features you would want in an RFQ that aims to promote

through social channels? Input appreciated.

16:23:10 http://twitpic.com/a7fno - For my daughters' future reference: "the wallets empty" response :) RT

@efan78 That's the "can I have some mo ...

16:28:52 Even the moths are gone :( As Monty Python said: "looks like scientific experiments" for the lot

of 'em RT @I_enigma what? - no moths?

18:36:00 Looking forward to Melbourne International Comedy Festival Great Debate on Ten tonight.

Loved the 'Rocket Packs' argument some years back.

20:10:47 Jason Byrne is completely insane (in a good way)! - Great Debate RT @joolzgirl @drwarwick

@geehall1 absolutely! They are great! WIll tune in

20:15:47 WA has just seceded, not part of Australia anymore (sorry been a long day :) RT @Epigrammist

Anyone else not getting ABC in Perth?

20:23:54 One film that's a must to see early. RT @rebeccamezzino @KirstyWrites @BillHarper I'm

seeing it Wednesday at 6pm, too. Can't wait!!!!!!!

20:29:37 @Epigrammist Looks like it's just WA excommunicating you :) Perth compatriot ... RT

@AussieShareman I'm getting ABC no worries

20:37:20 I think you're meant to go in character. Perhaps a broom-stick. Can still use it for crowd clearing

effect :) RT @BillHarper Baseball bat?

20:41:43 Great Debate - Paul McDermot "Evil root money", getting his topic order mixed up - sound

effects for pushing "shit up hill" :)

20:44:46 OK, fine stay! Need some of those resources anyway :) RT @Epigrammist We'll take our GST
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back, thanks.

20:51:49 Only six. Amateur! That's just a tasting plate :) RT @tezzitoo @BillHarper Both? Yikes, I've got 6

different types here...

20:54:38 "Captain Cook got himself thrown into a pot and boiled. His name was a self-fulfilling prophecy"

#GreatDebate Ch10 - The Negative

20:57:44 Just jealous, only have red wine and coffee and its too cold to go and get chocolate :) RT

@tezzitoo @drwarwick Ouch!

21:02:41 Now that's just cruel. Best raspberry ganache and dark mint choc on planet! Kids love teddy

pops! RT @tezzitoo Working at Koko Black helps.

21:05:56 Maybe a wand. See http://bit.ly/4dfNLH for instructions. I suggest 'Avada Kedavra': RT

@BillHarper Standard crowd control. #HarryPotter

21:09:01 Yum! Thanks, will be buying some tomorrow: RT @tezzitoo Yeah teddy bear pops are a real

winner! Try the raspberry puree #insidersecret

21:15:34 Looking forward to it, love the concept: RT @DHughesy If u love masterchef u have to let it go

and then u can hug the @7pmproject.

21:19:35 "I've got a thousand dollars, I'm doing much better than General Motors" Stephen K Amos -

#GreatDebate - Naked Gardener for visual comedy.

21:23:50 "Stand by for madness" - hope we're not expecting too much but Jason Byrne is normally

intense (and completely off topic). #GreatDebate

21:33:06 Vacuum cleaner, plastic penis, underpants on the outside and "let it suck you for a while" - of

course its Jason Byrne. What was the topic?

21:36:44 Melbourne Comedy Festival #GreatDebate closing argument: bring a camel into theater - off

course, makes perfect sense?

21:38:46 I guess when everyone is on edge it's nervous laughter. Works for Bruno :) RT @amoir Which

dark lord is responsible for Jason Byrne ...

21:46:22 Yeah, Paul always slips into song. A pipe organ ads to the drama :) RT @heidiheartshugs

Woooooooooo song time!!! #greatdebate

21:50:13 Looking forward to it. Iggy has great insights (say hi): RT @sammutimer Interviewing

Connection Gen gun @iggypintado on brekky show 8am Melb

21:58:29 Had promise but lost it somehow: RT @NathanaelB Did that pipe organ bit sound shit? ... it just

fell to pieces. #GreatDebate

22:15:29 War and Peace? Just a short 1,400 plus pages :) RT @jenbishopsydney Just finished The

Great Gatsby. Great book. Which unread classic next?

Tuesday, 14th  of July.

11:39:11 Large no of characters suited public reading in aristocratic sitting rooms (another era) RT

@jenbishopsydney Not ready for War and Peace yet

11:52:04 Perfect! You also need friends around to remind you which Russian is which :) RT

@jenbishopsydney If I had a chaise lounge I'd attempt it ;)

11:55:35 Coffee break! Might go double shot this morning. Still suffering sport insomnia from Wimbledon,

Tour De France, GP and Ashes. Sad I know!

12:59:32 Consumer brands not on Twitter are missing important customer dialogue! RT @techmama

@mashable Best brands on Twitter http://bit.ly/9FFxC
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13:26:45 le quatorze juillet - Bastille Day. Let me go put on a blue, white and red sash, eat croissant and

drink red wine :) http://bit.ly/r9g8W

16:57:15 Sorry to hear that, although glad you ending in Melbourne :) RT @AngelSmit Just feels wrong to

celebrate a day that displaced my family ;-)

17:11:20 RT @rbuerckner: Please RT: Sydney schoolgirl missing: plea for help SMH http://twurl.nl/jfv8f2

17:13:26 I think the saying is Fast, Good, Cheap: pick any 2 :) RT @maddisondesigns Needs to be done

yesterday. #youwantitdonewelloryouwantitdonefast

17:14:27 Me too! I have 3 primary school age daughters. RT @rbuerckner @drwarwick Thanks, freaks

me out cause I've got a 16 year old daughter.

19:09:27 Don't want to! *stamp foot for effect* RT @SilkCharm: somebody say something interesting....

19:12:44 No personal French connection, but I'm doing my own personal Bastille Day homage: Red Wine

(lots), Tour De France and Choc Croissants :)

19:16:39 Promise? Now I really an going to get petulant *hands on hips* RT @SilkCharm Your going the

right way for a smacked bottom, young man!

19:21:42 Oui! Some Rhone Valley Syrah no less. When in Rome (I mean pretending to be in France): RT

@karenmorris Lots of *French* red wine though?

19:22:40 Oh yeah! I could  get used to this :) RT @phdbre I just googled Bastille Day. Not French, but all

for wine and pastries. Happy Bastille Day!

19:26:38 I'm definitely flagging those as favorites :) RT @captainfromCDU Now you got ALL our attention

you two. RT @drwarwick Promise? @SilkCharm

19:35:42 What would Adam Ant say? Goody2Shoes "Don't drink, don't smoke, what do you do?" Cryptic

for under 30s! RT @captainfromCDU Got our attention

19:40:34 Me too! But for 1 day a year Bastille Day makes a good change. RT @karenmorris @drwarwick

I have to say I have a preference for Aussie wines

19:43:05 Yes, but there can be a difference in the 'quality' of the hangover :) RT @phdbre @drwarwick

the more u drink the less it matters

Wednesday, 15th  of July.

12:47:17 Lunch with old friend. Will let my frustration with Firefox subside, hate it when browsers keep

crashing. I'll solve it this afternoon?

17:57:08 Thanks @Puggles99 @Epigrammist @loadx @calrion for all your help. Upgraded Firefox and

also giving Safari 4 and Chrome a whirl. Cheers!

21:42:44 TSUNAMI WARNING! SE coast of Australia RT @geehall1 @EmVicW Official BOM tsunami

warning for the east coast http://bit.ly/3fysx

22:02:35 http://twitpic.com/afas6 - Re Tsunami warning: map location of 7.9 earthquake, thanks to 

http://itouchmap.com/latlong.html

22:06:14 Movie show only gives Harry Potter 2.5 and 3 stars. Are they becoming old farts or are they

right? Preview looks good to me!

22:22:00 BOM website not updated yet, but: RT @Bloss90 @SBSNews Tsunami alert for Australia

cancelled - SBS News http://cli.gs/rv7VNX

22:27:41 It was, 7.9 is a big quake, but seems it didn't move much water :) RT @captainfromCDU

@drwarwick It was all exciting for a moment there!

22:56:06 She's holding out on us. Like you I've enjoyed all the earlier movies RT @Puggles99
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@rebeccamezzino said she will tweet her review tomorrow!

23:04:25 One day I'm afraid but not today. Surf might be up a bit! RT @heidiheartshugs Can someone

inform me of this tsunami? Am I going to die?

Thursday, 16th  of July.

09:04:44 Shame. My 11yr daughter will probably also dislike changes from book. RT @rebeccamezzino

Good acting, too many fund. changes 2 story 4 me.

10:20:33 OK, Sir @richardbranson Ricky did need some luck for that last wicket as prophesied 

http://twitpic.com/9o0ql Next few days will tell! #Ashes

10:22:11 @rebeccamezzino Maybe I'll enjoy more than her as I haven't read the books and will just

immerse myself in the movie. Thanks for the review!

16:38:05 Quote "If we don't change direction soon, we'll end up where we're going." Professor Irwin

Corey – (just thought you should know :)

Friday, 17th  of July.

09:16:07 @Mossyy Thanks kindly for the ff. Cheers and have a great day.

09:20:27 Breakfast in town and then back to back meetings. Catching up with some great people today.

13:11:08 Among the best of the best #FollowFriday @nathe @rebeccamezzino @heidiheartshugs

@Puggles99 @AKAVirtualPA @SilkCharm @Smoph @iggypintado

13:17:46 Also among the best of the best #FollowFriday @karenmorris @CheyanneBrae @tezzitoo

@PetaEdwards @Epigrammist @mzjaygee @MattyHallsworth

13:24:07 More best of the best #FollowFriday @vipvirtualsols @AngelSmit @katelizhall @loadx

@littlemisslotus @captainfromCDU @chrissy_dt @Bloss90

Saturday, 18th  of July.

06:50:42 Heading to Sydney for the weekend. How's the weather in the Harbour City?

15:37:55 Carlton Blues need a big second half against Swans. 9 points behind at the main break. Cats

killing Demons. #AFL

16:11:40 @Epigrammist No, pretty much as expected. Like how the Blues piled a few goals on in the third

quarter. Keep it going :) #AFL

Sunday, 19th  of July.

21:04:51 http://twitpic.com/avpdn - Great weather in Sydney over the weekend for our trip. Here is the

Harbour City from Taronga Zoo.

21:09:04 http://twitpic.com/avpl6 - Amy and Madison at Manly's Ribs and Rump Restaurant on Saturday

night. Was a great feed and good fun!

21:11:04 Hi Janina, hasn't it been great! Is that a new avatar I see? Couple more photos to come: RT

@mzjaygee you ordered the wonderful weather ...

21:14:24 http://twitpic.com/avpv1 - Madison on Dee Why beach Sydney this evening. Beautiful mild day.

Love the beach at day's end.
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21:16:41 http://twitpic.com/avpyf - Seal show at Taronga Zoo this afternoon. Just about perfect timing on

the photo (for a change)!

21:26:02 Consider it a standing invitation :) Sydney can really put on a great show. Cheers! RT

@heidiheartshugs @drwarwick oh where was my invite!?

21:29:42 http://twitpic.com/avqkm - Looking along Manly towards Shelley beach in the evening. Another

great Sydney moment from this weekend.

21:36:38 http://twitpic.com/avqws - Amy at The Cove Drummoyne, Sydney. The little Princess had

Banana bread with honeycomb butter, no less :)

21:52:07 http://twitpic.com/avrqs - Amy and Sarah pumping water at Taronga kids zoo. Were getting a bit

tired and ragged by day's end.

21:54:45 Catching up on weekend sport. Would have tipped 8 in #AFL if I hadn't gone off Hawthorn.

Welcome Hawks back to winners circle. Too late?

22:00:30 Australia have lost opening batsmen in #Ashes 2nd test. Need 448 more runs. Sounds like a

long shot with 8 wickets and 2 days left.

22:04:50 Thanks kindly. If ever in Sydney, go to http://bit.ly/zp68X - breakfast is brilliant: RT

@AZBlueEyes @drwarwick Banana bread sounding yummy.

22:09:48 http://twitpic.com/avspo - Leopard Seal diving in new(ish) exhibit at Taronga Zoo, Sydney. They

have done some great work!

22:16:17 http://twitpic.com/avt3q - The Corso, Manly - Sydney at night. Great walk between harbour and

ocean.

22:19:32 Ricky Ponting on 37 not out at lunch. Needs 26 more runs to go past Alan Border as Australia's

all time highest scorer (11,174 runs) #Ashes

22:21:35 http://twitpic.com/avtf8 - Madison, Amy and Sarah at Taronga Zoo. OK, last photo from this

weekend in Sydney :)

22:23:02 Thanks Sandi, now every time we go somewhere the girls want to see their photos on Twitter :)

RT @SandiMon @drwarwick nice photos :)

22:34:20 We spent 2008 living in Willoughby before returning to Melbourne: RT @SandiMon @drwarwick

they're sweet girls. We used to live around there.

22:41:21 Very kind of you, they will love to read that in the morning: RT @heidiheartshugs @drwarwick

your children are beautiful =)

22:51:27 Ricky Pointing bowled for 38 runs. No records tonight and probably no second test victory :(

#Ashes

23:45:59 Moving sporting hopes from #Ashes where Australia are crumbling to Tour De France. Go

Cadel, one big hill to finish this stage. Make a move!

Monday, 20th  of July.

15:49:13 Sorry! Everyone seems face-to-face or phone today. Damn analogue World :) RT @downesy

@emmsyish Only one who's interacted with me today.

15:53:49 http://twitpic.com/azaw4 - Madison, Sarah and Amy touring the Sydney Chinese Gardens of

friendship. Another beautiful Winter's day.

16:12:30 Could history be made tonight? Australia need an improbable 209 runs with 5 wickets in hand:

SMH article http://bit.ly/3dQ598 #Ashes

16:15:31 Fancy that, people informed by real opinion instead of spin. Brave new world: 'Twitter effect'

costs Bruno millions http://bit.ly/12ikVB
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16:40:30 Hope all in Perth are OK! RT @sunriseon7 NEWS Perth residents bracing for damaging storms

after wettest day in years.

16:51:55 Happy 40th anniversary of Moon Landing! One small step ... RT @NASA @teachernz Apollo 11

landed on the moon at 4:18 pm EDT July 20, 1969

17:11:22 140 char could be the practical definition of 'ego publishing' :) RT @a_web_designer What is the

maximum length for a Twitter Id?

17:32:03 RT @brentdayman @mattyhallsworth Spy satellite images of Moon landings 

http://bit.ly/3mZ4Mn (via @newscientist)

21:06:59 Clarke and Haddin both out in #Ashes 2nd test. Can't see the remaining 161 runs (3 wickets in

hand) being possible now. (Insert swear word)

22:42:18 First time Australia has lost a test at Lords in 75 years *sheds tear* RT @littlemisslotus

@drwarwick I just yelled and made my bubba cry!

23:49:50 Thanks. Hope to get to Seattle one day, looks like a great city: RT @pawmarks @drwarwick

Hey David - a big shout out to Melbourne!

Wednesday, 22nd  of July.

22:27:11 I love road works! Fancy my delight when I discovered 125km of them on the Hume Hwy

between Sydney and Melbourne. *sarcasm*

Thursday, 23rd  of July.

08:51:13 RT @sammutimer It's the day! @tweetupmellers Some really switched on tweeps are coming

2nite! Check out who's there http://bit.ly/ZC8AO

17:59:46 Heading off to #tweetupmellers or #twums or whatever we're calling it now :) See some of you

soon (save some wine) http://bit.ly/ZC8AO

18:01:14 You'll have to time your next Melb visit for next one :) RT @rebeccamezzino Have fun at

#twums my fabulous Melbourne friends!

18:05:46 @mzjaygee Have only been to one prev #twums event. More than 60 Melb Tweeps and

informal - was a great night! Will have to get to a smcsyd

18:13:29 I'll be wearing the cravat *not* hope to see you. RT @downesy So, who am I going to meet if I

make it to #twums tonight?

18:17:50 Hey there are plenty of tweeple in Adelaide, you should get together as well :) RT

@buildadelaide @drwarwick Enjoy..sounds awesome!

19:07:01 At the #twums venue and also trying to see the video stream.  (Tweetupmellers live > 

http://ustre.am/3T4e)

19:14:41 http://twitcam.com/7cb - Trying to add another #twums channel

19:22:42 Hey #twums Ustream seems to be working just needs more light!  (Tweetupmellers live > 

http://ustre.am/3T4e)

19:27:58 Only about a dozen of us at #twums so far, but crowd will no doubt build in next half hour. 

(Tweetupmellers live > http://ustre.am/3T4e)

19:31:15 Home viewers, you are looking from back 'photo area' toward bar. Grab yourself a drink :) 

(Tweetupmellers live > http://ustre.am/3T4e)

19:41:05 OK, going to give you a wave now. Cheers!  (Tweetupmellers live > http://ustre.am/3T4e)
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20:30:33 Will do. Hi everyone at #twums :) RT @Day2DayPA @drwarwick Have a great night - say HI to

everyone :-)

21:32:45 Great to meet a whole lot more tweeps at #twums - sorry but have to go. Sure I will meet more

in person next time. Great night, again!

Friday, 24th  of July.

12:41:29 #FollowFriday you'll thank me: @downesy @graemebowman @sammutimer @SandiMon

@tezzitoo @alblack @infoholic plus #twums at http://bit.ly/ZC8AO

12:45:30 More #twums met in person last night #FollowFriday @CherylFehlberg @endlessblush

@FionaK @jadecraven @maddisondesigns @mr_billiam @neilcreek

12:56:05 The Adelaide Twitterati #FollowFriday @rebeccamezzino @buildadelaide @KellyNoble

@HayleyDodd - come on SA, need more of you :)

13:02:31 Some Great Sydney Twitterati #FollowFriday @nathe @iggypintado @mzjaygee @ozdj

@bradtee @karenmorris @JaimeLM @SilkCharm (too many more :)

13:07:58 Last #FollowFriday for this week (maybe :) @Puggles99 @heidiheartshugs @MattyHallsworth

@loadx @AKAVirtualPA @Bloss90 @Mossyy @Smoph

13:12:03 Twitter clean-up http://bit.ly/mKOUP took over 300 followers. Hope Twitter gods know what

the're doing - please come back if you're real :)

13:17:20 Big #AFL game tonight! Blues V Magpies at MCG. Go Blues, show us you're the real deal and

make me happy :)

13:18:41 Thanks, likewise - see you at the next #twums RT @endlessblush @drwarwick thanks for the

#ff .. great to meet you too.  :)

15:04:29 Hi Brad, #twums is short for #tweetupmellers see @tweetupmellers and 

http://tweetupmellers.info/ RT @bradtee Question... what's #twums ?

15:12:08 Very sorry to hear that! Hope next week is much better: RT @endlessblush This week has

officially turned to shit.  *holds back tears*

15:12:51 Roger, I'm still here :) RT @Puggles99 Yeah I've lost my spam followers, well done #Twitter!

15:22:01 Disgraceful! RT @Bloss90 @news_com_au Qld girl (4) dies after hospital 'denied access' due

to swine flu concerns http://bit.ly/9dm1P

15:25:53 Likewise, see you at a future one. Cheers! RT @SandiMon @drwarwick thank you :) - nice to

meet you last night! #FollowFriday #twums

15:41:14 Lets see: Fast food, TV, finance, enlargement, free degree, implants - now I'm in trouble :) RT

@maddisondesigns Anything bots wont pick up!

16:02:27 @infoholic My issue is (if true) a hospital rejecting a sick person because of infection risk -

where else can they go? http://bit.ly/9dm1P

16:40:36 Have to agree to disagree. Regardless of when they went, they were turned away. RT

@infoholic Family didn't take her to doctor earlier

16:53:02 @infoholic When Amy was 3 she was rushed to hospital with Encephalitis. I know how I would

have felt if turned away. Strong feelings on this

16:59:45 Its 5PM Friday in Melbourne - let the drinks begin :) Who else is having Friday afternoon drinks

at work?

17:11:26 Thats just gloating. Need anyone else at MB that can join in :) RT @nathe @drwarwick we

started half an hour ago!
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18:06:10 Shout out Blues fans! Thoughts turning to #AFL Go Blues! Judd to star, Fev to kick a bag and

Carlton to strengthen position - lets hope :)

18:33:15 Not sure how I helped, but thanks: RT @karenmorris Lost a few followers in cleanup but almost

back to normal thx to @JTActiveMgmt @drwarwick

Saturday, 25th  of July.

10:47:41 @Puggles99 Well Carlton didn't improve in the second half, they got worse. Very disappointed!

Why do I let it get to me so much :( #AFL

14:31:44 Visiting Harbour Town at Melbourne's docklands. Better than expected but couldn't be more

windy! Post photos later.

Monday, 27th  of July.

14:46:43 http://twitpic.com/bsipg - Melbourne Star at Docklands was impressive to visit. Shame its all

being pulled down for repair.

14:49:16 http://twitpic.com/bsiy9 - Sarah in front of the troubled Melbourne Star at Waterfront City. A lot

colder than it looks.

14:51:58 http://twitpic.com/bsj8d - Amy and Madison next to mini snow maker at Harbour Town in

Melbourne's Docklands on Sunday. Almost snowing an ...

14:55:20 Yesterday afternoon (Sunday) - cold and clear Melbourne Winter's day: RT @Mafesto

@drwarwick Was that taken today? The sky looks crazy blue

15:16:11 @execva Hi Lyn, count me in for "creating outstanding copy for your website" if you need

someone. Credentials: http://bit.ly/12RMIS

15:23:28 Lucky the real Bill has left Twitter alone :) "Swamped with friends, Bill Gates quits Facebook"

SMH article: http://bit.ly/sDnWL

16:04:41 If you haven't seen the Gruen Transfer 'Invade NZ ads' you simply must: http://bit.ly/FmNSe RT

@nathe New Zealand the most Peaceful country

16:28:39 Perhaps a confused homage to Michael Jackson's one glove :) RT @Aussiewaffler Miss S ...

wearing nothing more than one purple sock?

20:32:52 Jeff Goldblum delivers eulogy on death of Jeff Goldblum - hadn't seen this before, brilliant! 

http://bit.ly/2FCS1x

21:08:58 I think a few of the #gnw ensemble have had a few sherries before the show. RT

@heidiheartshugs Mikey fuck you #lovetwitter

21:12:35 Not a peep from Claire @hoopthereitis on Twitter but love the bin on the head: RT

@heidiheartshugs Someone spiked the water cooler #gnw

21:22:28 Thanks. I withdraw any implied criticism: RT @hardertospell This was filmed in April.

@hoopthereitis didn't have an account then. #gnw

21:31:11 My first article published by Marketing Magazine - August Ed. Apparently double-page spread

but haven't seen it yet. *sips Champagne* :)

21:48:58 Wow, humbled by congrats. Thanks @mzjaygee @mediahunter @heidiheartshugs

@endlessblush @Smoph @karenmorris @Day2DayPA @katelizhall very kind

22:02:15 Today apparently, but guess it depends on each newsagent etc: RT @SandiMon You'll have to

let us know when the mag is out!

22:05:39 http://twitpic.com/bt8gz - Girls on merry-go-round at Harbour Town, Melbourne Docklands. Free
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ride was a real winner!

22:08:29 http://twitpic.com/bt8mb - Amy on ride at Melbourne Docklands. Holds on a bit tighter than her

sisters.

22:10:58 http://twitpic.com/bt8r6 - What happens when three daughters start acting crazy at the same

time. Time to head home :)

22:16:28 Thanks, she will like that being a big HP fan, but she'd prefer Hermione: RT @heidiheartshugs

Your eldest girl looms lime lily potter

22:20:57 Thanks Matty, will try to grab a copy on the way in: RT @MattyHallsworth Well done mate.

Looking forward to having a read personally.

22:22:56 No Tour De France, no GP, no Cricket, no Wimbledon, what did I used to do at night again?

22:31:39 Steven, I thought you were being cryptic. Then I realized your ? was in answer to my ? - silly

me. LOL RT @sahallam: @drwarwick Tweet? :)

Tuesday, 28th  of July.

15:44:04 Wanted to see cake. Anyone else having trouble getting to Twitpic? RT @heidiheartshugs The

awesome cake http://twitpic.com/bwili

15:51:41 Its strangely recovered, can see photos and cake ... yum! RT @heidiheartshugs @drwarwick =(

it won't show for you that's not cool

21:55:27 My family feels same - too many threads no detail RT @Kelsbells watched @7pmproject ...

enjoyed it but feels like you guys rush everything!

21:58:11 Thanks Janina. Likely to have some future pieces. Next item will be in IDM Magazine: RT

@mzjaygee Are you going to write for MM regularly?

Wednesday, 29th  of July.

14:14:06 Thanks Lyn, just sent you an email. RT @execva @drwarwick Just checking you got my last

msg? re speaker for AVBN?

14:22:33 Just stay on Twitter! Bandwidth demand is nice and low :) RT @MattyHallsworth Work

connection is doing a fine job of imitating a 56k modem.

17:46:55 PDF copy of my article for Marketing Magazine (Aug 2009 ed.) http://slidesha.re/2MNYnQ Of

course, buy the Magazine, its great! - I did :)

18:20:30 Way to go Mel! First Tweet loaded with venom :) RT @MelsinBoots New cyclist lane on Fitzroy

St, what did i see? Cyclists in the car lane.

18:36:41 That's what PR machine wants - but hell, he is! :) RT @littlemisslotus rarely pay attention to

trending topics #sandilandsisadouche is one.

Thursday, 30th  of July.

16:26:27 Social media is real-time and I guess so are the bugs *shrugs shoulders* RT @mashable

Twitter Overwhelms Facebook Feeds http://bit.ly/GMn47

16:28:50 Heading off to old fashioned face to face networking, back to virtual networking later. See if you

can fix the bugs while I'm gone :)
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Friday, 31st  of July.

12:00:20 I am leaving Komosion and Komodo CMS http://bit.ly/Lkux6 on 31 Aug after more than 9 years.

Looking forward to new adventures!

13:45:08 No secret. Two part time roles and a little spare time for personal projects. Will be less cryptic

soon :) RT @mzjaygee Where are you going?

13:47:13 Me too, Carlton need a win tonight to stay in serious finals contention: RT @Puggles99 Hope

Blues display better form tonight! #AFL

13:48:09 Thanks Rhett, hope all is going well for you. RT @rhett @drwarwick wow, big news. Best of luck

with future ventures.

14:20:53 Kate you can be a fan of Brisbane (I am) and still go back to supporting Carlton. Go on, you

know you want to! :) RT @Dramagirl So torn.

14:56:10 For your #FollowFriday edification @AngelSmit @Dramagirl @mzjaygee @Puggles99

@Bloss90 @rhett @nathe @michaelgrainger @execva @Smoph

14:59:54 Further #FollowFriday elucidation @heidiheartshugs @sahallam @athanaelucev @katelizhall

@stinginthetail @endlessblush @MattyHallsworth

15:03:18 Additional #FollowFriday cultivation @miss_melbourne @SandiMon @littlemisslotus

@Day2DayPA @karenmorris @Aussiewaffler @zoezi @Mafesto

15:07:48 This weeks last #FollowFriday illumination @rebeccamezzino @iggypintado @tezzitoo

@Alegrya @downesy @SilkCharm @KellyNoble @infoholic

15:13:03 Oops, more #FollowFriday brilliance @australiandaisy @brentdayman @EmVicW

@Epigrammist @graemebowman @lmchugh @MelFresh27 @joolzgirl

15:19:29 Taking the 3 tworphans to Harry Potter tonight, sure we'll love it. After all Amy (7) thought

Dementors were cute and would make nice pets.

15:20:59 Agree entirely :) RT @lmchugh @drwarwick If we lose against North Melb we don't deserve to

play on. Fingers crossed for tonight!
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August

Saturday, 1st  of August.

18:07:28 @JustinPinner @lmchugh At least the Blues got home last night, all looked at bit hard. Playing

finals looking like a real prospect :) #AFL

18:08:42 Girls really enjoyed Harry Potter last night, although Madison wouldn't stop mentioning

inconsistencies with the book. I had fun :)

18:15:58 @jadecraven Big #AFL game next Friday. Carlton and Geelong at the MCG. Cats not as

smooth as old days - very close call today. Go Blues :)

18:23:11 @jadecraven Wicked is great, you'll have a ball. Don't forget to grab an 'Ozmopolitan' in the

glowing green Martini glass. Yum!

21:01:56 @calrion Madison is 11 and has been a big Harry Potter fan for 5 years. Read every book at

least twice. I'm like you with the details :)

21:03:30 Around Hurstbridge today. Tried Bridges restaurant - great and huge open fire :) RT

@SandiMon Been out and about with your little girls?

21:05:21 Ponting passes Border as Australia's top run-scorer http://bit.ly/TkFvR - we're still doing lousy in

the #Ashes rain may save this test :)

21:11:46 Certainly worth it. Good kids meals as well. Really enjoyed it. RT @honeybeetoys Hurstbridge -

must try Bridges, open fire sounds nice

21:13:44 She had moved to other advanced stuff by 8 and has handled it well. RT @calrion How did you

feel about her reading the later books so young?

21:14:57 @calrion (follow-up) My twins are 7 and nowhere near ready for the later books. Only one has

even started the first (horses for courses).

Monday, 3rd  of August.

08:04:47 Good Bistro style, variety of mains, kids had mini steak and chips: RT @SandiMon Bridges-

what kind of food is it?

08:09:33 Even with the rain Australia have put themselves at risk of loosing "Aggressive England open up

victory chance" #Ashes http://bit.ly/b8REL

08:13:37 Clarkson delusional, St Kilda will end all Hawthorn finals hopes next week #AFL - "Clarkson still

talking finals" http://bit.ly/8caGH

08:38:13 Strange and questionable way for Austereo to deal with controversy: "Kyle and Jackie O in

recess" SMH article http://bit.ly/12X2Mu

08:50:24 They certainly do! RT @mollyfud @drwarwick We have no right to beat St Kilda this week, but

funny things happen in footy! #AFL

12:51:38 Want to say some bad things about some nasty individuals but exercising restraint. Hey, even

going this far is cathartic.

15:34:27 http://twitpic.com/clp0t - Padawan Learners (maybe Younglings) Amy and Sarah at Star Wars

exhibition with their Master :)

15:40:27 A dare :) Now of course I have to do it. Lets just say I'm moving on to new opportunities :) RT

@BelindaCameron Come on do it! dare you...
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15:41:21 Hammy well and truly gone until next season :) RT @Epigrammist You've exercised restraint so

much you're in danger of pulling a hammy.

16:22:54 I did, but then I am a Star Wars tragic. So is Amy, but for some reason she favors the dark side

:) RT @Puggles99 Did you enjoy exhibition?

16:24:42 Not sure if you saw this one, but shows what they liked about Star Wars 

http://twitpic.com/6xqvy RT @Puggles99 Star Wars exhibition ...

16:31:47 1) Mean 2) Liar 3) Fool 4) Rude and soon 5) Past - bet they weren't the ones you expected :) RT

@BelindaCameron Make list of 4 letter words

16:35:10 Let me know what it is like, also very keen to see the Pompeii exhibit: RT @Puggles99 Think I'll

see Pompeii as first priority.

19:03:33 Ink Nathan - RT @nathe OK who wants to design my next tattoo?! http://c.99d.me/26124

@99designs will be an interesting project!

19:20:59 RT @skynewsaust Sandilands axed from Idol role: Controversial radio and television personality

Kyle Sandilands dumped http://bit.ly/sDgMe

19:35:48 At 8.30pm on Channel 10, nice host Rove transforms into evil twin Paul for Good News Week.

Like watching Anakin become Darth Vader :) #gnw

19:44:51 Hey, I mean 'evil twin' in best way. Fan of #gnw and Paul (he could skip singing :) RT

@rgoodchild not evil twin Paul ... I love that guy!

19:52:55 Paul McDermott and for your viewing pleasure ... http://bit.ly/shIIR RT @rgoodchild he's

lovely.... I can't remember his surname!

19:58:51 Traveling down YouTube memory lane. If you like Carlton #AFL you need to see ... 

http://bit.ly/zmNDs (much laughter will ensue)

20:13:29 Looks like Ernie Dingo was right about Kyle Sandilands. Remember in Sept '08 "Dingo steals

Kyle Sandilands's show" http://bit.ly/QvWqM

20:26:15 Even better spoof song about Carlton #AFL champion Brendan Fevola http://bit.ly/bb6kJ (check

out James Brawshaw's eye shadow) - Go Blues!

20:36:01 It was. Sandilands has a track record of celebrity fights, add Molly Meldrum to the list. RT

@Opheli8 Was that after Dingo stole the baby?

20:39:20 Like Kitty Flanagan, Ahn Do, Josh Thomas and Josh No 2, Good News Week should be a riot

tonight. #gnw

20:44:01 People who said "Kitty Flanagan, not interesting enough for Nine AM" with Dave and Kim

haven't seen http://bit.ly/yox2H (treat yourself!)

20:46:22 If nothing else, at least Hussey and Watson have ensured either a draw or England batting

again. Australia take lead (8 wkts in hand) #Ashes

20:58:59 Josh is a Powerpuff Girl with a beard on #gnw and other Josh (Thomas) is always a Powerpuff

Girl (joking). Shawn Micalef as Penguin :)

21:01:32 Don't forget the Simpsons :) RT @SilkCharm Are there only 3 entertainers on Channel Ten -

Sean Micallef, @rove1972 and ... ? Looks that way.

21:11:55 Watson caught on 53. Only 7 wickets remain to hold out for the draw. Hussey gets half century.

Keep going Aussies! #Ashes

21:15:33 Naughty ... Mikey Robbins "Dolphins act cute because they don't want us to find out they're

delicious" #gnw

21:17:00 If you call a draw a win, then we are a chance! Looks set for draw RT @captainfromCDU Do we

want rain, or are we a chance to win? #Ashes
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21:29:09 #gnw - What would you like to do to Kyle and Jackie-O? "Make them listen to their own show"

Josh 1 "Take their money" Josh 2 (Thomas)

21:36:51 Richard, have you seen Kitty in http://bit.ly/yox2H (very funny): RT @Dinsypedia I think I have a

crush on Kitty Flanagan #GNW

21:42:19 I don't think Kyle gets that it was wrong to use a child for ratings. Popularity at any price? RT

@daamsie Choose wrong ... jail instead?

21:50:20 Sister Claire @hoopthereitis and Brother Josh (either one) - nice family for you :) RT

@heidiheartshugs I wish shaun micallef was my dad

21:51:58 Hussey out for 64 (looked like he was going to stick around for a ton) - not good! Six wickets

and still 70 overs to go. #Ashes

21:54:53 Even Josh Thomas @joshthomas87 thinks Shaun is like a father :) RT @heidiheartshugs

@drwarwick that would be one awesome family

21:56:59 Producer, hosts and of course the mother all played a part in letting bad judgment prevail: RT

@daamsie Station should be pulled off air.

21:57:44 When you say it like that, it doesn't sound good ... RT @AussieShareman Each batsman to face

10 overs each. Will secure the draw #Ashes

22:09:08 Can't get used to your new Avatar. Oh well! RT @Epigrammist @Opheli8 No, no. You have to

say "A deengoes got me baeebee!" just like Meryl

22:13:24 I forgot it needs an audience warning - not for your grandmother :) RT @Dinsypedia Bit rude but

this made my night http://bit.ly/yox2H

23:14:15 Clarke's faced his 10 and North's half way. Draw looking good. On to Headingley :) RT

@AussieShareman Each to face 10 overs. #Ashes

23:17:07 RT @mashable BREAKING: Google CEO Eric Schmidt Resigns From Apple's Board of

Directors - http://bit.ly/3ZdZX4

Tuesday, 4th  of August.

16:36:11 Difficult times show people's character. Real champions today with great plans - make up for

some of the grubs I've had to deal with lately.

Wednesday, 5th  of August.

13:05:24 Reports, pitches and related long documents keeping me busy. Good for me to be head down at

the moment. Tweet soon ...

22:22:05 Seems Nielsen gets it wrong again, look at their age split? RT @kikilitalien So "Teens Don't

Tweet" is trending. Tweeting about it are teens

22:25:32 Nielsen stats tell lies, how many 2 year olds tweet? Why 2 to 24 and 25 to 54 brackets. Of

course it's skewed - idiots! http://bit.ly/WqyxD

22:32:21 "lies, damned lies, and statistics" Benjamin Disraeli (1804 - 1881) - Nielsen says Teens Don't

Tweet - look at who is driving the TT.

22:44:54 http://twitpic.com/culc1 - Nielsen, your charting is poor. Choice of age brackets makes no sense.

"Teens Don't Tweet"

22:52:00 Brilliant! RT @littlemisslotus Fact that any time a Jonas has a birthday its a TT didn't make

someone go '...wait a sec'? Teens Don't Tweet

22:57:21 Teens Don't Tweet? Should be "Nielsen Doesn't Get It!" See http://bit.ly/9qvnS - next time use
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meaningful age brackets! Stop the Spin!

22:59:27 Finished my rant of disgust. Closing with: Industry commentator Nielsen should do better! 

http://bit.ly/9qvnS "Teens Don't Tweet"

23:11:33 Its only early :) - Goodnight! RT @PetaEdwards goodnight people

23:12:50 Going to Carlton and Geelong #AFL game on Friday at MCG - must be a sucker for punishment

:) Anyone else going to be part of the crowd?

Thursday, 6th  of August.

16:43:42 My kids will be very sad :( RT @AKAVirtualPA @BreakingNews Sam the koala, symbol of hope

after Aust fires, has died http://twitpic.com/cyc5e

16:49:20 Quote: "The most dangerous strategy is to jump a chasm in two leaps." Benjamin Disraeli (1804

- 1881)

16:51:23 I can suspend disbelief and live in hope :) "Blues plan to bolster attack" #AFL http://bit.ly/7iANT

16:52:21 Even more saddening :( RT @AKAVirtualPA @drwarwick The firey was the next door

neighbour's best friend's nephew! How's that?

16:58:56 "Embracing the Twitter ecosystem" - SMH article (from Twitter for Dummies - aka me :) 

http://bit.ly/oo4pz

Friday, 7th  of August.

12:54:56 #whentwitterwasdown it reminded me that Twitter is still a babe, finding its way in the world.

Lesson "how to deal with denial of service"

12:58:07 #whentwitterwasdown it was really down. Right now, still not reliable enough to follow or send

out #FollowFriday props. Will try later!

17:29:19 Off to the MCG to watch Carlton and Geelong do #AFL battle. Hoping for the best, go Blues!

23:24:26 http://twitpic.com/d119v - Judd and Ablett face off in Carlton's win over Geelong at MCG #AFL -

well done Blues!

23:26:37 http://twitpic.com/d11hc - William, Asha and Sarah at Carlton V Geelong game at MCG #AFL -

55,000 crowd.

Saturday, 8th  of August.

10:00:48 Loved it! RT @Puggles99 @drwarwick an excellent win by the Blues!  You must have enjoyed

every minute of the game.

14:12:33 Took a trip down the Eastlink and ended up at Sorrento. Great food and good weather for

winter.

20:59:34 Thanks kindly to @Bloss90 and @kennethti for the #FollowFriday - let me reciprocate.

21:00:52 I prefer to think Carlton won :) RT @Epigrammist Bah humbug! How the bloody hell did Geelong

lose last night? It's a national disgrace!

21:03:45 No gloating, with luck may play again in a more crucial game :) RT @jadecraven Fortunately

@drwarwick and @problogger haven't rubbed it in.

21:05:49 What an amazing 102 run collapse by England. May only be Day 2 at Headingly but Australians

looking good at the moment. #Ashes
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21:08:55 Nothing in it until middle of last quarter. RT @AngryEliza @drwarwick Lost it pure and simple ...

no way Carlton are a six-goal better side.

21:09:57 You've got some good players to come back eg Ottens: RT @jadecraven @drwarwick We've

had it too good, too long. #AFL #Geelong

21:11:31 You may pick up some of the 35,000 Carlton members :) RT @Aussiewaffler We are The Navy

Blues ... May have just lost a heap of followers :)

21:12:53 Wouldn't dare, you guys are holding a recent Premiership Cup :) RT @jadecraven :P I'm not

looking forward to the next #twums after loss.

21:14:58 Can anyone beat St Kilda. Even a depleted side in Tasmania taught the Hawks a defensive

lesson. 19 games straight - amazing. #AFL

Sunday, 9th  of August.

10:53:27 3 days to take 5 more wickets. I think its a given Australia will even the #Ashes series 1-1

heading into the last. Well done Aussies!

10:54:45 Ruined my footy tipping :) RT @Epigrammist Bah! Footscray played a pig's ear of a game to let

those evil Weagles win! Conspiracy! #AFL

20:49:27 She was certainly fresh and spontaneous - great self written song! RT @moose73 Abattoir girl is

fantastic. #idol

20:50:04 RT @SilkCharm @DHughesy I've got AustralianIdolItis. It's similar - vague feelings of nausea

alternating with horror :P

20:52:25 True, but who knew our bowling attack could actually attack. Good signs! RT @Epigrammist

Worried ... if we play for a draw we'll lose #Ashes

20:56:13 Not this time :) Going to be over today! RT @moose73 I predict a stand of 399. It will be a draw.

#englandsuxexceptforgreatlastwicketstands

21:05:07 9pm on a Sunday is Australian Twitter Time. While the world is sleeping/waking we make

trending topics #Ashes #Australian_Idol

21:09:52 http://twitpic.com/d9o00 - Sarah getting ready for Friday's Carlton game - at the Smart Works

office. Not expecting vicory!

Monday, 10th  of August.

14:53:30 Just one more chocolate at Koko Black can't hurt. Can it? #hookedonchocolate

18:33:25 "A group needs only 2 things to be a tribe: a shared interest and a way to communicate" Seth

Godin

18:43:20 "Generous and authentic leadership will always defeat the selfish efforts of someone doing jt

just because they can" loving Tribes by Godin

18:56:19 "Leaders have followers. Managers have employees." read p12 of Tribes by Seth Godin.

Brilliant insights!

19:15:39 "Great leaders ... establish the foundation for people to make connections, as opposed to

commanding people to follow them." more Godin

20:51:55 Tribes by Seth Godin is a quick read and a must for marketing and digital professionals: RT

@Smoph @imarkus I might actually have to read it

20:55:53 Shortest sentence by Akmal Saleh ever ... 'OK' in response to Georgie Parker's song. Not a bad

singer, who knew? #gnw
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20:58:09 RT @OzDesigner "Not all computers are evil. But all it takes is one bad Apple" :) #gnw

21:02:25 Context is an amazing thing :) LOL RT @katelizhall @drwarwick liz ellis 'pity the crack in my

wood wasn't that big'

21:11:49 @hardertospell Simple answer. I follow when a comment interests me. Ultimately if you don't

want to connect I un-follow. Why surprised?

21:12:31 Not at all, I'm sure it was the intended double meaning :) RT @katelizhall @drwarwick yeah i

realised that sounded random...

21:25:35 Isn't it 'G' rated time in Perth. Content fine for east coast :) RT @Hoops_angel @Epigrammist I

wouldn't mind a willie to play with ...

21:34:03 I've slipped into a weekly Twitter session while #gnw is on and a clean out later in the week. RT

@hardertospell Every week thing...

21:40:02 Hoping you could tell me :) 24hr for @Epigrammist RT @Hoops_angel What time does Perth

become R rated?

21:58:15 RT @AKAVirtualPA @tweetupmellers Announcing Tweetupmellers 5, Thurs Aug 27 at The

Social, Windsor! RSVP here: http://bit.ly/ZC8AO

22:08:41 My daughters watching Taylor Swift videos have used up all the home bandwidth for the month

*stamps foot* now on 64k for a week :(

22:13:40 True, guess that's only a year or two away. Will need higher data limit :) RT @mzjaygee ah girls!

Could've been worse...the Jonas Brothers!

22:14:29 Well done, using hi-tech iPhone for retro games :) RT @MattyHallsworth New PB 161 (Carrier)

on #flightcontrol http://bit.ly/WJjh7

22:16:21 Isn't it enough I've 3 daughters. Now the Twitter girls are ganging up as well :) RT @mzjaygee

@karenmorris I'm sure it's David ... lol

Tuesday, 11th  of August.

14:12:07 @ev @mashable Trying to setup new Twitter account for friend. Every Username is

unavailable. In other words no new Twitter users allowed?

15:29:47 Thanks, you're a big help :) RT @Puggles99 A video just posted by Taylor for your girls to use

more bandwidth http://tinyurl.com/lp59p8

15:31:01 That's impressive. Pouring in Melbourne as well at the moment: RT @rbuerckner #hail

#canberra my driveway - Photo: http://bkite.com/0aCbv

18:01:16 RT @loadx Played in the new google search sandbox. Search results feel instant, very

impressed. Well done @google

23:32:27 Thanks, good read: RT @danschawbel: MUST READ: An Interview with Seth Godin on AMEX

website http://tinyurl.com/pvvj6d

Wednesday, 12th  of August.

15:37:54 Now a trending topic I can get behind. One minute you're a planet MYOB and next some snotty

scientist makes you a rock #bringbackpluto

15:43:07 Straight to the point even if a little misdirected ... RT @EvanLeAir fuck you nasa,

#bringbackpluto

15:45:53 Having same issue. Is it related to DOS attacks? RT @infoholic Why has @TweetDeck

suddenly started to continually ask for FaceBook password?
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21:35:35 RT @Carlton_FC Good news continues for Blues: Andrew Carrazzo and Aaron Joseph have

re-signed for 2 years http://tinyurl.com/oyz729 #AFL

21:37:42 Simon and Shane - great to meet you both today, brilliant conversation. Lets hope even half

comes to fruition - shhh! secret :)

21:39:33 When did you change your avatar? I'm easily confused :) RT @JessicaBooth Don't know if we

can take English police seriously after The Bill

21:42:15 In Sydney Thursday evening and all day Friday, just a whirlwind trip. Any Sydney tweeps around

Riley St - East Sydney on Friday PM?

21:58:16 Have lunch at La Mint and some drinks from around 4PM - venue TBA, any ideas? RT @zoezi

On that side of Sydney CBD Friday, what's the plan?

22:06:58 Hi Rodd, take a look at @tweetupmellers and http://bit.ly/ZC8AO RT @roddm enjoying

Melbourne so far ... Help me tweeps!

22:08:16 Audio books - while tweeting :) RT @mzjaygee Ok thanks for the distraction Twitter! Back to the

books, they don't read themselves y'know! ;)

Thursday, 13th  of August.

20:21:00 QF492 leaving now. See you in Sydney.

21:52:16 Landed. As always, much milder (nicer) temp in Sydney than Melb winter. RT @mzjaygee you

just can't stay away! It's understandable! :)

22:47:05 http://twitpic.com/dq0gh - Why Sydney is such a great place to stay. Oh yeah, and how

wotif.com helps make it affordable!

23:03:31 http://twitpic.com/dq1q8 - Now this is simply too much temptation. The chocolate and red wine

only has minutes to live :)

23:05:14 They stock Haighs not Koko Black, suppose it will have to do :) RT @tezzitoo Wow. Swish!

23:13:04 http://twitpic.com/dq2h2 - OK, now it's BVLGARI time. Bubbles, wine and my dispensation to

have Haighs. Busy day tomorrow - not all beer ...

Friday, 14th  of August.

09:35:21 http://twitpic.com/dscyq - Maybe I should work outdoors while in Sydney today. At least until the

laptop runs out of juice. Shot from Hy ...

13:52:24 http://twitpic.com/dtdke - Lunch with @nathe - checking out the preliminaries of his Ganesh

tattoo masterpiece!

17:05:04 http://twitpic.com/dtvtb - At Lord Roberts Hotel with @nathe and others. Come for a drink if near

Darlinghurst Sydney

18:40:11 For once? You mean for the 100th time.  Not to mention living in Sydney for 18mths. RT

@nathe Beer with @drwarwick he's in Sydney for once!

20:07:01 http://twitpic.com/du63q - King St Wharf on a brilliant Sydney evening. No I haven't had any

drinks. Promise :)

20:47:49 It's great how two people can see the same thing completely differently. Make your own

analysis!

22:58:12 @nathe and fellow AIIA alumni - Andrew and I are still out enjoying Sydney's nightlife. You guys

are soft and let's face it - old ;)
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Saturday, 15th  of August.

02:12:44 Very clever never got that meaning before :) RT @mzjaygee Having a DW Weekend in Sydney?

(meaning "You" time not the other DW - LOL)

12:00:36 Back in Melbourne after good trip to Sydney. Adelaide Crows also passing through airport after

good win over Hawks last night #AFL

Sunday, 16th  of August.

18:08:59 Blues guaranteed of playing in #AFL finals. Great effort away against Port Adelaide. Fevola

looking goods for Coleman medal.

19:43:18 St Kilda lost to Essendon by 2 points in last #AFL game of weekend. What the ... now Essendon

can make the finals. Its a strange game!

Monday, 17th  of August.

21:00:52 Right priority :) RT @katelizhall should be doing some reading for uni, but i am stuck on the

couch watching #gnw

21:06:53 @katelizhall Couch and #gnw for me as well. Plus toast a glass of red and wagon wheels -

healthy options :)

Tuesday, 18th  of August.

19:38:46 Trying to demo Twitter benefits. Reply please if you are currently in Melbourne CBD to show

strength of local network! At RACV club!

Wednesday, 19th  of August.

12:55:58 @sahallam True, seems RACV Club is a convienient location for CBD meetings. Guess I should

join.

13:03:25 Thanks! Forgot to post that I had written a piece on Twitter for IDM mag. RT @meretajma Just

read your IDM article on twitter. Great work

13:05:58 Will try to post link to article soon. Thanks! RT @maungle Reading Twitter article in IDM mag by

@drwarwick. Nice analysis for business user

13:29:07 http://twitpic.com/efl88 - Gnocchi and red wine for lunch. Yum! Nice weather in Melbourne as

well *thinks of Summer*

15:24:43 Great quote (as is the rest - over 140ch): RT @WebStudio13 The friend in my adversity I shall

always cherish most. - Ulysses S Grant #quote

15:45:43 Hey, missed #gnw and Mon tweets. Sorry to see your fight - v nasty. Good gnocci will help :) RT

@hardertospell damn! Now I feel like gnocci!

17:40:45 My Chinese Restaurant fortune cookie said: "Don't cry because it's over. Smile because it

happened." - coincidence or psychic? *bemused*

18:22:03 Yeah, but I was hoping for a fortune not an observation :) RT @nathe @drwarwick Come on

you know that fortune cookie was meant for you!
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19:10:08 Now working for CompliSpace http://bit.ly/beOKo and setting up their Melbourne office. Very

excited with new role. New logo on @drwarwick

19:15:30 Are you an Australian Manager with HR responsibilities? If so, please look at the CompliSpace

HR Risk Assessment http://bit.ly/YdBnI and RT

22:05:52 United States of Tara is great fresh television. Shame the episodes are so short. Let's see what

the oldies say about the movies on ABC :)

Thursday, 20th  of August.

08:27:41 Thanks @Smoph @KimberleyL @australiandaisy fellow aficionados of United States of Tara.

Must be some male viewers :) Go on admit it ...

08:56:43 Cover of current ed of IDM magazine, containing my article on Twitter. Will send article next.

Hope you like ;) http://tweetreel.com/?65na8

09:15:31 Does Twitter mean business? Page 1 of IDM article. Hope it is readable. 2 pages follow ... 

http://tweetreel.com/?ak8jg

09:23:38 IDM article on Twitter (p 2 of 3) will try to post clearer PDF as soon as I have it. Consider this an

eye test http://tweetreel.com/?yw8p8

09:29:25 Last page of IDM article. If you got here in order, well done. If not, go back 3 tweets, do not

collect $200 :) http://tweetreel.com/?7fs75

13:34:37 Fifth #Ashes test starts today. Looking forward to it - I hope. Go Aussies.

15:05:23 Should I change my Avatar or are you still accepting the covered variety :) RT

@pottymouthmama I really love nude followers. No I really do.

15:21:45 HR Exec workshop on new Fair Work Act - Melb 8 Sept 2009 at Chartered Secretaries 500

Collins - Cost $125 - Register http://tr.im/wJPJ

15:58:15 Here it is "Does Twitter Mean Business?" (please buy mag) - http://tr.im/wJXB  RT @mzjaygee

any links to your IDM Twitter article?

16:03:55 Hope you have a great time in Australia :) RT @Jennifertice Lots of great dinners to send us off

on our trip to #Australia!

16:13:17 Hi Roger, hope you find this an easier version to read - http://tr.im/wJXB :) RT @Puggles99 I

failed it! (eye test)

17:38:22 Thanks Roger, great piece. Normally see your posts - busy week: RT @Puggles99 Did you see

video on twitter penetration? http://bit.ly/4tkS08

17:40:00 You can change the rate and filter by topic :) RT @Puggles99 David interesting article, thanks.

Visited Twitterfall went dizzy at tweet rate

20:25:19 Good start! RT @moose73: caught it with his mouth ;) RT: @Gomisan: #ashes Nice catch by

Ponting!

Friday, 21st  of August.

08:26:10 Day 1 of 5th #Ashes test - England 8 for 307. Great batting will be needed by Australia on a

rapidly deteriorating pitch.

08:36:20 Enjoyed both Kam Fook restaurants in Sydney. Now kids love new one at Doncaster Melb. RT

@pottymouthmama @KerriSackville Go to Chatswood

08:39:46 In the end I fell asleep before the wickets tumbled :( RT @Puggles99 @mzjaygee Presume that

... the Ashes is not a suitable distraction?
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09:47:12 Cricket is relaxing. Your ailment is common, for some the word alone is enough :) RT

@mzjaygee Asleep as soon as I know cricket is on! :)

10:06:24 http://twitpic.com/enge4 - Looks nice, but that cloud front is about to bring winds of up to

100km/hr to Melbourne. Batten the hatches :)

10:37:53 Wow! RT @EmVicW @ScottRhodie Take time out to read this http://bit.ly/w3cpH. Now

appreciate someone giving their talent for free

10:46:16 http://twitpic.com/enmsn - That nice looking front has arrived at Hurstbridge and knocked the

power out. Can't validate my train ticket o_O

12:53:21 We could, although I'd just like them to get me home on time, just once :) RT @WarwickMerry If

we tried we could blame Connex for weather!

12:55:28 Ditto! RT @nathe Can't stop thinking about people of Afghanistan. Hope election went with

minimum of bloodshed. Thoughts are with them all

17:26:06 http://twitpic.com/eov86 - Where did everybody go. Thanks Simon, Chris and Robert for a

brilliant lunch. Yorkshire Pudding, I'm in love :)

17:30:46 Smart Works website updated today -see http://bit.ly/Dam7Y #FollowFriday @Smart_Works

please ignore my picture - not my best look!

17:39:04 http://twitpic.com/eovz2 - Now that's a car! Maybach Mercedes in lobby of Melbourne's RACV

Club. Home James and don't spare the horsepow ...

18:07:01 Thanks @MJPhotographer @littlelottiell @Puggles99 @xmellyssax for the #FollowFriday - ditto!

Next week, I'm going to #ff all my favorites!

18:08:46 Go Geelong tonight in #AFL versus Bulldogs. A win will keep a possible Top 4 spot open for

Carlton. Always about the Blues :)

18:09:42 Oh, almost forgot, go Aussies in final text tonight. Day 2 of fifth #Ashes test. I'll see how long I

can stay awake to see Aussies bat.

20:24:01 RT @markdenholm: So Jimmy Anderson finally got his first test duck after 50 something

innings!! Pretty impressive record all the same #ashes

Saturday, 22nd  of August.

09:47:40 Very disappointing batting by Australia in the #Ashes - pitch no excuse. Expecting a better

second dig.

09:57:47 @littlemisslotus Not giving up. Demanding excellence from our country's best Cricketers in a

critical game :) Go Aussies.

11:28:42 Asked for ID at Woolworths bottle shop *wrapped* then told they are asking everyone

*shattered* could have kept the illusion for me.

11:29:49 Lets take it a day at a time :) RT @littlemisslotus: @drwarwick Game faces on boys.. Insert

most awesome pep talk and random cliches here.

12:49:51 Last straw - no more Woolworths or Coles meat. This injecting it with water is WRONG. I want

real meat not meat soup.

17:35:09 Go Blues holding onto 5th spot! #AFL RT @jaydee0298: Well - there you go @drwarwick the

Blues just pumped them. Nice for my tips again :-)

17:41:11 Watching the Blues on delayed TV coverage on One HD - just as good second time around :)

Fevola getting closer to Coleman medal. #AFL
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Sunday, 23rd  of August.

11:53:15 http://twitpic.com/expzh - Madison in a consumer daze at Smiggle - multicoloured stationery is a

winner with kids of all ages :)

15:20:05 http://twitpic.com/eykl9 - Girls at Eltham Park Lake. Good cafe and library.

16:07:23 What on Earth is happening to St Kilda - are the wheels falling off? Bad time to be loosing form.

#AFL

Monday, 24th  of August.

09:03:20 Too upset about #Ashes to speak -RT'ing instead: RT @caitiejayne Ashes 2013 training ideas:

Play in the Speedo super suit.

14:15:51 Launched my consultancy's Twitter page @VeridianMedia for online insights and specific

Veridian Media posts. Follow if you wish - thanks :)

14:23:57 Where's Charles Aznavour, Vera Lynn, 8-track tapes and reel-to-reel for nostalgia? LOL RT

@graemebowman Listening to Acker Bilk on cassette.

20:33:10 Monday evening and once again time for Good News Week #gnw looking forward to some

laughs :)

Tuesday, 25th  of August.

11:05:32 Welcome back. Amazing how we come to rely on our connectivity: RT @JessicaBooth finally,

laptop fixed and back on the interwebz

11:15:46 Vote for Terri's video - let creativity (and chocolate) win :) RT @tezzitoo Click view+vote, called

Terri the Waitress http://bit.ly/1607QJ

12:13:06 Nearly lunchtime and I haven't had a coffee yet - what the hell is wrong with me today :) *feeling

sleepy* - fix issue right now *gets up*

12:20:27 That's better *sips more coffee* can feel the caffeine level returning to normal. Back to report

writing mode with occasional 140ch break :)

12:28:51 Posting Twitter tools and resources I have come across on @VeridianMedia and @smart_works

if interested. Also send me some you use. Thanks!

12:41:06 Brilliant 'fractured quote' as were the 3 before it: RT @forces2 Failure is not an option. It's

bundled with your software...

12:45:31 @heidiheartshugs Each time I see #hashtagrebelalliance it cracks me up. I want to say "your

part of the ... and a traitor" where do we join?

13:06:49 I'll even pinch Amy's lightsabre http://twitpic.com/6xqvy RT @Tw1sty @heidiheartshugs entry

#hashtagrebelalliance @seancallanan @tim_butcher

13:13:01 Resume at http://tr.im/x2fr Reference: RT @heidiheartshugs I can be your reference =) for RT

@Tw1sty entry by @seancallanan @tim_butcher

13:18:14 @heidiheartshugs Of course should have said "I don't want to belong to any club that will accept

me as a member" (Groucho Marx) he was cool.

13:24:17 @heidiheartshugs Can join the Empire if rejected by #hashtagereballiance - if Malcolm Turnbull

can be fickle with philosophy, why not me :)

13:30:47 Either we're mavericks or have no self esteem. I'm going with innovators :) RT @littlemisslotus

@heidiheartshugs Wouldn't be part of ...
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13:54:07 More Twitter resource links (stats and rating tools) posted on @VeridianMedia and

@smart_works - follow one or both if you wish. Hope u like

14:29:41 Melbourne workers are being advised by BOM and media to go home early before storms hit at

around 5pm. Pub could be a safe option :)

16:27:05 http://twitpic.com/f73rf - Melbourne storm front coming. Wind already picking up.

21:21:12 Sneaky surprise attack :) RT @rabbieburns Gelato in Prahran with @nickybee99 and

@drwarwick  http://twitpic.com/f7erj  http://bit.ly/UsXHw

21:27:23 @rabbieburns @nickybee99 We must be mad having gelati when it's hailing outside. Great

meal and great to catch up. Cheers!

Wednesday, 26th  of August.

16:00:31 Betts, Cloke and Garlett get disciplinary suspension by Carlton #AFL http://bit.ly/4sjs0R Guys,

not smart when playing for a home final.

23:15:12 http://twitpic.com/fbpyk - View of Melbourne Airport this afternoon. Staying overnight for early

flight tomorrow morning.

23:22:31 RIP RT @dmclain55 "The work goes on, the cause endures, the hope still lives and the dreams

shall never die." Senator Ted Kennedy

Thursday, 27th  of August.

00:13:54 Must be going around, Amy (7) has been ill last 2 nights as well. RT @mzjaygee Miss 6 has

tonsillitis ... keeping me up for two nights.

06:05:18 Even staying at the Airport, the alarm went off at 5am. Too early, where's my coffee. By the

checkout line everyone else is up too :(

06:24:31 http://twitpic.com/fd4wc - About to board QF406 to Sydney - coffeed up and set to go, see cup's

reflection :)

06:26:52 See a few of you in Sydney shortly ;) Going flight mode - no arial tweets yet.

08:08:15 Playing iPhone Flight Control on a flight is a strange guilty pleasure! Happy real Air Traffic

Control know their stuff :)

08:10:35 From previous: No one would want to be on about my hundredth aircraft. Why can't the little

iPhone pilots look out for themselves ;)

08:18:09 Yes to that! Weather seems good in Sydney today - just landed. RT @mzjaygee it's been a bad

winter for everyone I think. Bring on summer!

16:45:22 Great meetings with a bunch of Sydney contacts none of them Tweeting. Feeling like an

avangelist -hope I made some converts.

16:56:02 http://twitpic.com/ffavk - First day of this trip to Sydney and great weather. View from 4 points

over Darling Harbour.

18:08:35 @andrewwong_sm05 Whirlwind trip this time but may be good for a drink later this evening if

you are near Darling Harbour.

Friday, 28th  of August.

16:18:25 Starting consulting role with CompliSpace and launched their Twitter Account. #FollowFriday

@CompliSpace
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16:45:04 http://twitpic.com/fjl6e - Sydney CBD rooftop pool. Not quite warm enough just yet but tempting

;)

17:03:03 http://twitpic.com/fjmd7 - More Sydney CBD rooftop views from the @CompliSpace office.

21:08:53 Back in Melbourne after another good trip to Sydney. The week turns to sport - go Blues #AFL

lock in the home final. Have a great weekend!

21:28:03 RT @tezzitoo Daily reminder! Check out my HP You on You vid - has made it to s/finals... 

http://bit.ly/mQWg0 Details in sidebar how to vote!

Saturday, 29th  of August.

12:25:17 http://twitpic.com/fngjz - Amy and Sarah at Koko Black. Amy said "we love a good read and a

good chocolate" *so proud*

12:37:05 @Puggles99 Thanks Roger. Enjoy the game, looks like it could be an historic encounter even

without Buddy.

15:10:19 Just grabbed the Mac OS X Snow Leopard update for my Macbook Pro. Looking forward to

unleasing the cute canine :)

15:37:26 Disc for me but I'd guess it's downloadable. RT @mrandrewjpham can you download it from the

site or do you need the actual disc?

15:39:13 Oops - you're right of course. Must be a Snow Dog. RT @a_liss_a not sure what you're

installing but pretty sure a leopard isn't a canine...

15:42:01 Thanks Terri - They think they already are. Loving the new Whisky flavour chocolate :) RT

@tezzitoo Pretty sure they should be our mascots

16:01:00 @tezzitoo I did. It was great as well. Really tastes like Tasmanian leatherwood honey. The

chocolate also looks great too.

16:57:10 Essendon defeated Hawthorn. If Carlton win, it will be a Carlton V Essendon elimination final

next week. 5th plays 8th. Go Blues #AFL

18:15:35 Carlton down by 52 points. Looks like Adelaide V Essendon in SA. If Brisbane beat Sydney

tonight, Carlton will head to Qld. *very sad* #AFL

21:38:14 Go on Sydney you can knock the Brisbane Lions off and give Carlton an undeserved home final

- please! *begging* #AFL

22:00:05 Carlton drop from 5th to 7th in one day. Now have to play Brisbane in Brisbane. Not happy Jan -

sometimes #AFL sucks :( *insert swearing*

22:01:48 Now blows even more following Brisbane win in Sydney. Damn! RT @Doctor_of_cool It just

blows quite frankly

22:04:08 Looks like we both (and more than 90,000 other supporters) had a day to forget #AFL RT

@Puggles99 Hawks not good enough

22:06:28 Hope you're right and past form holds ... RT @AlexRohan Blues have nothing to worry about -

they have a good recent record vs #brisbanelions

22:11:08 Tweetdeck for iPhone, I like your functionality but if you keep crashing on me we are going to

part ways :) Twitterfon and Tweetie both good

22:12:51 Me too, just more salt :) RT @AlexRohan Mind you my tipping is scheizenhausen - case in

point, I tipped both Carlton and Sydney today! #afl

22:17:59 Yeah very iritating. Going on laptop for a while instead. RT @danpatmore Tweetdeck (iPhone)

has been wacky for a while.
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22:20:38 Good number of Twitter friends online at the moment. Hiya ... RT @rebeccamezzino

@mzjaygee I'm good! How are you? Everyone okay?

22:26:09 @mzjaygee Back in Melbourne. Will be up in Sydney every month or so for work I am doing with

@CompliSpace and some other clients.

22:33:44 @rebeccamezzino Going very well (except for AFL issues tweeted earlier :) - how about

yourself?

22:39:23 @mzjaygee Interesting! I officially finish with @Komosion on Monday after 9 years. First day of

Spring marks the start of a new journey :)

22:42:16 Wow @mzjaygee @rebeccamezzino @SandiMon @heidiheartshugs @iggypintado are all

online now. You should all follow each other (if not already).

22:49:32 Just installed Mac OS X Snow Leopard - giving it a test drive, seems great so far and like new

default background image (small things ...)

22:50:59 Well you have to include Janina, she's just passed 3,000 tweets :) RT @michaelgrainger Done! 

I had them all already except  @mzjaygee  :)

22:52:00 I know its not #FF but I was too busy in Sydney, so just doing some realtime referral :) RT

@heidiheartshugs all followed... #youreawesome

22:53:42 Great, feel like a matchmaker :) Sure I am missing out many others currently in stream - sorry!

RT @iggypintado Think we all are following

22:57:06 Very excited. Some will miss, some not so much :) RT @mzjaygee you must be pretty excited! 9

years is a long time, they'll miss you for sure

22:58:22 I stand corrected :) High praise indeed given the source - ta! RT @iggypintado I believe the

correct term, my friend,  is you're a CONNECTOR

23:05:44 While 'connecting' (thanks @iggypintado ) my corp connections from 1 Sept are

@VeridianMedia @CompliSpace and @smart_works please follow tks

23:07:57 In some circles perhaps, still impressive to me :) RT @mzjaygee @michaelgrainger Is 3,000

tweets a milestone? Hehe Low compared to others!

23:11:35 Setting up Melb office for @CompliSpace and consulting for my business @VeridianMedia - RT

@Smoph What's the new phase of the journey?

23:19:10 Thanks all! RT @heidiheartshugs @mzjaygee @rebeccamezzino @SandiMon @iggypintado

@michaelgrainger all online - what a great bunch we are! :)

23:34:55 Yet so good in computer version: RT @infoholic I agree with you about @Tweetdeck for iPhone.

My patience with it is wearing a little thin.

23:38:28 There certainly are. Again sorry for all I missed! RT @mzjaygee But wait there's more ...

@Sue_Murdock @puggles99 @karalee_ @amileegrant

23:41:45 It is bad. But the 'Frenchman' his partner and the ghosts are a bit of fun :) RT @karalee_ Gee

the Matrix sequel really is bad. I mean *bad*

23:42:12 Very kind. Cheers! RT @michaelgrainger 2 of my newest Twitter friends that are definitely worth

following!  @drwarwick & @mzjaygee

Sunday, 30th  of August.

13:43:35 http://twitpic.com/fsz7q - Amy with Grandma at Gold Lead Chinese at Melbourne's Docklands -

9 of us settling for afternoon.

14:30:19 Just finished the Peking Duck always delicious and never enough.
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15:45:06 http://twitpic.com/ftf8l - All my truffles and cakes :) Cafe Nina's at Melbourne Docklands.

Monday, 31st  of August.

11:16:35 Well its here after 9 years 4 months and 17 days, my last day with @Komosion and Komodo

CMS http://www.komodocms.com/ - see you in Spring :)

13:15:01 Ben, someone has too many photos of me and none of them flattering @byebyeDW - thanks for

the good wishes! Mo was only for 'Movember' :)

13:18:44 Welcome Simon Rawson @lanceter2 - I know it's not #FF but please get behind Simon who has

a great 'old school' 'non-Twitter' network :)

18:34:34 @lanceter2 Simon's cat Silk needs more votes to move up the votemypet rankings. Please take

a sec to support at http://tinyurl.com/m66qzd
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September

Tuesday, 1st  of September.

07:43:10 Fellow Southern Hemisphere Tweeps welcome to Spring :) For those in the North enjoy your

Autumn (Fall). Cheers!

Wednesday, 2nd  of September.

16:25:57 Working with @nickybee99 to setup Melbourne office of @Viocorp - expect to hear lots more

from me on web delivered video :)

16:27:44 Big career changes lately. I have updated my LinkedIN profile with @Viocorp and

@CompliSpace roles - see profile at http://tr.im/xH8u

16:28:57 Oh and follow-up on last post - join me on LinkedIN using david.warwick@viocorp.com or

david.warwick@complispace.com.au - love to connect!

16:40:17 RT @TechCrunch Why Gmail Failed Today http://bit.ly/2Q6gSx by @erickschonfeld

16:48:59 RT @CTCAssociation Former Microsoft AUS/NZ managing director Steve Vamos appointed to

the Telstra board. http://bit.ly/4bQ8lW

18:29:05 http://twitpic.com/g6khb - Terry Bracks speaking at Western Chances event at KPMG

Melbourne this evening.

18:47:02 http://twitpic.com/g6lbk - Former Victorian Premier Steve Bracks speaking at Western Chances

event at KPMG tonight.

18:53:38 Thanks Michael! I know its not Friday yet, but could you all please follow @Viocorp RT

@msavanis: @drwarwick Welcome aboard!

21:16:36 James the MD of @CompliSpace has joined Twitter @yyytwit which implies the question. Help

me by telling James why you tweet? Please also RT.

Thursday, 3rd  of September.

11:43:02 That explains my frustrating morning and internet issues: RT @SmartCompany Telstra network

crashes for one hour http://tinyurl.com/nju62b

11:46:04 In answer to the question "what am I doing after leaving Komosion?" here is a little blog piece

with the answer(s) - http://tr.im/xLg0

14:53:07 http://twitpic.com/ga6e4 - Watch out Melbourne there's a storm coming! Going inside for a

coffee. Was great weather earlier.

15:10:30 @miss_shiny I think it was subliminal messaging. It was only half way through the coffee I

noticed the banner in the photo I was posting :)

15:22:23 http://twitpic.com/ga8vq - Would have sent from same spot as last but my iPhone didn't want to

get wet :) More comfortable inside!

15:30:38 True. Bit short on time LOL RT @miss_shiny Could have been worse. Luckily those clouds

weren't behind a "longer lasting sex" ad. Awkward...

16:32:32 @zinifax Hey Chris you need a photo and to send some more messages. Nathan is also on

Twitter @nathe as are a couple of the other AIIA alum.
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16:36:14 http://twitpic.com/gae3z - And at the back of the storm a rainbow! Oh and my three daughters :)

18:27:36 Never had alcoholic ginger beer before. Verdict: Stick to normal beer and keep ginger alcohol

free man!

19:53:10 Looks like a good hire! RT @destaj Twitter snags former Google exec for COO 

http://bit.ly/hjm5l

20:03:50 Stone's Premium. Should I have tried something else?RT @infoholic Which brand of alcoholic

ginger beer did you try?

20:09:37 OK, I'll give it one more go. Sticking with Shiraz for the rest of the evening :) RT @infoholic I

suggest Blue Tongue alcoholic ginger beer.

20:20:13 No noticeable change however Firefox seems very slow after UG: RT @richardbarley Any

change in TweetDeck perf after upgrade to Snow Leopard?

20:31:12 Iggy/Sam are we talking tomorrow (Friday) morning? RT @wonderwebby @sammutimer

@iggypintado pretty sure I can make it - count me in!

20:40:30 Brilliant, see you then! RT @iggypintado @sammutimer @jadecraven @wonderwebby

@kirsty_wilson La Camera, Southbank Melb on Tue 8th at 7.30pm.

21:14:45 I always do what I'm told. So more Shiraz it is :) RT @Puggles99 That's the way I'd go ...

Sticking with Shiraz for the rest of the evening.

21:16:28 Jade, will be interesting to see how our #AFL teams have progressed after the weekend: RT

@jadecraven hope to see you too next week

21:19:10 Little trap :) Still need a photo big guy or people won't follow: RT @zinifax set up coy last night

... thought I was putting it on twitter.

21:46:35 Chris, very sorry to hear that. My condolences. RT @zinifax a mate died today ... way too young

... so will go and enjoy the bush

22:04:58 If you do, make sure you rinse and repeat :) RT @redshoeartist My shampoo smells soooooo

good, I wanna eat it

22:37:14 Very funny :) RT @littlemisslotus @heidiheartshugs @andrewsayer Quick! Before it gets fixed!

Best 404 page http://bit.ly/2d30mY

Friday, 4th  of September.

11:26:27 Go on #FollowFriday my new corporate roles with @Viocorp @CompliSpace @VeridianMedia -

see why at http://tr.im/xQhs - don't make me beg :)

11:28:53 Shouting out to Managers responsible for HR and interested in the new Fair Work Act changes -

watch next Tweets and see http://tr.im/xQhP

11:32:50 HR risk management workshop Melbourne 13 October. I have some complimentary places.

Interested send DM to @drwarwick see http://tr.im/xQiK

11:36:32 Go Carlton on Saturday in first #AFL final for many years. RT @Carlton_FC Houlihan backs

young Blues to fire http://tinyurl.com/mcdd2t

11:41:05 RT @VeridianMedia Today's Twitter Tool. Appropriate for #FollowFriday see who endorses you

and vice versa- TopFollowFriday http://tr.im/xQjK

11:42:00 Me too. Hope they make it to Melb RT @Aussiewaffler C is beyond bummed that he couldn't get

tickets for the match in Bris. #onceinalifetime

11:44:55 The #FollowFriday A-List @iggypintado @Puggles99 @mzjaygee @kirsty_wilson

@heidiheartshugs @joolzgirl @Bloss90 @AKAVirtualPA @nathe
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11:47:25 The #FollowFriday A-List (cont) @vipvirtualsols @rebeccamezzino @SandiMon @EmVicW

@MJPhotographer @Alegrya @girlwonders @tezzitoo

11:50:23 The #FollowFriday A-List (part 3) @Aussiewaffler @katelizhall @zoezi @HyperBrendan

@MattyHallsworth @Epigrammist @sammutimer @marigo

11:57:46 The #FollowFriday A-List (part 4) @infoholic @littlemisslotus @redshoeartist @jadecraven

@jaydee0298 @Smoph @lmchugh @execva

12:00:52 The #FollowFriday A-List (last installment) @andrewwong_sm05 @pottymouthmama

@australiandaisy @hardertospell @sahallam @JessicaBooth @awrd

12:02:28 You'd only be off the list if the Cats are playing Carlton :) RT @jadecraven Thank you! Surprised

yu included a cats supporter *evil laugh*

12:04:56 Certainly :) At least a VIP to me! RT @Aussiewaffler @drwarwick Thanks for FF. A-List, does

this mean I can call myself a VIP now ?  ;)

22:46:07 My twins were dancing to it at school disco tonight. Speaks to 7yr olds :) RT @katofawesome

Whoever let Hoedown Throwdown be recorded ...

22:52:40 Channel 10 or should I say #soyouthinkyoucanmoveprogramsatrandom - obviously don't even

care about programming anymore.

23:01:41 Essendon go down to Adelaide by 16 goals in first #AFL final. 13 goal scorers for Adelaide -

very impressive victory. Could be a real threat

23:14:08 Brandon and Kayla amaze me! Have to admit I'm as much a fan and tragic as Mary Murphy!

Brilliant - actually makes me like dance.

23:21:09 Thank goodness for small mercies :) RT @JimmyColeman @drwarwick at least they have Ch1

which is not bad for sport!

23:32:08 http://twitpic.com/gfbxf - Sarah - one of my Dancing Queens after the primary school's blue light

disco tonight.

23:38:50 @Puggles99 Yes Roger, they had a blast. Plenty of Taylor Swift as well - you would have loved

it :)

Saturday, 5th  of September.

01:21:50 Very kind. Would be better if I took my photo off :) RT @bizzuka wanted to comment, you have

one of the best Twitter bkgrds I've seen. Nice!

01:38:51 Janine wins So You Think You Can Dance USA but you already knew :) Deserving but I

preferred Brandon and Kayla. Oh well, what's next ...

09:43:49 http://twitpic.com/ghti6 - Amy and Sarah in cardigans knitted by their Nana. Arrived by post

today.

10:16:40 http://twitpic.com/ghzag - The portable gaming starts young.

11:24:10 Hasn't come to terms with the concept of loosing yet ;) RT @MattyHallsworth Looks like

someone just hit game over http://twitpic.com/ghzag

11:26:30 @SandiMon Still deciding. Some Tooth Fairy cash is burning holes in their pockets, so I think

shopping will be involved. Coffee will do me.

11:29:04 @Puggles99 Thanks Roger. I will be setting myself up this evening in comfort. I hope I end up

with cause to celebrate. Go Blues!!! #AFL

11:34:19 @jadecraven Thanks Jade ;) Not that smart - can't work out if you are complimenting me or

insulting me. Glad you liked the piece. Go Blues!
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13:03:17 @jadecraven Good luck today! Have lots of friends going to the game. Also don't want Carlton

playing Cats next week if we win tonight :)

13:19:36 http://twitpic.com/git2k - Everyone's happy now but will they be talking to each other in a few

hours? Cats V Dogs #AFL

17:24:11 Geelong defeat Bulldogs. Carlton will play Bulldogs next week if they can get past Brisbane

tonight. Go Blues - game only 2 hours away #AFL

18:05:06 http://twitpic.com/gjm32 - Madison serving up dinner for Michael's 50th celebration. Need to eat

before game.

20:11:32 It was, then they made it look hard. Lets hope 2nd quarter improves! RT @Puggles99

@karalee_ @drwarwick A promising start for the Blues #AFL

20:18:21 Much better kick by Judd - go Blues #AFL

20:31:35 This isn't good for my nerves. Blues and Lions square at 47 points a piece. Until finally a goal by

Fevola.

20:47:16 Scores level again in Blues V Lions. Now a point puts Lions in front at half time. Not happy Jan.

20:55:28 Don't want it to be anyone's - want it to be Carlton's :) *stressed* RT @Puggles99 @drwarwick

@karalee_  Anyone's match at half time #AFL

21:43:19 Great third quarter by Carlton (especially Judd) lead by 24 points at three quarter time. Come on

Blues bring it home! *cautiously excited*

22:22:29 Going to bed *shattered*

Sunday, 6th  of September.

08:36:02 http://twitpic.com/gmpus - Acacia College going up. Frame in place. Only about 5 months left to

get it finished.

08:38:40 http://twitpic.com/gmqeh - Twins Amy and Sarah giving having a laugh. Thanks for the Happy

Fathers Day :)

08:40:08 http://twitpic.com/gmqp2 - Cat (Duchess) has a crown - "It's a very nice one, it has a gecko".

10:10:35 Still coming to terms with Carlton collapse in last quarter and exit from first finals in 8 years

#AFL Hope this hardens the young team!

14:24:25 Rapidly going off Nandos. Serving cold chicken esp. when it is already pre-cooked is

dangerous. Not good enough Nandos University Hill!

14:36:43 Seriously too many 'cluck ups' by Nandos. Black listed and a lost family. Nandos way too

expensive to be so careless with their customers!

15:44:27 @tezzitoo Love Madagascar - SB Cohen's best work as King Julian, and yes cat ha David

Bowie eyes. How did your great 'you-on-you' video go?

15:47:00 Hope you hear from them all. Happy Father's Day anyway :) RT @Puggles99 @drwarwick enjoy

it while they are young.

Tuesday, 8th  of September.

18:48:03 Vote for Terri's @tezzitoo video. ONLY Australian in HP's 'You-On-You' final 24! Go to 

http://bit.ly/mQWg0 enjoy and then click 'thumbs up'.

18:49:23 RT @mr_billiam @tezzitoo Just realised only Australian finalist for HP's You on You

competition. Australia represent! :D http://bit.ly/mQWg0
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18:52:22 Just about to catch up with @iggypintado @sammutimer @jadecraven @wonderwebby

@kirsty_wilson and maybe others at La Camera. Sure we'll post!

19:04:35 Obviously things more important than winning! RT @downesy What's going on at Carlton? Fev's

waving a dildo and Judd suspended for fingering.

19:05:51 Oh well, maybe at @tweetupmellers next Thursday? RT @kirsty_wilson Sorry, not me! Only

heard about it last night ...

20:56:02 http://twitpic.com/gyfqm - @iggypintado and @sammutimer at La Camera Southbank. Great to

catch up!

22:22:07 http://twitpic.com/gykxl - La Camera catch up with @iggypintado @infoholic @sammutimer

@wonderwebby @lukegrange ...

Wednesday, 9th  of September.

11:22:30 Ditto! RT @wonderwebby @iggypintado @drwarwick @gustodian @infoholic @sammutimer

@lukegrange @jadecraven @sagart great to meet up last nite!

11:37:10 The usual alcohol fueled photo published in the press :) RT @lmchugh Wait, what's the "news"

about Fev?

14:01:35 Having some 'access issues' with various Twitter apps on my iPhone. Anyone else experiencing

regular connection failures?

14:08:23 Exactly my experience: RT @zaana yes!  am finding that TweetDeck still crashes a lot and

Twitterfon regularly has connection tantrums.

14:11:56 iPhone issues are for at least a week on Twitterfon, Tweetie and Tweetdeck RT @calrion not

exclusive to iPhone. Twitter's having a 'moment'.

14:13:37 I'm on Telstra so doesn't seem to be a carrier issue? RT @MattyHallsworth Twitterific gives

random timeout issues. I thought it was Optus 3G

14:20:06 http://twitpic.com/h1thg - @nickybee99 hard at work. In the name of @Viocorp we have taken

this cafe. Viva la revolution!

14:25:18 Giving it a try if it can stay connected it wins! RT @calrion @drwarwick Hmm, in that case, no

issues here with @SimplyTweet.

14:53:03 http://twitpic.com/h1wdf - MTC building in Melbourne. What happens when architects drink!

15:20:31 @WorstMC great to meet you this morning - brilliant coffee. Hope you find a beneficial way to

integrate Twitter into your strategy.

15:29:57 Yes, it is very frustrating and not confidence inspiring: @hardertospell yes. I have to refresh 2 or

3 times to feed new tweets.

15:44:36 Me too! But stuck in a meeting. Will dose up later :) RT @awrd Flagging a bit after a busy day. I

can feel the need for caffeine.

15:55:11 Guy behind me dropped his note pad (fell asleep) guess he needs a coffee too :) RT @awrd

@drwarwick Glad I'm not the only one then :)

17:10:02 http://twitpic.com/h25qj - Gotta go and see Dali before it ends. Anyone been who wants to share

their impressions?

17:11:05 http://twitpic.com/h25t0 - Finally getting that afternoon coffee! Hope its a good one :)

17:18:04 http://twitpic.com/h267a - Nice (if cold) evening in Melbourne. I'm a bit 'snap happy' today. It was

a good coffee by the way ;)

17:27:49 Roger, very astute as always! RT @Puggles99 glad you enjoyed coffee. Did you get it from
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outside Arts Centre? (My guess from photo of cafe.)

17:31:15 Nathan my head is already a mess (too late). Thanks for the warning though :) RT @nathe I

went to Dali. It will mess with your head.

17:34:47 Say hello if you do. Columbia must have some great photo ops. RT @RebeccaKaz Melbourne

has a beautiful skyline. Love to visit someday. :)

17:37:37 Not just Twitterfon or any specific carrier. Seems like broader connectivity issues! RT

@moggy99 yep twitterfon probs. Thought was Vodafone.

17:39:03 Will ask when I visit! RT @calrion I don't s'pose you know if that's touring at all? Are we likely to

get it in BNE? *crosses fingers*

17:43:47 @moggy99 Bway of follow-up: Melbourne's Docklands giant wheel is what happens when

Engineers drink. Only a little $12m rebuild :)

18:02:36 In some timezone in 7 mins its 09:09 09/09/09 :) RT @kirsty_wilson It's just occurred to me it's

the 090909!

18:19:23 Love to hear the full infrastructure issue story one day :) RT @nicgordon Woooooah! Epic

Twitter fail. Site went down for about 5 mins?

19:02:16 True, and thankfully he wasn't making a video. Anyway I'm over footy for 2009 :) RT @lmchugh

@drwarwick At least it wasn't a rubber chicken.

19:10:27 @lmchugh Need Carlton supporters @tweetupmellers next Thursday if you are so inclined.

Cats followers like @jadecraven too plentifull :)

19:13:10 Melbourne Tweeps should come along to @tweetupmellers next Thursday (follow link on Twitter

page). Always a good turnout of great people.

19:20:39 RT @SenatorBobBrown Greens pleased with Balibo investigation - Yunus Yosfia must be

questioned http://bit.ly/2L09x

20:58:33 Brilliant! Me too - home, couch, TV, wine, chocolate, Twitter! RT @maddisondesigns Home.

Couch. Cuppa. Twitter. #Ahhhhh

21:09:03 OK, just getting more millage out of this. In Melbourne it is now 09:09pm on 09/09/09 - only time

I can say this in my lifetime :)

21:13:09 You Englitch rooul gude. Still here (so far) maybe 10:10 on 10/10/10? RT @littlemisslotus

@drwarwick ka-BLAM!! the world just asploded! :)

21:35:20 United States of Tara on ABC now - great odd show! Shame its over so fast.

21:54:46 Gotta love Buck "Better watch out for kickback you don't want to bust a titty" RT @Smoph It

really is. So different. Characters are so real.

22:02:31 Come on, get an Aussie over the line: RT @tezzitoo I'm 1 of 24 finalists for my HP You on You

video entry. Vote here! http://bit.ly/tezzi

22:12:34 Has been playing up for a while, but so has Tweetie and other iPhone apps. Annoying! RT

@msavanis all the time - am using twitterfon

Thursday, 10th  of September.

08:06:41 Since upgrading to Apple Snow Leopard, the constant spinning wheel (wait) in Firefox is driving

me crazy. Not faster in this browser!

08:51:41 Matt you're a champion as always. v3.5.3 - how obvious. Have updated! RT @loadx Had no

issue, try upgrading to the new firefox 3.5beta.

11:23:27 First Viostream @Viocorp test by yours truly *fingers crossed* 10 mins from camera to web: 
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http://tr.im/yiGG

15:46:36 Twitter confirm "some apps are experiencing secure connection failed errors" - happy that they

are onto it! See http://tr.im/yjsz

15:52:48 A day of technical firsts  for me. Little iPhone video of @NickyBee99 hard at work, uploaded

direct to YouTube: http://tr.im/yjuz

16:01:27 Changed my Twitter background to include all of my 'hats'. Also visit @Viocorp @CompliSpace

@VeridianMedia and @smart_works - thanks!

Friday, 11th  of September.

14:05:04 http://twitpic.com/h9z5d - Albert Park driving range with @MattyHallsworth and crew. Wind

adding at least 20 meters :)

18:16:16 Melbourne catch up is @tweetupmellers see also http://tweetupmellers.info (Chappel St,

Windsor): RT @lmchugh Thursday sounds fun - where?

18:19:47 Wonderful Tweeps #FollowFriday @iggypintado @Puggles99 @mzjaygee @heidiheartshugs

@nathe @rebeccamezzino @SandiMon @downesy @Alegrya

18:23:41 More wonderful Tweeps #FollowFriday @tezzitoo @MattyHallsworth @loadx @Bloss90

@joolzgirl @kirsty_wilson @lmchugh @MJPhotographer @EmVicW

18:27:41 My endorsement added: RT @iggypintado #FollowFriday MUSTS @gustodian @infoholic

@sammutimer @wonderwebby @lukegrange @sagart @jadecraven

18:30:08 Great Tweeps #FollowFriday @karalee_  @Epigrammist @darkdirk @msavanis @NickyBee99

@Smoph @littlemisslotus @calrion @awrd (sorry all missed)

18:34:41 Yes, the're corporate! (but good posts and low volume). Help me out and #FollowFriday

@Viocorp @CompliSpace @VeridianMedia @smart_works

18:46:01 Good deed on #FollowFriday RT @tezzitoo I'm 1 of 24 finalists for my HP You on You video

entry! Please vote for me here! http://bit.ly/mQWg0

21:44:18 Had world wine tour at Bosisto's Richmond. Red from NZ, Aus and France! Great place, makes

me almost qualify as a bon vivant. You must try.

Saturday, 12th  of September.

13:29:06 http://twitpic.com/hecdi - Enjoying Montsalvat for lunch. Thanks @SandiMon and others for the

suggestion.

15:45:10 http://twitpic.com/hesna - Amy and Sarah write messages of hope for artists basket at

Montsalvat.

15:57:14 http://twitpic.com/hettq - Sarah in the grounds at Montsalvat. Amazing piece of Melbourne's

heritage.

17:19:39 Well its a very nice road :) always been a fan of Melbourne's green triangle. RT @urbanfresh

@drwarwick you're just down the road from me!

17:24:09 http://twitpic.com/hf0md - A final shot from today's trip to Montsalvat. The pool! If only the walls

could talk.

18:01:17 Happy Birthday to Australian actress Kerry Armstrong. Bumped into her today in a rather

strange way - anyway, hope you have a great day :)

18:06:00 They say the pool is 'decorative'. Don't think the original artists would have felt that way :) RT

@Chris_pinkapple Montsalvat ... stories.
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18:14:39 Pool heating certainly a recent invention but they have forgotten how to make them as

artistically impressive ;) RT @euan reminds me of ...

Sunday, 13th  of September.

14:35:45 Spending the day working with the girls on their school projects. Thought I had done my last

diarama over a decade ago :) Photos later.

18:49:36 http://twitpic.com/hkhry - Madison's mobile of the Solar System - we are keeping pluto in (our

little protest). School project.

19:03:06 Thought about opening a bean bag but sick of foam balls and wire by then :) RT @awmitchell

@drwarwick What, no asteroid belt?!? ;-)

Monday, 14th  of September.

07:59:57 http://twitpic.com/hn3ty - Amy's endangered species school project - the Giant Panda. We've

taken some artistic license :)

08:03:48 http://twitpic.com/hn4fh - Sarah's endangered species project - Red-tailed Black Cockatoo.

Projects have left the building :)

17:29:07 Melbourne Tweeps, see you this Thursday: RT @tweetupmellers @ttam #twums

#tweetupmellers attendance page working again... http://twu.ms/a

19:02:05 http://twitpic.com/hp0ut - Debba's Fish and Chips opened in Laurimar today. Not a bad queue

for a Monday night. Hope fish is good!

Tuesday, 15th  of September.

09:38:33 As with my article, the key takeaway is 'authenticity' - thanks for the link. RT @mzjaygee

Featuring the Chairman http://bit.ly/1arKlO

12:26:30 WOW! "It is the government's clear desire for Telstra to structurally separate, on a voluntary and

cooperative basis" see: http://tr.im/yIQ8

12:30:47 "SOCIAL networks are having an increasing impact on brands as customers voice their

grievances" Australian Article: http://tr.im/yIQU

12:31:20 RT @drwarwick "SOCIAL networks are having an increasing impact on brands as customers

voice their grievances" Article: http://tr.im/yIQU

12:36:59 RT @CompliSpace Fair Work Act "Melbourne restaurant faces court for allegedly failing to keep

proper employment records" http://tr.im/yIS7

14:02:46 RIP "Patrick Swayze dies aged 57" SMH Article: http://tr.im/yJbN

17:27:29 Of course - "Computer says NO" RT @senatormilne Garrett's green loan shambles: Not one

single loan has been approved http://bit.ly/q4dIK

Wednesday, 16th  of September.

08:45:39 Rediscovering Pink Floyd's The Wall - still great. Not many albums tell a story anymore in our

'bite size' world :(

08:49:31 RT @mka19 Adobe buys Omniture!  $1.8b. Fascinating purchase http://bit.ly/3W6tcw

09:04:12 Pleasure. Very interesting move: RT @mka19 Thx for the RT  Adobe buys Omniture! $1.8b.
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Fascinating purchase http://bit.ly/3W6tcw

09:13:55 @dominicmiller68 Just a shout out to 'chillax' - you'll give yourself grey hair (or no hair) :)

10:36:09 In Sydney next Thursday (24th), so will have to wait for following one :( RT @sammutimer hey

lovelies #twums is now next week - can u make?

11:09:01 I only do double-shot, thinking about moving to triples. Heart palpitations are fun :) RT

@moose73 Must learn to not press 2 shots of coffee

11:11:01 Congrats! Let us know when we can read it :) RT @rebeccamezzino Just been asked to write

for national publication. *claps & bounces*

11:12:39 Brilliant! Probably a few that aren't as well :) RT @romashkaaaa Wow! Didn't know that Alcohol

has all 13 minerals necessary for human life

11:42:22 Looking forward to testing it out when it is released: "Google to launch Chrome browser for

Macs" SMH Article http://tr.im/yORj

15:39:00 @Viocorp Viostream demo to @dominicmiller68 and Ian Macfarlane - reluctant video stars: 

http://tr.im/yPx0

19:11:05 http://twitpic.com/hx10q - Dominic (and I) enjoying a few world class reds and great cheese at

Walter's Wine Bar. Not a bad backdrop!

19:58:36 Very kind! RT @franpratt: One of my favs RT @drwarwick: http://twitpic.com/hx10q - Dominic &

I enjoying a few world class reds.

Thursday, 17th  of September.

18:40:50 "Don't criticize what you can't understand ... for the times they are a changing" Bob Dylan -

Brilliant!

22:51:30 I think that was Whitney Huston's lyric :) RT @nathe How do i know? RT @drwarwick "Don't

criticize what you can't understand" Dylan

Friday, 18th  of September.

16:44:07 http://twitpic.com/i53vd - Catching up with @andrewwong_sm05 and others with shorter Twitter

names!

16:46:59 "Tweeting good for Brands" Marketing Magazine Article: http://tr.im/z1Pu

16:48:42 I lost my Google :) LOL RT @stinginthetail my google came back then went away again

16:54:07 http://twitpic.com/i54ib - Stealing chips. Works best if you look at http://yfrog.com/0rvd1j first -

thanks @MattyHallsworth

18:19:07 If you love #AFL, you'll love this skit (warning: language and nazi humor) http://tr.im/z245

18:21:20 Busy day for #FollowFriday get behind the whole @tweetupmellers list! Will send proper #FF

posts next week. Love you all!

19:39:04 http://twitpic.com/i5d6n - Komosion crew (some old, some new) for drinks at Belgian Beer

Southbank (iPhone not great in low light)

22:19:03 http://twitpic.com/i5mp0 - This is one close #AFL preliminary final. Via Ben's iPhone.

22:25:32 Congrats to St. Kilda #AFL RT @thesportsfreak AFL Prelim Final - StK vs. WB - Final StK 9.6

(60) WB 7.11 (53). Incredible match.
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Saturday, 19th  of September.

00:32:03 Thanks @MattyHallsworth and @loadx and other @Komosion crew. Had a great night and I like

to think of it as an informal farewell. Cheers!

07:52:13 My Father turns 70 today. Happy Birthday!!! Not that he would see this or even know what a

tweet is :)

15:18:13 http://twitpic.com/i9l87 - Grandad what are you doing with the knife. Happy 70th Birthday!

15:59:09 http://twitpic.com/i9pcq - Girls started Little Athletics today. Go Yarrabat Plenty Bats!!! They love

their orange shirts.

19:05:27 Photos from my Father's 70th Birthday today (small family event for those interested :) - 

http://tr.im/z7sk

19:09:11 Miss 11 serves Grandfather 70th b'day beer today :) http://tr.im/z7sU RT @mzjaygee So comfy

...wrong to ask Miss 8 to serve a glass of wine?

19:25:59 Not sure who to support in tonight's #AFL preliminary final between Collingwood and Geelong.

Guess it can't be Collingwood so must be Cats!

22:11:57 Geelong will play St Kilda in the 2009 #AFL Grand Final next week. Go Saints!

Sunday, 20th  of September.

11:41:28 http://twitpic.com/ie1un - Teddy Bear Picnic at Eliza Cafe - Laurimar (Madison, Amy and Sarah)

21:56:59 @Rove1974 Congratulations on 10 years!

Monday, 21st  of September.

15:04:54 Hoping for Judd of course! #AFL #Brownlow RT @Carlton_FC Tonight is Brownlow night! Who

do you tip to take home the medal?

20:43:43 Carlton = Hyundai :) RT @MattyHallsworth The brownlow sponsored by the new Prius. Is there

anything AFL related Toyota isn't sponsoring?

20:49:24 Gibbs equal with Ablett on 5 point in #Brownlow count after 2 rounds of votes #AFL (Judd = no

votes)

20:53:14 Judd finally polls - 3 points in a loosing game against Essendon RT @Carlton_FC R3 Carl v

Ess: 3 votes Judd #Brownlow #AFL

20:56:13 Brilliant! I have nothing to say, but keep saying it :) RT @Sue_Murdock: “I have nothing to say,

and I'll only say it once” - Floyd Smith

21:04:49 Ablett on 12 after 5 rounds looking like the real deal. Bryce Gibbs and Mark Murphy from

Carlton polling well. #Brownlow

21:06:53 Terrible! Will watch on delay :( RT @karalee_ If you are not watching #4corners I implore you to

switch to ABC1. Aussie homeless families.

21:11:48 Quite right. Polling very well! RT @jennyann24 @drwarwick you forgot dal santo on 11

votes...only 1 behind ablett #brownlow

21:12:52 Judd again scores in a loosing game. 1 point in the R6 loss to Hawthorn: RT @Carlton_FC R6

Carl v Haw: 1 vote Judd #Borwnlow

21:15:29 Sounds like an eye opener. Recording for later: RT @pottymouthmama Is anyone watching

Four Corners???

21:33:44 Fevola gets a vote for kicking 6 goals - Judd and Murphy move to 10 (6 behind leader Ablett)
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after round 10 #AFL #Brownlow

21:36:26 Sounds wonderful. Have a great trip :) RT @s2d_jamesr Have arrived in Geneva, bags dumped

at hotel, off for a walk along the lake.

21:38:23 I think on 19 already he will be hard to catch. Looks like his night! RT @littlemisslotus

@drwarwick surely it's Ablett's night though?

21:46:17 Still open but Ablett looks the goods RT @MattyHallsworth I have $$ on Montagna, Judd and

Black but I think it just might be Ablett's time

21:47:43 http://bit.ly/bb6kJ and http://bit.ly/yox2H (one is topical :) RT @karalee_  Need some light

entertainment. Funny YouTube link, quick!

21:52:04 I think this #Brownlow race is run - Ablett on 22 is almost unassailable. Love how hosts still try

to maintain suspense :)

21:58:06 Some of their best work, always makes me laugh :) Another YouTube Classic is 

http://tr.im/zhMt RT @karalee_ haha thanks!

22:04:51 50 year anniversary of Bob Skilton's first #Brownlow - what an #AFL legend. Champion of the

game!

22:31:32 Ablett still well clear in #Brownlow however round 17 has brought Hayes and Brown into

contention.

22:35:54 Doesn't even know who to pause on - how 'bout a real MC? RT @shanegold Demetriou pausing

to add suspense Is really annoying me. #Brownlow

22:49:59 Gary Ablett wins the 2009 Brownlow Medal. On 26 (7 points ahead) with 2 rounds to go he

finally has a #Brownlow - congrats. Go Judd for 2nd!

22:51:52 Just showing off now, another 3 votes! RT @downesy Yee-abb-leh-ett

22:55:28 Ablett finishes with 30 votes (a mighty effort) and Chris Judd - Go Blues! - a valiant second on

22. #Brownlow

22:57:19 Brownlow is the most prestigious award for Australian Rules Football - see www.afl.com.au RT

@TWalk Clear something up for a Yank, please ..

23:02:27 Perhaps a problem with all award ceremonies: RT @moose73 @drwarwick @Twalk the most

excruciating 19 hours of TV you'll ever see.   ;)

23:03:28 RT @Carlton_FC Well done to Skipper Chris Judd finishing second with 22 votes. Special

mention to Gibbs and Murph finishing in the top 10!

Tuesday, 22nd  of September.

00:10:07 Congrats! Happy to play a small part. RT @MarissaTree Woohoo! Cracked 2,000 followers! I

think @drwarwick did the honors, thank you :)

00:19:27 Love my iPhone but can't get a full day out of it! RT @FasTake Apple Investigate Reports of

Poor Battery Life for OS3.1 http://bit.ly/165q8W

00:43:13 I had to buy a Kensington portable battery to recharge the iPhone half way through the day. RT

@hardertospell Only get a full day if ...

14:55:09 http://twitpic.com/io702 - Block Arcade Melbourne - great choice for a client meeting and might

just grab some chocolate as well :)

18:36:34 Once again I missed it. No sense = no feeling :) RT @kirsty_wilson @tyabblemons #earthquake

in #Melbourne just now. Nervous?

18:38:41 @Sue_Murdock I have lots I want to say at the moment. The smart money is on keeping my
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mouth shut! *screams on the inside*

18:39:48 I'm still here :) RT @littlemisslotus *crosses fingers, hope bogans get swallowed by earth* RT

@Mafesto 2 small earthquakes in Frankston Vic

18:42:35 Let me see if I can find a song that says it for me. Will get back to you on it! RT @Sue_Murdock

Oh just say it and see what happens. :)

18:44:34 Maybe that's it. Drive more carefully, stop causing earthquakes :) RT @MattyHallsworth Every

earthquake I'm driving and I miss it!

18:46:03 Thanks, very kind. I'm reformed :) RT @littlemisslotus @drwarwick hahaha. Hardly call you a

bogan, but glad you are okay! :D

18:47:36 OK, got a tender to finish and an article to write, can't spend all night here enjoying your

company. See you on the flip side. Play nice :)

19:05:02 http://twitpic.com/ionw1 - Here, enjoy! I know I wll :) RT @DebraTemplar Please send chocolate

(virtual will do) to @Sue_Murdock stat!?

20:42:47 http://twitpic.com/ioszr - So right! @JohannaBD @karenmorris @Sue_Murdock

@DebraTemplar inspired a SA homage. Fun photo, more fun consuming!

20:54:06 Guilty of 4 out of 6, my bad? RT @alterimaging How We Tweet: In a Car, From a Toilet: Survey

by Crowd Science http://bit.ly/iihXP

20:57:17 I'd send a couple if I could squeeze them through TweetDeck :) RT @Sue_Murdock Cruel to us

without Penfolds & Haighs handy right now LOL :)

21:16:33 Victorian road rules amended from Nov 9 making it illegal for drivers to navigate using a phone

with GPS (eg iPhone) http://bit.ly/11ePyh

21:23:07 Going with Madonna's Words - "your actions speak louder than words. The're only words unless

the're true" RT @Sue_Murdock Waiting for song

22:25:33 Certainly can't lead from the back :) Nice quote: RT @Iconic88 A man who wants to lead the

orchestra must turn his back on the crowd.

22:27:50 Some law maker didn't get an iPhone and cracked the sads :) RT @infoholic Law gone mad! If

serious ALL devices should be banned when driving

Wednesday, 23rd  of September.

14:18:10 Heading to Sydney for the rest of the week for @Viocorp launch of new offices and sundry

meetings. Look forward to seeing some of you :)

18:13:21 Was bumpy and delayed. Oh well, here now :) RT @mzjaygee hope flight to Sydney isn't too

rocky - you know where the barf bag is right? :)

18:20:01 http://twitpic.com/isyzb - Coming in to land in Sydney. Strong winds all over East coast and flight

delays :)

18:32:03 http://twitpic.com/iszm1 - Sarah lost her first top tooth today. Damn, I really liked that tooth and

the fairy monopoly is gonna fleece  ...

Thursday, 24th  of September.

11:39:26 http://twitpic.com/iw6ai - Sydney putting on some great weather. From outside the new

@Viocorp Sydney office in Pyrmont.

22:51:43 "But lonely is so lonely alone" Mika - who knew he was such a philosopher :) Just shuffling my

iPhone songs.
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23:05:40 Been in Sydney and just heard story. He's like the puppy you love but wish would stop craping

on the floor :( RT @Puggles99 your take on Fev

23:09:09 Sorry I didn't get to #twums @tweetupmellers - still in Sydney. Will get to the next one. Cheers!

23:11:07 I've noticed a general drop in tweet volume after the frentic period a couple of months ago RT

@Puggles99 not on twitter much at the moment

23:13:40 Does anyone know what the Eagles "Doolin Dalton" is about? Sorry if I am showing my

ignorance.

23:21:15 Thanks! Great site, now bookmarked. RT @GaryBloomer: @drwarwick You'll find the story of

"Doolin-Dalton" by Eagles here: http://bit.ly/AohW8

23:23:25 Still waiting for it to start in Sydney. Really isn't an AFL town :( RT @MattyHallsworth: Grand

final footy show is really good so far :)

Friday, 25th  of September.

00:00:45 http://twitpic.com/ixtkm - New @Viocorp Sydney office after launch function tonight. Nice digs

guys. Congratulations!

00:03:35 http://twitpic.com/ixtuo - Another @Viocorp office view. For an online media company there was

a shortage of photos/film :)

00:09:52 http://twitpic.com/ixuhd - @Viocorp CEO @rabbieburns tired after launch speech :) Doesn't

follow me cause I haven't got a nice bike helmet!

00:14:15 http://twitpic.com/ixuy7 - Last photo from @Viocorp new office launch. Now you have the full set

- bingo!

00:17:58 We wouldn't be watching cartoons in the workplace :) RT @jadecraven @drwarwick Is that the

simpsons i see in the background there? :-)

00:31:25 Billy Brownless Bagpipe Bonanza - the Footy Show does do a great #AFL Grand Final bash.

The song spoofs were hilarious :)

17:06:23 Thanks for the #FollowFriday RT @MattyHallsworth: #followfriday @calrion @sirfat @ledug

@littlemisslotus @tunaranch @drwarwick @G2av

17:10:11 Get behind #FollowFriday @CompliSpace @yyytwit will send you the link to their Blog once the

early posts are up.

17:39:56 Thanks and and return #ff RT @Bloss90: #FollowFriday @frankparker @spectrummother

@felix4tune @AngelSmit @Ozquilter @drwarwick

18:56:23 Up pointy end for flight back to Melbourne, worth the upgrade points on a Friday evening.

Thanks Sydney, great weather except sand storm :)

20:38:33 Who put all the potholes in the atmosphere. Sure the plane driver hit them all :) Guess it has

been a windy week. Anyway back in Melbourne.

20:59:03 http://twitpic.com/j1umr - How do you know you're back in Melbourne. Go Saints - Roo for Norm

Smith Medal!

Saturday, 26th  of September.

11:01:15 http://twitpic.com/j51ej - Amy and Sarah at Little Athletics Diamond Valley competition.

12:51:57 Humbled. Thank you. RT @mzjaygee: Follow one of twitters true gentlemen @drwarwick for

amusing, interesting and informative tweets
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13:30:11 http://twitpic.com/j5p9b - Amy's decided to go with a fringe. She can't stop smiling. Now

chocolate time at Koko Black. Yum!

14:13:04 #AFL Grand Final 2009 between Geelong and St. Kilda about to start. Go Saints! Nick Rewolt

for Norm Smith Medal :)

15:49:07 Half time and St Kilda lead the #AFL Grand Final by a goal. What a great game. Hayes, Rewolt

and Ablett have all been good.

16:38:21 Tough 3rd quarter, still a goal in it! RT @AngelSmit going to be a close one but 3rg quarter and

the Saint are ahead 65 - 58 #GOSAINTS #AFL

17:39:48 Congrats to the Cats! RT @SusanBoylesCat: our banners fly high, from dawn to dark down at

kardinia park! #AFL Geelong are the CATS. Meow

17:49:23 Yeah, Blues V Cats in '10. Blues winning of course ;) RT @jadecraven @drwarwick :-) It was a

very good game. Looking forward to next season!

17:52:52 RT @nataliemoo RT @danpitts87 Good to see #afl #saints #cats #stkilda are all trending

topics... GO AUSSIES!!!

20:24:52 What some people will do? RT @tweeterism: 20 Tattoos You Don't Want To Get Especially If

You're A Girl http://bit.ly/jQk5U

20:29:18 Great Twitter resource ... RT @Worditup RT @techchat 101 twitter tools http://bit.ly/J7xkD

Sunday, 27th  of September.

12:58:10 http://twitpic.com/jb3ri - Mask of Padihorpasheraset in National Gallery of Victoria. Egyptian

artifacts amaze me.

13:02:05 http://twitpic.com/jb4dw - Some more Egyptian artifacts at NGV. Now taking kids to a show at

the Melb Arts Centre.

15:13:17 http://twitpic.com/jbo1t - Milli, Jack and the Dancing Cat at Fairfax Theatre - Arts Centre. Great

kids theatre.

15:19:06 http://twitpic.com/jbopl - More Egyptian antiquities from our trip to the National Gallery of Victoria

today. Good to stay out of freezi ...

15:23:12 http://twitpic.com/jbp6y - Madison at the theatre.

15:33:15 http://twitpic.com/jbqd5 - Madison and Sarah early dinner at eGusto Southbank. My glass of

Pepperjack Shiraz - yum :)

16:32:08 http://twitpic.com/jbwpo - Any doubt that Disco existed in ancient Egypt debunked by discover at

National Gallery of Victoria. My bad?

16:50:03 http://twitpic.com/jbyeh - Melbourne weather more like Winter than Spring. Time to go

somewhere warm.

21:44:36 Changing my Blog to a new one at http://bit.ly/4i4BNU - comment, let me know what you think

and give me hints :)

21:51:35 Also reposted my 'new roles' blog piece related to @Viocorp @CompliSpace and

@VeridianMedia to http://bit.ly/1FiqzN

21:54:19 Thank you, still getting across all the features RT @stinginthetail @drwarwick new blog is nicely

presented - i like wordpress as a platform

22:40:26 Thank you. Big change: exciting and already fulfilling RT @neridagill @drwarwick all the best in

your new ventures. Sounds like a big change

23:52:54 Great article on "5 Ways to Get Your Blog Indexed" by @ProBlogger and @ades ... 
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http://bit.ly/2tKFMf - have applied most of the advice.

Monday, 28th  of September.

09:05:57 If you use Feedburner, please subscribe to my Blog at http://bit.ly/1UbxVR

10:14:36 Reprise of my recent Social Media related articles posted to Blog http://bit.ly/7VqbY including

PDF downloads.

19:56:58 Apologies for being a bit quiet of late. Some long articles to write and seminars to fill. Be back to

full steam soon.

20:36:43 Can't believe I nearly forgot about Good News Week #gnw on Channel 10 - best show all week!

Time for a comedy, wine and chocolate break :)

20:46:10 Looking forward to the John Nicholls Medal results - go Judd and Murphy!! RT @Carlton_FC

Coach Brett Ratten is now addressing the crowd #AFL

20:57:06 Something stinks! I think the cat dropped her lunch but is pretending to be asleep. (some high

value tweets tonight :)

20:59:11 Robbins head gear is getting better each #gnw episode - "and later I will probe you" - need to be

watching to understand :)

21:07:09 Better not be, or 10 goes on my blacklist! RT @hardertospell @kraima #gnw finale episode isn't

far off. We'll see if it's finished or not.

21:10:42 Got great course material for one if someone wants it (or sponsor me :) RT @BillHarper

Recommend a good web writing course, pref in Bris?

21:14:40 OK, 10 gets a reprieve :) for now! RT @hardertospell @drwarwick Nov 23rd. Still nearly 2 mths

left of #gnw. Fairly certain yes to next year.

21:16:15 RT @Carlton_FC B&F count about to start. Follow the votes on www.carltonfc.com.au

21:26:30 Lesson for Telco's - don't overcharge celebs who can slam you on National TV. You go Julia

Morris :) #gnw RT @heidiheartshugs iphone club!

21:29:08 Apparently illegal to play with either while driving in Vic :) RT @JessicaBooth an iphone is like a

penis ... rude to pull out on table #gnw

21:36:47 Love term "heritage media" - needs protecting and a spot in the museum :) RT @karalee_

Crikey's @sophblack quoted on #mediawatch ...

21:50:09 Judd on 346, Bower 271 and Murphy 267 after 12 rounds: RT @Carlton_FC Judd in lead after

12 Rounds. Visit http://bit.ly/YqteI for full votes

21:57:57 Sometimes marketing get it oh so WRONG: RT @downesy Replies to @Vegemite_Kraft

@isnack20 reveal depth of negative reaction #vegefail

22:00:07 RT @KateKendall Melb mavens #mushymonday @kylieflavell @SecretsHQ @emilyfreeman

@michm @nikski @jenfrahm @KimberleyL @kylielewis @karalee_

22:03:46 Think Chris Judd will be the Carlton John Nicholls medalist 2 years running. On 447, 110 points

clear of Murphy on 337 after 18 rounds. #AFL

22:06:38 Works on a number of levels. Twitter obviously gets brand generation better than Kraft ... RT

@lmchugh Love the hashtag #vegefail

22:09:27 Perfect, really made me LOL - RT @lmchugh Last word on iSnack2.0 @downesy From product

itself! @isnack20 I am made of despair, and cheese.

22:32:49 Foregone conclusion? Chris Judd deservedly wins the Carlton Best and Fairest (John Nicholls

Medal) for the 2nd year. Go Blues in 2010! #AFL
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22:36:28 Congratulations to Chris Judd (1st in John Nicholls Medal on 558) and Marc Murphy (451),

Bryce Gibbs (415) and Brendan Fevola (390) #AFL

22:37:54 Next year a Premiership Medallion as well :) RT @Carlton_FC Winner of the 2009 John Nicholls

Medal is... Chris Judd! Congratulations Juddy!

22:38:39 Brilliant :) RT @mediahunter I think unemployment is the big winner tonight #theapprentice

22:40:25 We'll talk like slowly :) Howdy Matty! RT @MattyHallsworth Accidentally sent my ADSL2+ into

64k until 1 Oct. Ergh 64k is freakin terrible :(

22:46:08 Observatory Hotel in the Rocks (my favorite hotel in Sydney) isn't a half bad reward on

Australia's #theapprentice

22:49:52 Great material for a new 'conspiracy film': RT @dalegoodridge "Hitler's Skull Is A Woman's" -

Sky News Article: http://bit.ly/9Rxq8 #news

22:51:06 Doesn't work does it? What's next, I'm a semantic little Vege 3.0 ... #vegefail RT @Epigrammist

I'm a happy little iSnack 2.0…

22:52:54 If you find a fly in your iSnack 2.0, you'll get a free iSnack 2.1 bug fix. #geekhumor #vegefail -

Kraft have lost the Marketing Plot ...

Tuesday, 29th  of September.

15:19:40 My blog post for today: "Good Governance is Good Marketing" #FairWorkAct #HR #Marketing 

http://bit.ly/XHhd0

15:46:07 Melb Tweeps. If you run a Business or HR function - Fair Work Act HR Workshop on 13 Oct 

http://bit.ly/FLOcD - Direct me for some comp passes

18:16:57 "and but for the sky there are no fences facing" Bob Dylan brilliance. Onward and upward let's

not be fenced in!

18:26:54 "but it was only a fantasy, the wall was too high as you can see" Pink Floyd - slightly different

sentiment to last post :)

18:34:20 "too late, too late to cry the people say, too late for you, too late for me" ELO - got the old songs

out tonight! Back in 1981.

20:07:01 http://twitpic.com/jl72f - Tonight is Laphroaig (my favorite Scotch) and Band of Brothers night!

How many episodes before scotch wins?

20:18:41 No, peat moss smoke for me, and now I 'own' a square foot of it http://bit.ly/2IxWhF RT

@Epigrammist @drwarwick Had you as a Douglas man ;)

20:25:48 That's setting the bar low ;) RT @karalee_ exhausted! Watching Foreign Correspondent. The

Italian PM is much more interesting than our PM.

Wednesday, 30th  of September.

15:26:05 http://twitpic.com/jovpv - What is entertaining? Right now, this is holding my attention :) RT

@rabbieburns ... be entertaining.

17:49:44 "Traffic, A Tale of Two Cities" A hopefully humorous rant on traffic in Melbourne and Sydney

and why grids don't work: http://bit.ly/2SLCT3

17:51:09 See you there. Also looking forward to it! RT @sammutimer Packing away! Mega excited its

#socialmelb @KateKendell et al - Melbourne dinner!

17:58:00 Alexandra, "oh the places you'll go" :) RT @vipvirtualsols “Today you are you ... no one alive

who is youer than you.” - Dr. Seuss
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18:10:12 Let's play iTunes bingo. Tell us a few faves and see if there's a match? :) RT @katofawesome

Just hit 2000+ songs on itunes.

18:25:12 Nathan, new Avatar and background, impressive! Although you're freekin me out man :) RT

@nathe gotta love #Sydney! http://twitpic.com/jon2n

18:30:06 Ah, that's why the traffics so bad :) http://bit.ly/2SLCT3 RT @Hoops_angel Australia's pop to hit

22 million tomorrow http://bit.ly/11eGGR

18:32:37 Grave fears as Samoan tsunami death toll rises: Age article - http://bit.ly/l5eFE

18:55:45 I'm saddened :( I get it, I even understand, it may prove good but I'm a fan of Fevola's football

and sad! RT @MattyHallsworth take on fev?

19:46:06 http://twitpic.com/jp97x - @sammutimer looking down banquet table in other direction. Great

turnout.

19:53:53 Will do! RT @geehall1: @drwarwick get Sam to check her Twitter

19:54:02 http://twitpic.com/jp9jc - The whole group (sans me) see who you recognize / follow :) Great to

meet some tweeps for first time.

21:29:05 Yes we are at Gaylord restaurant for the tweetup. No Focker jokes! RT @portz Having banquet

at #socialmelb dinner with great company.

23:19:03 http://twitpic.com/jp936 - @KateKendall and other Melbourne Twitter luminaries at function in

town tonight (spelling corrected).

23:26:16 @MattyHallsworth @spaulds Here is who Fevola being traded from Carlton #AFL is really

upsetting http://twitpic.com/412f2 notice the number!

23:37:15 RT @socialmelb Thanks everyone for coming tonight – superb conversation and food. All

smeeps to follow avail here http://twitpic.com/jpb0c

23:38:33 http://twitpic.com/412f2 - Commenting on my own photo five months later. With the #AFL news

of Carlton trading Fevola, this is now a sad ...

23:46:46 See, Tweeps can talk face to face ;) RT @socialmelb @geekscape http://twitpic.com/jpbti

Yummy Indian dinner and good company #socialmelb
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October

Thursday, 1st  of October.

00:06:05 I get it, but I've seen the way Fev is sober at my daughter's school - impeccable! RT

@Doctor_of_cool Don't hate me ... happy about trade

00:14:28 Yes, that's why I'm sad not angry. Fev's brilliant but flawed although I loved watching him play!

RT @RichardTuffin dr jeckyll, mr hyde #AFL

13:25:24 Thoughts with those in recent natural trouble spots. Terrible 7.6 magnitude earthquake in

Sumatra, Indonesia.

17:05:12 @coffeemornings Can a Melbourne ring-in come along and meet some of you guys. In Sydney

tomorrow, what is the address if you don't mind? :)

17:06:30 Me too! Very happy to hear it. Let's have another great day tomorrow :) RT @redshoeartist I had

a great day today...

17:13:52 Now apparently a 'super typhoon' take care everyone! RT @paolozamora Typhoon #Pepeng as

seen by Nat Environ Satellite http://bit.ly/CcHQr

17:20:51 See some of you in Sydney - looking forward to your 30 degree plus weather. Hopefully nice

tomorrow as well.

17:23:15 Looks like I've fallen asleep :) RT @portz @lukegrange http://yfrog.com/0mi56j hahaha its not

what you say its the way you spray it.

18:35:02 http://twitpic.com/jtby1 - Hello Sydney, nice to be back on this balmy evening :)

19:11:04 http://twitpic.com/jtdnk - Madison waiting at Huricane's Darling Harbour. About to enjoy a

Sydney institution!

19:36:07 http://twitpic.com/jtew7 - Amy and Madison get colouring in while waiting. I get the Sydney view

:)

Friday, 2nd  of October.

08:42:24 @WildChildinAUS sitting next to you at #coffeemornings - hello!

14:48:33 Great to meet #coffeemornings connections #followfriday @hollingsworth @shoppologist

@WildChildinAUS @cafedave @AndrewBlanda - more later!

15:54:12 What a great day of meeting Sydney Tweeps #FollowFriday @kristinrohan @judithcantor

@schmediachick @Scott_drummond @jyesmith @timnoonan

16:04:00 More #coffeemornings in Syd #FollowFriday great to meet @katiechatfield @Alegrya @jadpad

(up from Melb) and my good friend @andrewwong_sm05

16:07:50 RT @alblack #FF new #socialmelb tweeps @JimmyColeman @lukegrange @KateKendall

@sammutimer @fastfedme & others I hope to meet next time!

16:11:10 Now you're scaring people :) RT @sammutimer @AndrewBlanda Only saw @drwarwick on

Wed - he loves to get around and share the david-ness! ;-)

16:12:20 Likewise, I look forward to next time: RT @kristinrohan @drwarwick really great to meet you

today at #coffeemornings.

16:12:49 RT @judithcantor Great to meet you this morn @kristinrohan, @RazChorev, @AndrewBlanda,
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@jyesmith, @schmediachick, @timnoonan, @hollingsworth

16:28:29 Will let you know in advance: RT @mzjaygee @drwarwick Must get my A into G and go to

Sydney #coffeemornings maybe when you are next in town.

16:39:14 http://twitpic.com/jxhud - Great to meet the Sydney #coffeemornings Twitter A-List. Some in

shot!

18:56:52 Love to assist any way I can. Great to meet today! RT @schmediachick @drwarwick swap

notes soon as completing my EY with AGSM's #MBA.

18:58:35 Not forgetting Melbourne #FF RT @JimmyColeman @alblack #FF new #socialmelb tweeps

@lukegrange @KateKendall @sammutimer @fastfedme

19:04:14 Great to see @kristinrohan and @oliverpalmer plus non-tweeps :) at #champagnefridays at

Winery on Crown! Will get to #shtbox next Syd trip!

19:28:51 Have a dinner at Nick's but back in Sydney in a couple of weeks. Will see you all then! RT

@Warlach #Shtbox should only just be kicking off.

20:05:03 http://twitpic.com/jxswo - Dinner with my favorite girls at Nicks Seafood Darling Harbour Sydney.

Great day!

21:13:02 http://twitpic.com/jxws4 - Darling Harbour Sydney this evening, just before the storm hit. Night

all, have a great weekend!

Saturday, 3rd  of October.

09:42:27 Sydney's nice weather is over so we're heading to Canberra, they know how to do cold and wet

:)

14:39:22 http://twitpic.com/k1v2e - Canberra from the hotel complete with fountain and parliament house.

14:53:57 Basically stayed the same the whole drive down! RT @AndrewBlanda @drwarwick The weather

looks the same in Canberra as it does in Sydney ;-)

16:48:50 Maybe you should stay on GC :) RT @Puggles99 @drwarwick Hope Canberra warms up before

I get there.  It's 34 at present on Gold Coast.

Sunday, 4th  of October.

10:16:17 At Tarcutta - apparently the half-way mark between Sydney and Melbourne. Not really enough

to be special though is it :)

11:41:09 http://twitpic.com/k6gpe - Home made wagon wheels at Holbrook Bakery. Good stop now only

375km to go!

12:50:01 My name is @drwarwick and #ImTwitaddicted first step is admitting it. Second step - tweeting

about it :)

12:58:39 Kirrilee, what happened to your avatar? Now i'll have to learn to re-recognize you during #gnw :)

RT @hardertospell Touchè

13:04:45 Janina, you've gone all serious on me :) Great article, guilty I'm afraid. RT @mzjaygee Twitter

Addiction Kills (Time) http://bit.ly/C5j5J

13:12:48 Very funny (must be a technology free clinic :) RT @nadjajhanelle #imtwitaddicted I think i might

need #twehab

13:15:11 @hardertospell look forward to the surprise :)

14:36:58 Passing Wandong, nearly back in Melbourne. Huge areas still showing the devastation of bush
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fires 8 months ago :(

15:38:03 Back in Melbourne! Just in time for more rain, the Rugby League Grand Final and to get the kids

ready to go back to school.

17:43:55 Looks like Melbourne Storm have the #NRL Grand Final covered. 22 to 6 with 20 minutes to go!

Go Storm!

18:40:15 RT @NatGrasso Pissed off right now! As if channel nine cant show the presentation of the NRL

grand final in the state that won the comp!!

19:29:28 Maybe daylight savings difference. Still no excuse for Channel 9 Melbourne - really poor form!

RT @Puggles99 @drwarwick got to see it on GC.

19:31:42 Seems that way, once upon a time they were untouchable. Have lost the plot! RT @I_enigma

Channel 9 don't care about the viewing public ...

19:33:29 Might have called it early but held off spirited Eels revival in what ended up a great #NRL GF.

RT @DrMobs @drwarwick  Oh really?

Monday, 5th  of October.

16:31:41 Great stuff. Looking fwd to #gnw as always. Fan of @jimeoin - great comic talent RT

@hardertospell Change avatar ... it's of me and @jimeoin

16:37:46 What's got everyone changing their avatar? *feeling left out* :) RT @endlessblush @SandiMon

Like your new avatar ... you're so beautiful :)

16:41:08 Great choice for Melbourne Storm - and all you other legends out there ... RT @vipvirtualsols:

"We Are The Champions"♫ http://bit.ly/1DTBat

16:44:57 Going to write a blog post tonight. You choose! Vote by RT for No.1 "10 tips for a better website"

or No.2 "web trend - people not pages"

16:46:43 True on both counts :) RT @endlessblush well @drwarwick a change is as good as a holiday :)

and @SandiMon IS beautiful :)

17:01:03 Just put the call out! I've already come to terms with being on wrong side of hill :) RT

@SandiMon @endlessblush Date of looming decrepitude

17:20:06 Your right - cricket and tennis :) RT @vipvirtualsols thank god that silly final is over with now and

we can get onto more important things

17:45:37 I have my moments :) RT @vipvirtualsols You ARE such a man aren't you @drwarwick?? :P

20:04:17 Certainly has a style all his own - naturally funny! RT @nwmag Colin Lane is hysterical! Give

him his own show! #GNW

20:12:35 Now that's art! :) RT @ambermatson @ragnarok1971 Found the Flickr-stream of Lego pictures

Paul mentioned on #gnw http://bit.ly/ovaes #lego

20:17:17 My Father is from Warwickshire (England), there is also a Warwick in Queensland, Australia :)

RT @Chrissyisms ur name is after my city ;-)

20:25:11 Sure mini-Hughesy didn't copy the kid in Scrubs (could mean poo-sifting). Hope you find it! RT

@DHughesy Still haven't found wedding ring.

20:55:13 Mikey Robbins (aka Bin Laden) on sax - #gnw gone completely musical :) RT @hellparade

GNW is always a bloody party. I love it.

22:29:32 'People not Pages' a fundamental web transformation. Changing landscape for Google and the

web at large. Blog post: http://bit.ly/4a8puu
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Tuesday, 6th  of October.

10:35:23 http://twitpic.com/kfgvc - Melbourne, here comes the storm. Taken from Bridge Road Richmond.

10:39:57 http://twitpic.com/kfhim - Storm front from Melbourne Tennis Centre. Flags out for Australian

Open already.

13:08:36 Thanks @burntsugar @SuperRoach @darkdirk for RT of "People not Pages" blog 

http://bit.ly/4a8puu would love some comments / insights!

13:10:05 If I'd known, would have stopped and had 1 with you :) RT @JustinPinner Excuse for a beer at

Mt View? RT @drwarwick http://twitpic.com/kfgvc

13:11:49 Shane, your getting older, takes more spice to wake taste buds up ;) RT @shanegold Never

used to be a fan of wasabi but starting to like it.

13:14:57 Shame it's closed, would love to be involved. Perhaps No 4 :) RT @mediahunter Age of

Conversation 3 – call for authors http://retwt.me/BTbe

14:41:07 I'd like to link to your Blog. Send link if you would like me to. My Blog is at http://bit.ly/4i4BNU

reciprocation appreciated :)

15:11:54 Looking forward to seeing them :) RT @ScottRhodie @stevieenglish I'll post both robots once I

finish them :)

23:22:54 Ditto RT @joolzgirl I'm weary. Think its time for zzz RT @heidiheartshugs  yesssssssss sleep

times xx RT @karalee_  must. go. to. bed. stat.

Wednesday, 7th  of October.

07:03:16 More businesses blocking than using? 'Head in sand' always bad strategy! RT @mashable Half

Employers Now Block Twitter http://bit.ly/1fg33S

07:15:38 WTF tweet on TLAs is BS - ROFL (no jargon or acronyms here :) RT @endlessblush

@AndrewBlanda head space too full for jargon and acronyms :)

07:45:35 Love BBQ thrown in - very Aussie :) watch that head ;) RT @endlessblush reading that ... made

my brain explode - OMGWTFBBQLOL @AndrewBlanda

08:34:40 My post-web kids called me prehistoric today when I put AM radio SEN on in car :( RT

@SandiMon I'm *not* coming to terms with stupid hill :(

08:39:10 Tried iPhone app Shazam with Muzak version of classics in lift - it didn't recognize them. Should

come back with 'you call that music?'

10:06:11 http://twitpic.com/kjftu - Wow, colour coded certificates - don't fancy the blue one anytime soon :)

10:09:32 I liked my 'because it's crap theory' better :) RT @darkdirk recognises specific signature not

general tune. muzak would have to be in db

13:53:48 Sign of growing strength of social media? RT @KateKendall @venessapaech US rules for

bloggers on disclosure, ethics http://bit.ly/ecgRV

13:55:46 Boring but perhaps sensible. Not really an excitement product in the first place :) RT

@CatrionaPollard well that's boring - #cheesybite

14:43:28 Is anyone indexing keywords? RT @BenjArriola #smx ok it's official, even yahoo is not using

keyword meta tag - Cris Perry of Yahoo shares

14:57:59 Brock McLean confirmed trade from Melbourne to Carlton #AFL RT @Carlton_FC Steven Icke -

'No progress on Fevola': http://tinyurl.com/yahsday

15:05:25 Brilliant piece - old is new again :) RT @roddm @voirol Hilarious! RT @likeomg @damjanov

Windows 7 comes on floppies! http://bit.ly/145LoW
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16:00:26 More #geekhumour brilliance: RT @theduty   1f u c4n r34d th1s.   1t'5 t1m3 f0r u 2 g3t l41d.    

...53r10u5ly.

16:01:49 No not ready, or aware :) RT @bortflancrest @MisBHaving Would tell, but I don't think

@drwarwick is ready to be outed yet. #SecretSquirrel

18:05:24 Not good enough :( RT @sammutimer @primatage iPhone devs threaten Apple over

outrageous app payment delays http://bit.ly/ISdmN

18:29:56 So you can earn the Benjamin's :) RT @QuickstartBiz "An investment in knowledge pays the

best interest." Benjamin Franklin

18:33:49 Twitter lesson: Don't tweet the word 'investment' unless you love SPAM. Guess there's a bunch

of words to avoid. Anyone got a list?

18:45:55 Correct, that got us both spammed :( RT @djackmanson @drwarwick Cheap credit SEO social

media expert guru forex can definitely go on list.

18:57:04 OK from now on #spamsafe words are m0n3y 1nt3rn3t ch34p cr3d1t 530 50c14l m3d14 f0r3x

and 3xp3rt -thanks @slicedgeek @djackmanson

19:16:18 Wow, brilliant and compelling! RT @JonoH Must watch! http://bit.ly/14yXkL Beethoven 5th

Symphony (graphical score animation).

Thursday, 8th  of October.

09:16:16 Not the best start to the day, internet offline which led me indirectly to other issues that need

resolving.

09:41:20 Melbourne Press Club lunch today. Been a while since I've been to one. Looking forward to

hearing from CFA. Anyone other tweeps going?

09:47:22 More bad news :( RT @newsrunner_com Major earthquakes prompt Pacific tsunami warning -

CNN.com http://bit.ly/36asze

11:40:06 http://twitpic.com/ko03p - Melbourne Press Club lunch, River Room at Crown to hear from new

CFA CEO about changes and bushfire preparedness.

12:28:10 Russell Rees Chief Officer of the CFA talks on the 173 people that died in Victorian fires that

started on 7 Feb 2009. Very somber room!

12:39:21 Give me a question or comment for Rees! But please stick with me :) RT @I_enigma can I

unfollow you - until the 'meeting/conference is over'

12:41:54 Great article and damning stuff RT @bootload "Teague puts heat on CFA's top brass" 

http://bit.ly/13pirS

12:59:06 Will try to ask, currently taking Q from main media outlets only RT @I_enigma claimed it was a

health and hygeiene issue ...

17:32:26 Review of CFA speech at Melbourne Press Club's 'Bushfire Alert' lunch. Unfortunately not

impressed ... http://bit.ly/fDL97

17:40:49 Is the hyper Scotish guy serving at the bar? :) RT @Alegrya sitting at Cohi Bar with @misswired

watching people arrive for @ignitesydney

20:39:50 Hi Patricia, not my type :) but usually like his outlook! RT @jadpad I like Todd Sampson. Very

intelligent. Very cute too. #qanda

Friday, 9th  of October.

12:49:05 Wont be wearing my signed Carlton scarf next year: Fevola deal finalised. Fev to Brisbane for
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Lachlan Henderson and pick 12 in draft. #AFL

15:05:12 Could be AFL sanctions and even legal procedings against Fev - may prove good move? RT

@MattyHallsworth do you think Blues ripped off.

16:39:22 Blog post about to be published. Hope you can take a look in a few moments. Next post with link

...
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